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TOWN OFFICERS FOR 1900-1901.
TRTLA>VRER.
JOHN A. HALL.
EDGAR M. PHILLIPS.
SELECTJIEX.
JOS- OFIMETTF. J. M. OLNEY. ;<kHl II. S. CHENEY.
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
A. FAULAND, FELIX GAT1NEAF. L. WESLEY CURTIS.
ASSESSOR*.
S. K. EDWARDS, FRANKLIN JACOBS, Y. W. LAMOFREUX.
Arr»iTx>Rs.
C. FRED Him ALEXIS ROYER. JR., ALEX. P. TAYlAJR.
4 Town officers.
BOARD OF HEALTH,
CARY C. BRADFORD, - Term Expires 1901
II. C. MOYNIUAN, - Term Expires 1902
J. A. GENEREUX, - - - - Term Expires 1003
SCHOOL COMMITTKE.
SILVANUS HAYWARD,
GEORGE M. LOVELL, -
F. X. TETRAULT,
HENRY WIHTTAKER,
J. ANATOLE CARON,
GEORGE GRANT. .
Term Expires 1001
Term Expires 1001
Term Expires 1002
Term Expires 1002
Term Expires 1003
Term Expires 1903
LIBRARY COMMITTEE.
CARY C BRADFORD, - - - Term Expires 1901
JOHN B. DRENNAN, (dcd.) • - - Term Expires 1901
HENRY B. MONTAGUE, - - - Term Expires 1901
J. A. CARON, Term Expires 1002
GEORGE GRANT, r Term Expires 1902
GEORGE M. LOVELL, .... Term Expires 1902
F. E. CORB1N, Term Expires 1003
JOSEPH JAGGER, .... Term Expires 1003
W. J. LAMOUREUX. - - - Term Expires 1003
CEMETERY COM MITT EE.
FRED E. COR BIX, .... Term Expires 1001
MICHAEL D. MORRILL. - - - Term Expires 1901
II. C. CADY, - - - - Term Expires 1902
JACOB BOOTH, (tlml.) .... Term Expires 1002
T. JEROME HARRINGTON, - - Term Expires 1903
SAMUEL WILLIAMS, .... Term Expires 1903
CONSTABLES.
PETER CAPLETTE, MARCUS L. DILLABER, Jr.,
WM. F. LEE, ANDREW M. HIGGINS,
WM. SANDERS, JOHN E. HEFNER,
JOSEPH E. LARI VTERE.
TAX COLLECTOR
W. R. OLNEY.
TOfrN OFFICERS. 6
POLICE OFFICERS.
GEO. MANSFIELD, G. F. LAMOUREUX,
P. N. LeCLAIR, A. E. BUELL,
GODFREY LAMOUREUX, H. E. WELD,
A. J. MORRIS, SOUVERAIN ROBERTS,
BASIL J. PROULX.
FIRE ENGINEERS.
P. N. LeCLAIR, Chief. M. EGAN, L. N. DUQUETTE,
M. P. O'SHAUGHNESSY, H. C. MOTNIHAN,
N. E. ] UrJNBY, Superintendent of Fire Alarm.
REGISTRARS OF VOTERS.
GEO. W. COREY, J. K. EGAN, MOSES GAGNON,
EDGAR M. PHILLIPS.
STREET COMMISSIONER.
J. J. BOWLEN.
TOWN COUNSEL.
HENRY B. MONTAGUE.
CARE OF TOWN CLOCK.
GEO. T. ARMES.
POUND KEEPER.
wm. Mcdonald.
KEEPER OF LOCKUP.
JOS. E. PRUE.
JANITOIl OF TOWN HALL BUILDING.
PETER CAPLETTE.
CATTLE INSPECTOR.
DR. J. A. GENEREUX.
6 TOWN OFFICERS.
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
A. J. MORRIS.
CHAS. BLACKMER,
JOHN GAGNON,
C. M. VINTON,
JAMES H. MASON,
FIRE WARDENS.
II. P. MORSE,
GEORGE L. CLEMENCE,
THOMAS HJJGHES,
E. T. TORREY.
A. R. WEBSTER,
F. E. RANDALL,
E. C. ELLIS,
E. I. KNOWLES.
EBEN AMMIDOWN,
JOSEPH DEGRENIER,
PUBLIC WEIGHERS.
WILLIAM BOOTH,
• A. DANIELS,
THOS. HUGHES,
J. J. BOWLEN,
W. A. BOYD,
ADAM McKrNSTRY.
EDWIN BACON.
FENCE VIEWERS.
HENRY A. MORSE. L. N. DUQUETTE.
GEO. L. CLEMENCE.
FIELD DRIVERS.
Dist. 1. C. A. RICE, Dist. 2. W. C. LUNAN.
Dist. 3. PATRICK FITZPATRICK, Disi. 4. A. B. WELLS,
Dist. 5. J. O. SANDERS, Dist. C. C. BLACKMER.
Dtst. 7. H. B. MASON.
MEASURERS of wood and rare.
CHARLES IIYD E,
P. N. LeCLAIR,
ALEX. SIMPSON,
J. E. CLEMENCE,
E. C. ELLIS,
HENRY A. MORSE,
W. II. EL CHENEY,
II. II. CLEMENCE.
GEORGE SIMPSON.
FELIX LeCLAIR,
V. W. LAMOUREUX,
A. DANIELS,
JOHN RYAN,
THOS. HUGHES,
THOS. RYAN.
GILBERT THERIAULT,
WILLIAM D. MORSE, [dcd.J
TOWN OFFICERS. 7
UNIFORM POLICE FORCE.
CHAELES CURTIN,
Z. N. LeCLAIR,.
PETER CORMIER,
NEAV ENGINE HOUSE COMMITTEE.
H. C. CADY, C. P. PH1PPS,
JOS. OUIMETTE, Jr. M. EGAN,
CHAS. E, WILSON, ALEXIS 13OYER,
W. C. CALLAHAN,
SEWER COMMISSIONERS.
W. C. CALLAHAN, 3 years. JOS. OUIMETTE, 2 years.
HENRY C. CADY, 1 year.
SINKING FUND COMMISSIONERS.
JOHN J. DELEHANTY, 1 year, PITT H. HEBERT, 2 years-
HENRY B. MONTAGUE, 3 years.
A. M. HIGGINS
W. J. DOUTY,
W. F. LEE.

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE.

TJBCHJ ACCOUNT
.... OF THE ....
Town Treasurer.
JOHN A. HALL, Treasurer, in account with the
Town of Southbridge, for the year ending February
28, 1901.
RECEIPTS.
Cash in treasury, March 1, 1900, ^9,760 24
Due from J. M. Olney, Collector, 1899, 7,072 82
Due from J. M. Olney, Collector, 1898, 746 84
Tax bill of 1900.
County tax, $5,295 00
State tax, 2,385 00
Bauk tax, non-residents, 966 82
Overlayings on taxes, 680 19
$9,327 01
Highways, 7,000 00
Streetlights, 6,500 00
±2 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
Interest, 6,300 00
High school, 4,275 00
Police department, 3,600 00
Salaries, 3,000 00 .
Marcy street school house note, 3,000 00
Contingent, 2,500 00
Engine house note, 2,300 00
Water supply, 2,000 00
Support poor, 2,000 00
Public library, 2,000 00
Fire department, 2,000 00
Cemetery improvements, 2,000 00
Engine men, 1,910 00
Printing, 1,500 00
Sidewalk repairs, 1,500 00
Everett street sidewalk, 1,300 00
Sewer notes, 1,095 00
Land damages, Main street, 1,043 00
Sidewalk, north side Crane street, 1,000 00
Widening Main street, 1,000 00
Armory note, 1,000 00
Sidewalk, east side Pine street, 950 00
Furnishings, new engine house, 850 00
Insurance, 800 00
Sidewalk, north side Central street, 750 00
Town hall contingent, 700 00
Sidewalk, N. W. side Edwards street, 650 00
Evening schools, 650 00
Cliff street appropriation, 600 00
Abatement taxes, 500 00
Bridges, 500 00
Sewer land note, 500 00
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 13
Outside poor, 500 00
Sewer contingent, 500 00
High school addition note, 400 00
Railing highways. 300 00
War relief, 300 00
Salaries sewer commission, 300 00
Everett street appropriation, 300 00
Eastford road appropriation, 300 00
School apparatus, 250 00
Widening bridge, Charlton street, 250 00
Cemetery improvements
,
200 00
Police station, 200 00
Ehvtrici m 150 00
CBVei fc, So ith street, 150 00
Cohasse street, 150 00
GoJ 1 ird Court
,
100 00
State aid, 100 00
Memorial day. 100 00
Arc light, Central street, 80 00
Arc light, Coombs street, 78 00
Arc light, cor. Mechanic and
Worcester streets, 78 00
Arc light, cor. Charlton and
Mechanic streets, 78 00
— $72,137 00
Money borrowed in anticipation of taxes, 50,000 00
Sewer loan, 20,000 00
Unappropriated funds :
Corporation tax, (14,342 72
Liquor licenses, 10,406 00
Sidewalk assessments, 721 63
REPORT OF AUDITORS.
Street railway tax, 356 55
Additional taxes, 207 50
Bank tax, 167 89
Licenses, 137 00
Rent engine house, 90 00
School house, New Village , 50 00
Sewer assessments, Main
and Marcy streets, 45 04
School lot, Charlton road, 25 00
Ladder truck, 15 00
W OOCl, on
Sinking fund, premiums on
sewer notes,
Outside poor
:
State pauper account, 210 27
Dudley, account John Laroche, 186 00
Adolphe Lavallee, 166 50
W. Brookfield, account Mrs. B.
Ford, 127 15
Greenfield, account P. Raymond, 98 90
Charlton, account Mrs. Louis
Berry, 74 00
Joseph Gingras, 15 00
Mrs. J. Lamont, 12 00
Fitchburg, account Henry Paulin, 6 00
Mrs. Ellen Grell, 5 00
Grafton, account child of Mrs.
P. Bonnett, 5 00
Worcester, account J. F. Coleman, 2 00
907 82
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 15
Cemetery fund, sale of lots, 975 00
State aid, state treasurer, 901 00
Town hall contingent, transfer
from high school, 575 00
Rents, 105 50
680 50
Sidewalk repairs, Crane, Pine,
Central and Edwards
streets account pitch and
tar, 409 85
Labor, 166 70
Tar barrels, 75 70
Overpaid order, 10 00
Support poor, wood, $236 (38
produce, 227 36
Mrs. Hodgson, 186 50
Louis Homer, 2 30
Sewers, assessments, $167 37
labor, 161 20
pipe, 75 82
gravel, 58 90
662 25
$652 81
Dog fund, county treasurer, 614 74
Militia, state treasurer, • 525 00
Cemetery improvements, interest
cemetery fund, 8404 04
Grading lots, 84 00
$488 04
$463 29
IB REPORT OF AUDITORS.
District court fees, 402 61
High school tuitions, 273 43
Police department, account uniforms, 242 86
War relief, Warren account 0. B.
Kumrill, 150 00
Contingent schools, books, 101 60
overpaid order 10 00
$111 60
Public library, cards, fines, etc., $89 73
overpaid order, 5 00
$94 73
Military aid, state treasurer, •. 60 00
Mary Mynott fund, interest, 40 20
Interest, account sewer notes, 40 00
Highways, stone, 24 00
New engine house, sheds, , 18 00
Common schools, tuitions, 15 00
$207,091 15
EXPENDITURES.
Sewers, $21,074 62
Common schools, 16,221 55
Outside poor, 7,938 05
Highways, 7,022 82
Engine house, No. 1, 7,008 10
Streetlights, 6,715 70
Interest, 5,812 91
County tax, . 5,295 00
High school, 4,421 25
Contingent schools, 4,401 72
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 17
Deposited in savings banks, 4,075 00
Salaries, 3,673 45
Police department, 3,652 86
Contingent expenses, 2,757 74
Public library, 2,724 60
State treasurer, liquor licenses, 2,601 50
Cemetery improvements, 2,483 33
State tax, 2,385 00
Water supply, 2,190 00
Sidewalks, 2,128 65
Support poor, 2,079 08
Fire department, 1,801 26
Engine men, 1,752 48
Bridges, 1,550 82
Town hall contingent, 1,441 94
Printing, 1,339 84
Widening Main street, 1,078 98
Insurance, 1,049 32
Land damages, Main street, 1,043 00
War relief, 1,058 35
State aid, 1,029 00
Crane street sidewalk, 998 59
Bank tax, 957 11
Pine street sidewalk, 905 16
Militia, 1700 07
"Rvpninp* ciphnnlc; 652 55
Edwards street sidewalk. 605 34
Central street sidewalk, 567 55
District court, 536 85
Eastford road, 524 28
Center watch district, 454 91
18 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
Sewer contingent, . 438 45
Police station contingent, 361 89
Bridge, Eastforcl road, 292 48
Abatement taxes, 263 31
Railing highways. 219 89
School apparatus, 171 66
Electrician, 150 00
Cohasse street, 149 78
Culvert, South street, 122 92
Military aid, 120 00
Memorial day, 100 00
Everett street culvert, 75 98
Police duty, 58 50
Repairs farm buildings, 45 30
special repairs farm buildings, 8 55
Mary Mynott fund, 5 00
Money borrowed in anticipation
of taxes, 45,000 00
Marcy street school house note, 3,000 00
Engine house No. 1 note, 2,300 00
Sewer notes, 1,095 00
Armory note, 1,000 00
Land for sewer beds, note, 500 00
High school addition, note, 400 00
Cash in treasury March 1, 1901, $5,426 88
Due from J. M. Olney. collec-
tor, 1899, 820 82
Due from W. R. Olney, collec-
tor, 1900, 8,165 51
— 814,413 21
$207,091 15
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 19
OBLIGATIONS OUTSTANDING FEBRUARY 28,
1901.
SEWRB NOTES.
Payable July 1, 1929, $30,000 CO
MARCY STREET SCHOOL HOUSE NOTES.
sl,000 payable annually, commencing
July 1, and Oct, 1, 1901, 30,000 CO
ENGINE HOUSE NOTES.
$•2,300 payable annually, commencing
May 1, 1901, -20,700 00
SEWER NOTES.
Payable May 1, 1930, 120,000 00
SEWER NOTES.
$1,095 payable annually, commencing )
Oct, 1, 1901 until 1912. 12,595 00
$650 payable Oct. 1, 1912, )
ARMORY NOTES.
§1,000 payable annually, commencing
April 24, 1901, 7,000 00
HIGH SCHOOL ADDITION NOTES.
sfiOO payable annually, commencing
July 1, 1901, 4,200 00
LAND FOR SEWER BEDS.
$500 payable annually, commencing
Dec. 1, 1901, 4,000 00
sl2S,495 00
REPORT OF AUfelTORS.
MATURING OBLIGATIONS TO BE PROVIDED FOR IN THE TAX
LEVY FOR 1901.
Marcy street school note, due Oct.
i i oail, iyui, w- Q A / 1A A I \>o,UUU uu
iviarcy siieet scnooi note, uue j hi
v
1 AAA AA1,UUU uu
lviaicy siieei bcnooi note, cnit; j ll i v
1 1 QA1
1, 1VJU1, 1
AAA AA1,UUU UU
Engine house note, clue May 1,
o QAA AAZ,OUU uu
Armory note, clue April 24, 1901, 1 AAA A
A
±,UUU UU
Sewer notes, due Oct. 1, 1901, 1,095 00
High school addition note, due July
1 1 QA1 <iAA AAt)UU UU
Land for sewer beds note, due Dec.
1, 1901, 500 00
sl0,495 00
FINANCIAL CONDITION MARCH I, |90|.
Sewer notes, *30,000 00
Sewer notes, 20,000 00
Sewer notes, 12,595 00
Marcy street school house notes, 30,000 00
Engine house notes, 20,700 00
Armory notes, 7,000 00
High school addition notes, 4,200 00
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 21
Land for sewer beds, notes, 4,000 00
128,495 00
Less sinking fund, 8,159 58
Net debt, $120,335 42
Temporary loan, anticipation of
taxes, $5,000 00
22 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
BALANCE OF ACCOUNTS FEBRUARY 28 |90|
Town house, sTO.000
School houses, 20,000
Engine houses, 14,000
Cemetery. 10,000
Public library, 9,000
Steamers, 8,000
Farm, 5,000
Hose, 5,000
Marcy St. school lot, 4,000
Lamp posts, 2,500
Police station, 2,500
Hook and Ladder trucks, 2,000
School furniture, 1,000
Hose carriages, 1,000
Hearse house, 1,000
Hearse, 200
Road scraper, 150
Fire engine, 100
Personal property, . 3,873
Cash, 5.426
Deposits in savings bks, 20,598
J. M Olnev. Coll. 1899, 820
W. R Olney, Coll. 19U0, 8,165
Sewers, 50,781
Marcy Sr. school house, 30,000
Engine house No. 1, 20,670
Sewers, 8,364
Armory, 7,000
High school addition, 4,200
Land for sewer beds, 4,000
Outside poor, 1,379
Contingent expenses, 817
Salaries, 576
Bridges, 568
Insurance, 312
East ford road, 224
Water supply. 169
Police station contingent, 109
Widening Main street, 78
Engine men, 72
Printing, 39
Militia, 16
Repairs farm buildings,
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
85
S8
83
82
51
11
00
40
SO
00
00
00
03
66
05
07
47
28
38
97
98
89
51
57
85
S324.31S 51
Town property, $159,923
Notes payable, 133,495
Cemetery fund, 1 1,439
Sinking 'fund, 8,159
Unappropriated funds. 1.573
Support poor, ] ,592
Mary Mynott fund, 1.04,1
Common schools, 1.020
State aid, sot
High school, 751
.
Dog fund. 044
Enforcement liquor law, 655
Center watch district, 464
War relief, 341
Highways, 304
Sidewalk repairs, 246
Streetlights, 220
Police department, 190
Central street sidewalk, 182
Military aid, 171
Interest, 164
A batement taxes, 134
Everett street culvert, 124
Sewer plans. 103
School apparatus, 79
Sewer contingent, 61
Bailing highways, 58
Town pound, 50
Pine street sidewalk, 44
Edwards street sidewalk, 44
District court fees, 31
Town hall contingent, 31
Evening schools 28
Fire department, 38
Smith street culvert, 27
Police duty, 26
Bank tax, 9
Public library, 7
Bridge Eastford road, 7
Cemetery improvements, 5
Contingent schools 4
Fourth of July, 3
Headstones, 2
Crane street sidewalk, 1
Cohasse street,
$324,313 51
JOHN A. HA Eli, Treasurer.
Southbridge, March 1, 1901.


CEMETERY COMMITTEE.
CEMETERY FUND.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1900, $10,404 25
Received from S. Williams, Supt.,
for sale of lots and perpetu-
al care, 975 00
Balance to credit of account,
March 1, 1901, $11,439 25
CEMETERY IMPROVEMENTS
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1900, $ 32
26 HEPOKT OF Al'DlTORS.
Appropriation, 2,000 00
Interest on cemetery fund, 404 04
S. williams, grading lots, 84 00
$2,488 36
EXPENDITURES*
S. Williams, payroll for men and
teams, $2,181 59
S. Williams, salary, 200 00
S. Williams, flowers, 32 80
Wm. C. Clarke, supplies, 15 69
G. C. Winter, water pipe, 12 80
M. C. Plimpton, flowers, 10 50
Southbridge water Supply Co.,
water to Jan. 1, 1901, 10 00
T. J. Harrington, flowers, 8 70
Amasa Dolan, manure, 8 25
Wm. Cady, manure, 2
$2,483 33
Balance to credit of account
Maich 1, 1901, |5 03
LIBRARY COMMITTEE.
MYNOTT FUND.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1900, $1,006 35
Interest on fund to Jan. 1, 1901, 40 20
— U,046 55
EXPENDITURES.
Magazines,
Balance to credit of account
March 1
;
1901,
$5 00
$1,041 55
28 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March l,'l900,
Appropriation,
Dog fund,
Fines, cards, etc.,
Overpaid check,
EXPENDITURES.
Ella E. Miersch, salary, s799 99
Southbridge Press, printing cat-
alogue, cards, etc., 490 20
Forbes & Wallace, books, 273 00
Southbridge Gas & Electric Co.,
lighting room, 253 89
M. W. Plimpton, salary as assis-
tant, 244 14
E. F. Dakin, papers and maga-
zines, 183 90
F. J. Barnard & Co., books 135 22
John Coggins, janitor, 90 00
E. C. Ellis, coal, 76 60
W. H. Clarke, agt., rentals, 75 00
E. E. Miersch, cash paid sundries, 54 41
F. K. Eeles, supplies, 30 30
Library Bureau, supplies, 24 47
$4 48
2,000 00
033 26
89 73
5 00
$2,732 47
REPORT OF AUDITORS:
W. H. Clarke, labor and supplies, 15 60
Stone & Forsythe, books, 10 00
H. D. Utley, books 7 50
Publishers Weekly Co., subscrip-
tion 7 00
A. D. Worthington Co., books, G 75
D. Appleton & Co., supplies, G 00
Hellman, Taylor Co., books, 5 00
library Art Club, 5 00
Chas. E. Lauriat Co., books, 4 13
Samuel Healey, Dudley town re-
cords, 3 00
Mass. Historical Society book, 3 00
C. 3. Ay. o«, supplies, 2 75
Lareau, Lamoureux Bros., supplies, 2 50
Augustus Daniels, wood, 2 •25
Southbridge Journal, printing, 1 75
Times Printing Est'g Co., sub-
scription, 1 50
A. S. Barnes, books, 1 no
Am. Catholic Quarterly Review
subscription, 1 00
Southbridge Herald, printing, 1 ltd
$2,817 85
Account overdrawn March 1, 1901, f85 38
OVERSEERS OE THE POOR.
REPAIRS OF FARM BUILDINGS.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1900, 144 45
EXPENDITURES.
Alexis Boyer, labor and supplies, $22 04
G. 0. Winter, labor and supplies, 21 13
A. Farland, labor and supplies, 2 13
$45 30
Account overdrawn, March 1, 1901, 85
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 31
SPECIAL REPAIRS AT TOWN FARM
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1900, $8 55
EXPENDITURES.
Southbridge Roofing Co., labor
and supplies, $5 03
A. Farland, labor and supplies, 2 35
G. 0. Winter, labor and supplies, 117
sS 55
SUPPORT OF POOR
RECEIPTS
Appropriation, $2,000 00
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1900, 1,018 71
Produce sold, k 227 36
Wood sold, 236 68
Received from Mrs. Hodgson, 186 50
Received from Louis Homer. 2 30
EXPENDITURES.
*3,671 55
Wm. L. McDonald and wife,
32 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
salary, $300 00
Felix Gatineau, groceries, 277 18
Alex. Gordon, labor. 192 00
E. D. Ammidown, grain, 187 09
Weld & Beck, grain, 153 32
Johnson, Colburn Co., clothing, 87 70
E. 0. Ellis, coal, 72 00
Mrs. A. Gordon, labor, 68 00
F. M. Marble, supplies, 63 61
M. Gervais, chopping wood, 59 62
P. H. Carpenter Co., groceries, 57 45
Thos. Hughes, coal, 56 26
G. S. Stone Co., labor and material, 46 90
Samual Williams, 5 iron beds, 40 00
W. H. Clarke, labor and supplies, 39 00
H. A. Morse, potatoes and fertilizers , 33 00
L. E. Bradley, beef, 25 63
N. E. Tel., and Tel., Co., tele-
phone rental and tolls, 24 18
Mary Cove, labor, 24 00
Dr. Pugh, professional services, 23 75
H. B. Dresser, tobacco and supplies, 22 43
P. Grant & Sons, groceries, 20 83
vv
.
\j. ^aiianan, Duiiai or xjouib
XXvlllUl y 15 00
Hosea Herbert, labor, 15 00
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 14 23
Jas. R Harris, groceries, 14 20
Southbridge Eoofing Co., labor
and supplies, 12 21
Henry Hay, swine, 12 00
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 33
D. S. Stuart, kitchen supplies, 12 00
John W. Hanson, tea, 10 55
C. S. Ayres, labor and tupplies, 8 05
J. B. Brousseau, repairing har-
nesses, 7 50
(x. F. Northup, labor, 7 00
H. P. Walker, making 451 gals.
of cider, 76
L. W. Curtis, cash paid appraisers, 6 00
H. A. Morse, appraising wood -lot, 6 00
Wm. D. Morse, supplies, 5 90
A. Daniels, coal, 5 53
Gr. C. Winter, labor and sup-
plies, 5 03
J. J. Bowlen, team for appraisers, 5 00
Mr. Lamoureaux, carting manure, 5 00
Mrs. McGrath, labor, 4 30
G. H. Hartwell, medical supplies, 4 15
E C Ellis, groceries, 3 69
Miles Soap Co., soap, 3 50
Henry M. Caffry, hair clipper, 3 25
rT Pli rv "V\7" h l f n a \t 1q Vinv±xk5lil y vvijiLiit/j, Jduui, Qo
Bernard Silk & Co., two kegs, I uu
T") „ "1_ 1 „ D_ "P\ 1 1 l 'Ko binson <x Dougherty, printing, 1 i 5
Alfred Plimpton, work on farm, 1 50
Earl Dagneault, labor, 1 50
H. T. Hyde, shoes, 1 38
Chas. Johnson, repairing shoes, 1 25
Lareau, Lamoureux Bros., supplies, 90
S2,079 08
Balance to ciedit of account
March 1, 1901, $1,592 47
34 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
OUTSIDE POOR
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, ?6,000 00
State Treasure]-, support of
paupers, 210 27
Town of Dudley, aid John
Laroche, 186 00
Town of Dudley, aid A.
Lavalee, 166 50
Town of W. Brookfield aid
Mrs. Bryan Ford, 127 15
Town of Greenfield, aid to
Peter Raymond, 98 90
Tot* n of Charlton, aid to
Mrs. Louis Berry, 74 00
Jos. Gingrass, support of
children, 15 00
Mrs. J. Lamont, 12 00
City of Fitchburg, aid to
Henry Paulin, 6 00
Grafton, account of Mrs. P.
Bonnette, 5
Ml-s. Eilen Graull, 5 00
City of Worcester, aid to
J. F. Coleman, 2 00
$6,907 82
REPORT OF AUDITORS. §5
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1,
1900, $348.80
Commonwealth of Mass. Wor-
cester Insane Hospital, sup-
port of
John Sheridan, $205 67
Hendrick L. Smith, 169 46
Edward H. Hill, 169 46
Thos. Boyle, 169 46
John Brogan, 169 46
Nazarise Lamonthe
,
169 46
Onezime Capistrand, 169 46
Adolphe Lavaliee, 169 00
Annie Monroe, 156 46
Josephine Lavalle, 145 61
Mary A. Pratt, 93 79
James Minns, 64 85
Margaret Lynch, 42 71
Hormisdas Ferron, 42 71
Bert Barrett, 18 57
$1,956 13
Felix Gatineau, goods deliver-
ed to
Oamille Collette, $159 00
Mrs. Ahraham Motte,108 00
Frank Rousseau, 80 CO
Mrs. Napoleon Du-
quette, 54 03
36 REPORT OF AtDITORS\
Joseph Gauthier, 50 00
Leon Dupuis, 38 00
Frank Bvosseau, 20 00
David Tetreault, 18 00
Mrs. Leon Rheims, 10 00
Fred Leroux, 0J
Mrs. Levi Casavant, 2 00
$548 00
r
P. H. Carpenter Co., goods deliv-
ered to
John B. Reno's grand-
children, $156 00
Chas. Gaudett, 104 00
Mrs. M. E. Irving, 64 75
Leon Dupuis, 34 00
Mrs. Henry Morin, 14 00
Mrs. Levi Casavant, 8 00
Chas. L. Thompson, 4 50
Hormidas Reno, 4 00
$389 25
Joseph Peloquin, goods de-
livered to
Mrs. Antoine St. Mar-
tin, sll2 00
John Laroche, 106 00
F. Lamonthe, 60 00
P. Lamonthe, 53 00
Mrs. Fred Stone, 12 00
Mrs. A. Joyal, 6 00
$349 00
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Commouwealth of Massa-
chusetts State Farm,
Care of John Cold-
rick, $109 60
£109 60
State Almshouse, care of
Mary Cavanaugh, $73 6<i
Ellen F. Carroll, 38 89
Wm. Seymour, 32 00
S143 89
Hospital for Dipsomaniacs,
care of
Chas. L. Thomson, 95 40
Simeon Paige, aid to
Frank Lacrosse, $196 00
Frank Reno, 55 00
Mrs. Adelard Bebo, 115 00
$266 00
Peter Grant & Sons, goods
to
Mrs. Fred Stone, $113 00
Mrs. Agues Beatty, 72 00
Mrs. Usebe Joubert, 31 00
Mrs. Templeman, 24 00
Joseph Belanger, 15 00
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Wm. Power & Sod, goods
delivered to
Mrs. Mary Ford, $88 00
Mrs. Dennis Murphy, 88 00
Mrs. Garrigan, rent, 32 28
Mrs. Catherine Wright 21 00
Mrs.P'fkCuddahv. Jr. 18 50
James Butler, G 00
S253 78
Mrs. Patrick Horrigan, care
of Mrs. GarrigaD, 1239 25
E. C. Ellis, goods delivered to
Mr. and Mrs. Thos.
Potter, S216 00
Mrs. Levi Casavant, 2 00
$218 00
St. Annes Orphanage, care
Gingras children, *210 00
W. D. Morse, goods deliver-
ed to
Mrs. Peter Duquette, $121 25
Peter Raymond, 61 50
Henry Roy, 9 50
John F. Coleman, 2 00
*194 25
John B. Demers, goods de-
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Iivered to
Henry Lavallee. <66 00
Mrs. St. Onge. 53 00
Mrs. Louis Baril
?
53 00
Mrs. Leon Dupuis 22 00
£194 00
Worcester City Hospital,
care of
Ellen Mills. $79 00
Matilda Maitel. 35 00
Amelia Ferron, 17 00
Cainille Collette, 14 00
John B. Lanionthe. 12 00
Anatole Benoit. 11 00
Joseph Potvin. 11 00
Joseph Laprade. 4 00
S1S3 00
P. Caron. goods delivered to
Joseph Dumas. Jr.. £144 00
Mrs. M. Daigneault, 24 00
Alexis Corriveau. 10 00
$178 00
P. X. LeClair, goods deliv-
ered to
John B. Keno s grand-
children, $80 00
Mrs. Frank Savary, 3(5 00
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Mrs. Frank Rous-
seau, 18 25
Joseph Proulx, care of
tramps,
F. X. Lariviere, burial of
Joseph Varin's wife, 15 00
George Carpenter, 15 00
Magloire Richard, 15 00
Mrs. Chas. Talbot, 15 00
Harry Roy, 15 00
Arthur Viens, 15 00
John B. Brodeur's
child, 7 00
Frank Reynold's child, 7 00
Wilfred Nolan's child, 7 00
CamilleCollette'schild,7 00
Eugene Riopelle's child 7 00
Eugene Liberty's child, 5 00
J. & T. Ryan, goods deliv-
ered to
Mrs. Horrigan, $55 00
Mrs. Gargan, 48 75
Hanora O'Brien, 19 50
David Slattery, 2 00
$134 25
$141 45
$130 00
$125 25
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Geo. H. Smith, goods deliv-
ered to
Mrs. Fred Irving, 138 00
Joseph Belanger, 31 00
Walter Mclvielly, 20 00
Mrs. M. Grant, 16 00
Mrs. F. Wright, 1 00
Mrs. C. Wright, 3 00
Mrs. P. Cuddahy, 3 00
Frank Loranger, 3 00
Mrs. D. Marsh, 3 00
Ellen Powers, 1 00
$122 00
Felix Gatineau, transporta-
tion of Frank Rous-
seau and family to
Canada. £72 31
Johu Coldrick, from State
farm to Southbridge, 11 11
Omer Dupierre, to Tewks-
bury Hospital, 10 87
Joseph Gauther to Canada, 9 83
Felix Tremblay, Jr., to
Worcester Hospital, 3 51
Mrs. Daignault, to Water-
bury, Conn. 2 75
Express on clothing, etc.,
F. Charboneau, Wav-
erly, 1 17
Archie McCleran, expenses
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to Fitch burg, 1 25
$112 86
J. A. Mali an, care of
Martin and Mary
Ward, $83 50
Mary McGrath, 25 00
$108 50
Wm. C. Callahan, burial of
Mrs. Garrigan, 125 00
Joseph Belanger's
children, 23 00
Joseph Dumas, 15 00
Isaac Miller, 15 00
David Slattery's child-
ren, 10 00
Joseph Clutier's child, 7 00
Louis Lavallee's child, 5 00
1100 00
G. Pinsonneault, goods de-
livered to
Elzear Gauthier, ^66 50
Cyrol Byron, 10 00
Mrs. Antoiite St. Mar-
tin, 9 00
S85 5U
Jos. Berthiaume, goods de-
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livered to
Mrs. Clement Lusig-
nou, $42 00
Mrs. Napoleon Du-
quette, 30 00
Louis Lavallee, 12 00
$84 00
A. H. AY heeler, goods deliv-
ered to
Frank Rousseau, $34 95
F. Oharboneau, 22 75
Mrs. Byron Ford, 5 00
Peter Bonin, 5 00
George Laronger, 3 75
Mrs. Patrick Sheriden, 3 40
Mrs. T. Rivers, 2 50
Joseph McDonald, 2 50
Victor Roehonz's child-
ren. 2 25
$82 10
Jas. R. Harris, goods deliver-
ed to
Mrs. Peter Duquette, $47 47
Peter Raymond 23 90
Mrs. Wm. Connelly, 8 00
J. A. Genereux, salary as
town physician. $75 00
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City of Boston, care of Ovila
and Laura Vorie $G5 00
Joseph Varin, board at Ob-
servation Hospital, Deer
Island, 2 14
G7.14
J. T. Brassell & Co., goods
delivered to Mrs G A Car-
penter, $57 50
City of Worcester, aid to
Louis and Mary Par-
ker, $18 00
Felix Howard, 15 00
James Bailey, 13 00
Eugene and Jennie
Marengo, 9 50
#55 so
J. D. Blanchard, goods deliv-
ered to
P. Charboneau, *'21 GO
Joseph Belanger, 17 45
Mrs. Nap. Duquette, 4 25
Mrs. Lamontagne, 1 50
Mrs. E Talbot, 1 25
$46 14
City of Worcester, board and
treatment at Isolation
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Hospital of A. Gin-
.
gras, s44 29
Victor Lamoureux, goods to
Mrs. E. Talbot, $44 00
M. M. Marble, goods to Agnes
Beatty, $40 02
A. Daniels, wood and coal to
Mrs. Mclvielly, $13 50
Mrs.Pat. Ouddihy, Jr., 8 75
Lizzie Lamonthe, 5 75
(V iol Byron, 5 00
Mrs. Wright, 3 50
Mrs. Frank Reno, 2 00
$38 50
J. B. Plante, goods to
Jos. Belanger, $32 90
$32 90
Chas. Hyde, wood to
Mrs. F. Lacroix, $18 00
Jos. Dumas, Jr., 9 00
Mrs. Pat. Cnddihy, Jr., 2 75
$29 75
Lafortune & Lavarie, burial of
Mrs. Casavant, $15 00
Mary Motte, 7 00
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David Tetreault's child, 5 00
_ $27 00
A. Dessaulniers, goods to
Jos. Dumas, Jr., $21 00
—
— $21 00
H. T. Hyde & Co., goods to
Mrs. Paulin, $5 25
Mrs. H. Morin, 5 00
David Clutiei
,
4 80
Mrs. Mountain, 3 25
J. Reno, 2 50
$20 80
Gilbert Theriault, moving
goods of Mrs. A.
Bebo, to Webster, $6 00
Leon Dupuis, wood, 3 75
Mrs. Lamontagne, 2 50
Mrs. Leon Gagnon, 2 50
Mrs. Fred Irving, 2 50
Frank Reno, 2 50
$19 75
Town of Dudley, burial of
Phebe Webber, $18 50
$18 50
Mrs. Levi Casavant, care of
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Pat. Casson, sis 00
118 00
Jos. Derosier, goods to
Mrs. Canary, $9 00
A. Laranger, 6 00
P. Cuddihy, 3 00
$18 00
Jos. Williams goods to
A. Perry, $10 00
J. Gamaliel, 6 00
$16 00
Johnson, Colburn Co., goods to
F. Charboneau, $9 95
F. Reno, children, 4 60
$14 55
Bridget Fairbanks care of
Mrs. L. Casavant, $14 00
$14 00
Bay State Market, goods to
Louis Lescarbeau, $10 62
Freman Webber, 1 00
$11 62
Medfield Insane Asylum, board of
Annie Monroe, $11 60
City of Fitchburg, aid to Moses
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Hunt, 9 39
A. J. McCrea, M. D., transfer to
Worcester of A. Fortier, (J 04
P. Caplette, accompanying
N. Lamonthe and H.
L. Smith from Wor-
cester to Town
farm, s7 53
Louis Lorange, wood deliver-
ed to
Mrs. Jos. Dumas, Jr., #5 00
Cyrol Byron, 2 50
$7 50
J. J. Delehanty & Co., goods
to Mrs. Garrigan, $7 05
Wm. Booth, coal to
Mrs. M. Grant, $3 50
Mrs. C. Wright, $3 50
$7 oo
Samuel Williams, burial of
Wm. Connelly's child, s7 00
Putnam, Davis, & Co., sup-
plies $6 75
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H. L. Bedard, goods to
Mrs. Lamonthe, $2 75
Jos. Belanger, $2 11
£5 50
J. J. Demers, goods to Mrs.
Horrigan, $5 00
Town of Georgetown, aid to
Mrs. Kate Simpson, 4 70
Benj. W. Paton, medical sup-
plies, 4 50
F. O. Letcher, wood to Leon
Dupuis, 4 00
P. Lataille, goods to Pascal Bou-
cher, 3 00
Town of Webster, aid to Louis
Shaw, 3 00
Cyril Huet, goods to Antoiue St.
Martin, 2 50
Edward Langlois, wood to L. Les-
carbean, 2 50
T. Hughes, wood to Mrs Teniple-
man, 2 50
G. J. Lamoureux, transporting
Mrs. Onge to Worcester, 2 25
A. Farland, accompanying H. L.
Smith from Worcester to
Town Farm, 2 00
Salem Davis, moving goods, 2 00
J. S. E. Farland, examination of
J. Tremblay, Jr., 2 00
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W. O. Lovely, moving goods of
Mrs. A. Bebo, 1 95
$8,286 85
Account overdrawn March 1st, 1901, $1,379 03
SCHOOL COMMITTER
COMMON SCHOOLS.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account,
March 1, 1901, *1,326 76
Appropriation, 15,900 00
Tuition from other towns, 15 00
$17,241 76
EXPENDITURES.
J. T. Clarke, Supt., salary to
March 1, 1901. $1,450 02
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Teachers
—
Laura E. Shepardson, no aOZU AAUU
Isabel r. layloi, a ftn4oU nnOU
Alice Holmes, OZU AA1)1)
Mary E. Meagher, ^ A f\44U nn
Margaret E. Dougherty, 4UU nnuu
Louise 0. Twombly, a a n44U AAUU
J. Eva Conner, Ann4UU nnUU
Abagaii u. xiitCMcocK, Ann4UU uu
Marion E. Hirons, OAoU nnUU
Lnsabetn rJooin, o < nnuu
ri. brenevieve xiyue, on nnuu
Ulara r\ unase, A ah4UU nnUU
Mary L. Boardman, /( aa4UU AAUU
Susan M. Knight, 4UU AAUU
Mabel J. lNeweiJ, q i nolU nnuu
Mary Page, 077 nnUU
Mary hi. Mcuabe, a nn4UU nnuu
A. Rebecca Rowley, 44U nnUU
Alice .D. Aiciiicn, 4UU nnuu
jN ettie v . otone, Q1 K nnUU
Agnes M. Meagher, 4UU AAUU
Jane Farquhar, /I AA4UU AAUU
Mary A. Ellis, A AA400 AA00
Martna uutting, A AA4U0 AAUU
Margaret Gr. Butler, 400 00
Ethel Seavey, 60 00
Aniaie M. Simpson, 138 00
Winifred M. Kinney, 345 00
Alice Sanders, 185 00
Ethel E. Fullerton, 370 00
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Jennie Simpson, 360 00
Anna F. Eager, 443 75
Mrs. H. N. Carpenter, 125 00
Lizzie E. Morse, 40 00
Bertha Harwood, 151 00
Carrie M. Holland, 6 00
Mabel C.Teehan, 126 00
Sarah P. Haskell, 72 00
$13,130 77
Janitors
—
Frederick Hough, $600 00
George U. Lovell, 355 50
Albert Back, 261 45
Fajien Lescarbean, 96 50
Joseph Jagger, S2 05
Wm. Sanders, 60 00
Martin Caplette, 23 00
C. Russell Morse, 20 00
Jennie Simpson, 15 50
S. P. Haskell. 4 50
1,518 50
Fuel—
A. Daniels, wood and
coal, $738 62
E. C. Ellis, coal, 241 76
Wm. Booth, coal, 196 93
C. M. Morse, wood, 12 35
E. Brosseau, 7 50
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J. M. & L. D. Clemence,
blocks, 2 00
$1,199 16
Transportation
—
Patrick Fitzpatrick, trans-
portation from sum-
ner district, $94 50
Mrs. L. A. Upham, transpor-
tation from Sumner
district, 72 00
Bartholomew Robert, trans-
portation of Angier
children, 66 75
$233 25
Tuition
—
Town of Sturbridge tuition,
of George, Lora and
Lillian Anger, Anna,
Cyril and Tilda For-
tier, J. Liberty, Henry,
Flora, Josephine and
Alfred Potrin, $84 00
Educational lecture course—
L. C. Mendenhall, lecture and
expenses, $28 00
R. L. Bridgman, lecture and
expenses, 14 87
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F. Schyler Matthews, lecture
and expenses, 13 00
$55 87
$16,221 55
Balance to credit of ac-
count March 1, 1901, $1,020 21
CONTINGENT SCHOOLS
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1900, $44 96
Appropriation, 4,250 00
Old books sold, 101 60
$4,396 56
EXPENDITURES.
E. D. Morse, labor and supplies,
painting school-houses, $713 48
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
furnishing water Main,Elm
Marcy and School streets
school houses
;
365 72
J. T. Clarke, paid for sundries, 340 06
M. Egan & Son, labor and mate-
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rial on school houses, 266 79
Wm. H. Clark, labor and sup-
plies, 249 39
0. J. Aldrich, labor and material
on Eiver street school
house, 169 36
American Book Co,, books, 165 97
G. C. Winter, labor and supplies, 163 86
G. S. Perry, books, 146 15
Ginn & Co., books, 140 86
Wm. C. Lewis, labor and supplies, 114 27
J. L. Hammett, books, 114 05
Holden Patent Cover Co., supplies, 103 35
Alexis Boyer, labor, 90 51
Truant officers, 85 25
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 81 23
J. B. Lippincott, supplies, 70 36
Silver, Burdett & Co., supplies, 70 00
C. Claflin. labor and material, 68 46
E. H. Brigham, labor, 63 60
Band, McNally Co., books, 58 29
A. Farland, labor and material, 58 20
Boston School Supply Co., books, 55 73
Benjamin Sanborn Co., supplies, 51 54
Charles A. Tetiault, taking school
. children's census, 50 00
J. Ouimette & Sou, supplies, 45 19
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., supplies, 38 64
D. C. Heath, supplies, 34 25
Hinds & Noble, books, 29 55
G. T. King, books, 28 51
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Robinson & Dougherty, printing, 27 60
Eagle Pencil Co., supplies, 26 70
Maynard,. Merrill Co., supplies, 25 10
T. J. Barnard, supplies, 24 41
Southbridge Press, printing, 21 25
Morse Co., supplies, 20 63
A. T. Eager, teams, 20 25
Blauchard's orchestra for graduat-
ing exercises, 20 00
Derby Desk Co., tables, 17 00
A. R. Webster, teams for committee, 14 50
D. W. Fisher & Co., books, 12 50
Thorp-Martin Co., supplies, 12 00
William Power, cleaning vaults, 11 25
Thomson-Brown Co., books, 9 66
Educational Publishing Co., books, 9 59
Emerson School of Oratory, books, 9 10
E. D. Babb & Co., books, 8 nn
H. R, Beecher, engraving 23 diplomas, 8 00
Felix Gatineau, supplies, 7 82
Southbridge Journal, printing, 7 00
Werner School Cover Co., supplies, 7 00
Robert Wardle, labor, 5 33
J. B. Plante, supplies, 5 23
Elrdidge Bros., supplies, 5 00
Lyold Co., paper, 5 00
Williams & Crawford, varnish, 4 00
Wm. C. Callahan, use of chairs, 4 00
F. 0. Letcher, cleaning vault, 3 50
I. 0. Angell, labor, 2 50
C. S. Ayres, supplies, 1 95
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Perry Picture Co., supplies, 1 92
W. D. Morse, supplies, 1 71
$4,391 72
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1901, s4 84
EVENING SCHOOLS
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1900, $31 39
Appropriation, 650 00
$(581 39
EXPENDITURES.
Teachers.
E. I. Knowles, $97 50
Nellie F. Ryan, 60 00
Agnes M. Meagher, 50 00
Alice Holmes, 48 75
J. Eva Conner. 31 50
Mary A. whelan, 30 75
Martha Cutting, 29 25
Margaret G. Butler, 28 50
Louise O. Twonibly, 27 00
$403 25
Janitors, 54 95
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J. T. Clarke, cash paid for sundries, 09 52
Boston Supply Co., books, 31 00
St. Peter's Society, for rent, 35 00
Southbridge Gas and Electric Co.,
for lighting schools, 18 83
Fuel, 13 50
D. C. Heath & Co., books, 11 25
G. Gillette & Son, supplies, 11 25
G. F. King, ink, 4 00
$652 56
Balance to credit of account
Maich 1, 1901, $28 84
HIGH SCHOOL
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1900, $624 70
Appropriation, 4,275 00
Tuition, 273 43
$5,173 li
EXPENDITURES.
Teachers
—
Fred E. Corbin, $1,457 50
Elizabeth Perry, 697 50
Laura B. Williams, 615 00
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Ernest M. Gleason, 375 00
Jesse B. Mowry, 280 00
Ada J. Murdock, 161 25
Anna F. Eager, 100 00
Mrs. H. N. Carpenter, GO 00
Janitor and fuel, 575 00
$4,321 25
Balance to credit of account,
March 1, 1901, *751 88
SCHOOL APPARATUS
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March,
1900, $0 76
Appropriation, 250 00
EXPENDITURES.
$250 76
J. B. Lippincott, books, *39 00
Eand-McNally Co., supplies, 31 50
Wardsworth, Howland Co., sup-
plies, 25 25
L. E. Knotts Apparatus Co., supplies, 18 67
G. C. Shepard, supplies, 11 69
Perry Picture Co., supplies, 10 43
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D. C. Heath Co., books, 10 00
Prang Educational Co., books, 8 02
W. D. Phelps, maps, 7 60
Willard Small, supplies, 6 70
D. Appleton & Co., supplies, 2 80
$171 66
Balance to credit of account,
March 1, 1901, $79 16
SELECTMEN.
ABATEMENT OF TAXES
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $500 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1, 1900 $101 79
Abatements, 2f>3 31
$365 10
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1901, sl34 90
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BRIDGES
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1900, ; 232 00
Appropriation, 500 00
Cbailton street appropriation, 250 00
$982 15
EXPENDITURES.
J. M. & L. D. Ciemence, lumber, $861 85
J. J. Bowien, pay-roll men and
teams, 314 32
A. Daniels, lumber, 189 84
Alexis Boyer, labor, 148 96
(x. W. Winter, supplies, 16 35
J. M. Olney, building-stone, 15 00
A. F. Lamoureux, labor, 4 50
81,550 82
Account overdrawn, March 1, 1901, $56$ 67
CENTRAL STREET WALK
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $750 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Selectmen, pay roll of men and
teams, 1360 30
H. L. Lamson, curbing and corners, 158 00
Sidewalk repairs, tar, pitch, etc., 76 85
J. A. Whittaker, establishing street
line, and batter boards, 11 50
Joseph Ouimette, sharpening tools, 4 90
$567 55
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1601, $182 45
COHASSE STREET.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $150 00
EXPENDITURES.
Selectmen, pay roll of men and teams, $149 78
,
Balance to credit of account March 1,
1901, 80 22
CONTINGENT
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $2,500 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1,
1900, $559 92
Dr. J. A. G-enereux, vacci-
nating 544 children, $272 00
Dr. J. A. Genereux, cattle
inspection, 125 00
J. A. Genereux, return-
births, 20 00
417 00
Selectmen, pay roll of election
officers, 304 10
E. M. Phillips, copying and re-
turning to Secretary of
Cominonw ealth ,marriages
,
deaths and births and at-
tending town meetings,
copying records, etc., 241 85
J. A. Whittaker, survey
and records of Charl-
ton, River and Gil-
more streets, sur-
vey of Morrissey
land, location and
estimates of Dresser
and Pine street ex-
tension, location,
plans, survey and •
establishing bounds
of the Bradley lot, $40 25
To survey,plans and
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setting bounds for
Charlton and lower
Main street, as per
order of County
Commissioners, 176 13
Sundry surveys, 13 75
H. B. Montague, legal ad-
vice to town offi-
cials, $160 00
Retaining fee, 25 00
Sundry expense, 9 38
Selectmen
—
Pay roll of men fighting
brush fires, $89 90
Extra police for July
fourth, 39 50
Expense toJBoston on state
road business, 22 20
Extra expense on fence
near new engine
house, 12 25
Tar kettle and supplies, 7 35
Freight and sundry ex-
penses, 4 72
Southbridge Water Supply
Company, water for
fountains at Center
and Globe, and sup-
236 13
194 38
175 92
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plies, $106 46
W. C. Callahan, disinfect-
ing houses of Mrs.
Garrigan, Lyman E.
Sibley, William L.
McKinstry, George
Weatherhead, Alex-
is Carribeau, John
Hart, Mrs. H. Dres-
ser, Joseph Belan-
ger, John Proulx
and Salem Davis, 86 00
Returning deaths, 12 50
98 50
M. E. Kelly, inspecting
plumbing, >S6 00
J. F. Monahan, settlement
of injuries to horse, 75 00
N. E. Telephone & Tele-
graph Co., rental
and tolls of tele-
phones in select-
men's office and po-
lice station, 74 75
F. Jacobs, assessors books,
blanks and stamps, 46 50
Henry Troemner, scales
seals, etc, 44 35
A. R. Webster, teams for
assessors, 23 25
A. R. Webster, teams for
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county commission-
ers, 12 00
A. R. Webster, teams for
selectmen, 3 50
A. R. Webster, team for
A. M. Higgins, 1 50
40 25
F. X. Lariviere, funeral ex-
penses of Louis La-
montagne, 35 00
J. J. Quirk, settlement of injur-
ies on Crane street walk, 35 00
Soutbbridge Gas and Electric
Co., ligbts for Selectmen's
rooms, 32 15
H. L. Lamson, bound posts, 30 50
J. J. Bowlen, sprinkling streets, 30 00
Central Mills Co., flushing
sewer, 10 00
Central Mills Co., use of
derrick, 19 00
§29 00
J. S. E. Farland, returning births, $27 75
F. X. Lariviere, returning deaths, 20 25
Priest, Page & Co., supplies for
Sealer of Weights and
Measures, 25 00
M. L. Dillaber, serving dog war-
rant, and killing and bury-
ing dog of Hugh Kane, 21 00
Henry Hay, serving meals for
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election officers and regis-
trars, 20 50
A. J. Wilkinson, supplies for Seal-
er of Weights and Meas-
ures, 20 24
Andrew Higgins, serving war-
rants, and attending town
meetings, 20 00
Iver Johnson Co., supplies for
police officers, 19 10
Michel L'Homme, labor and
m iterial on retaining wall
n di' new engine house. 18 75
J. M. Oliiey, license blanks, police
record books and sundry
expenses, 18 70
J. Gr E. Page attending sick stran-
ger, and reporting births, 14 25
J. M. Cochran, legal advice, 14 00
Samuel Williams, returning deaths 12 75
W. H Clarke, care of fountain, 10 55
H. C. Moynihan, supplies
for Board of Health, $7 30
fighting fires, 2 00
9 30
Lafortune & Lavarie, returning
deaths, 9 00
G. F. Lamoureux, arranging old
bills and records at police
station, 8 25
W. G. Reed, returning births, 7 25
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E. L. Gay, repairs on bal-
lot box, H 86
keys, locks, etc., for
police station, 2 35
7 21
F. Northup, teams for selectmen, 7 00
Dr. A. J. McCrea, reporting births, 7 00
W. J. Douty, care of fountain lights, i no
X. E. Putney, repairing town clock, D 70i \J
Louis Duquette, righting brush fire, ao
o. Koberts, police dun . no
G. S. Stone, supplies, •j 50
A. Daniels, cement for engine house
w all,
AX 75
Mrs. J. B. Martin, cleaning house of
Mrs. L. Casavant after order
of board of health, 4 75
C. F. Hill, sundry expenses in mak-
ing up town report, 4 75
Robinson & Dougherty, printing
town warrant, 4 50
T. -P. Wixted, care of watering
trough at Globe, 4 50
Carter Ink Co., record ink, 4 50
Joseph Proulx, notifying abutters
to clean sidewalks, 3 60
John Gagnon, fighting brush fire, 3 50
Southbridge Press, printing town
warrant, 3 00
F. S. Blanchard, Mass. year book, 3 00
Stewart Warren, record book, 3 00
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E. T. Torrey, fighting fire, 3 00
Louis Derosier, labor on watering
trough, 3 00
Town auditors, expenses in circulat-
ing town reports, 2 50
Larue, Lamoureux Bros., use of ex-
tension tables, 2 50
F. Gauthier, M. D., returning births, 2 50
H. M. Caffrey, repairing town clock, 2 00
L. W. Curtis, returning births, 1 75
D wight Chamberlain, repairing
Sayles street culvert, 1 50
Dr. Pugh, examining Mr. Liberty's
horse, 1 50
Charles Lucier, work on derrick, 1 50
N. Y, N. H. & H. R. R. Co., rent of
land for sewer pipe, 1 00
A. H. Faxon, type writing for board
of health, 1 00
Initial Clean Towel Co., towel sup-
ply for police station, 1 00
Gr. H. Hartwell, medical supplies, 75
s3,317 66
Account overdrawn March 1, 1901, s817 66
CRANE STREET WALK
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, *1,000 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Selectmen, pay roll of men and
teams, 1497 57
H. L. Lamson, curbing, 310 00
Tar, asphalt, etc., 117 25
J. A. Whittaker, giving street lines
and settiug batter boards, 18 37
William C. Callahan, teams, 16 00
W. R. Oluey, gravel and paving
stones, 15 1<>
J. Ouimette & Son, sharpening
tools, 13 50
A. Daniels, supplies, 10 80
8998 59
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1901, 81 41
DISTRICT COURT FEES
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1900, 8166 12
Appropriation, 402 61
8568 73
EXPENDITURES.
Officers Fees.
Marcus L, Dillaber, Jr., $207 07
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Franklin Jacobs, 38 37
A. ML Higgins, 24 68"
Peter Caplette, 17 38
Maurice Clare, 11 62
Wm. J. Douty, B 74
A. J. Morris, 8 13
Charles Curtin, 2 -58
Souverain Roberts. 1 58
Basil J. Proulx, 1 58
— £321 73
Jos. E. Proulx care and feeding
prisoners and officer's fees, 130 (38
Worcester County Truant School,
cire Wm, and Julius Irving. 77 91
A J. MeCrea. professional services
care of sick prisoner, 1 50
Augustus Daniels, wood, 2 00
$536 85
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1901, $31 *8
EASTF0RD ROAD BRIDGE
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation. $300 00
EXPENDITURES.
J. J. Bowlen, payroll of men and
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teams, $186 77
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 90 35
Central Mills Co., use of derrick, 11 50
A. Boyer, labor and supplies, 3 86
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1901, 7 52
$292 48
EASTFORD ROAD LEDGE
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $300 00
EXPENDITURES.
J. J. Bowie ii, payroll of men and
teams, $384 58
J. Ouimette, sharpening tools, 42 15
J. J. Bowlen, steam drill, 40 00
F. O. Letcher, powder and dyna-
mite, 29 80
E. C. Ellis, coal for steam drill, 12 50
Wm. Olin, gravel, 12 00
G. C. Winter, supplies, 3 25
$524 28
Account overdrawn March 1, 1901, 224 28
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ELECTRICIAN
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, £150 00
EXPENDITURES.
N. E. Putney, electrician, $150 00
ENGINE MEN
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, 11,910 00
EXPENDITURES.
Accout overdrawn March 1, 1900, *230 41
Steamer Company, No. 1, 357 48
Steamer Company, No. 2, 590 00
Hook and Ladder, No. 1, 265 00
Hook and Ladder, No. 2, 265 00
Chief and four assistant engineers, 200 00
Henry L. Brousseau, janitor No. 1,
engine house. 75 00
$1,982 89
Account overdrawn March 1, 1901, 72 89
NEW ENGINE HOUSE.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March
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1, 1900, $6,169 70
Appropriation, 850 00
Sale of sheds, 18 00
EXPENDITURES.
J. J. PrindiviDe, payments on con-
tract, $4,984 52
Allen Fire Dept. Supply Co., heat-
ing apparatus, 954 00
G. H. Clemence, service as archi-
tect and inspector, 210 60
0. S. Kendall, gas and electric fix-
tures, 180 00
Wm. Callahan, furniture, 168 00
Duncan & Goodell, supplies, 167 00
Johnson, Colhurn Co., carpets. 101 75
Barnard, Sumner & Putnam Co.,
window shades, 44 54
Samuel Williams, tables, 28 50
Southbridge Gas & Electric Co.,
Erecting switch board as per
contract, 25 00
J. A. Whittaker, setting batter
boards and locating bounds
at new Engine House, 24 00
$7,037 70
J. M. Olney, labor, 11 50
J. M. Olney, gravel and
loam, 10 40
21 90
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M. D. Morrill, work on stone, 15 00
Moses Demo, self and team, 14 50
W. H. Clarke, labor and supplies, 14 17
Lareau, Lamourenx Bros. Co.,
furniture, 13 GO
Louis Bolduc, labor, 11 25
Kate and Brido-pf T)av1p l-ilmr 1 flA-KJ o o
American Optical Co., keys. 10 >2'2
Charles Allen, supplies, 8 00
Charles M. Marble, freight and
cartage, 1 20
s7,008 10
B dance to credit of account March 1,
1^01, $29 00
EDWARDS STREET WALK.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $650 00
EXPENDITUKES.
Selectmen, pay roll men and teams, $321 50"
H. L. Lamson, curbing, 160 00
Transfer to Sidewalk Repairs, for
tar and pitch, 95 75 »
J. M. Olney, gravel and sand, 17 40
J. Ouimette, supplies and labor, 10 15
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J. M. & L. D. Clemenee, batter boards, 54
$605 3*
Balance to credit of account Marrh
1, 1901, $44 06
ENFORCEMENT OF THE LIQUOR LAW
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March 1, 1901, $655 84
EXPENDITURES.
000 00
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1901, $655 84
EVERETT STREET CULVERT
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, £200 00
EXPENDITURES.
J. J. Bowlen, men and teams, $75 98
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Balance to credit of account March
1, 1901, $124 02
FIRE DEPARTMENT
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $2,000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1, 1900, $160 02
T. Hughes, coal, 209 40
A. R. Webster, teams for
fires and practice, -.178 55
A. R. Webster, teams for
X. E. Putney, 2 50
181 05
P. N. LeClair, supplies, $79 34
horses, 47 00
cash paid
sundries 26 80
153 14
Southbridge Gas and Electric Co.,
lighting engine houses. 151 22
M. Egan, & Son, labor and material, 151 15
N. S. Viall, horses for files, 120 00
Wm. DeCrow, services of
expert installing fire
alarm system in
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new engine houses, *54 77
Magnets for whis-
tles, 6 50
Other supplies, 30 10
— 91 37
J. J. Bowlen, horses for fires, 89 25
G. C. Winter, labor and supplies, 67 36
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 58 79
Alexis Boyer, labor at engine
houses, 56 33
Hamilton Woolen Co., vitriol, 49 00
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water for engine houses to
April 1, 1901, 48 50
X. E. Putney, extra labor and
sundry expenses, 47 75
Dr. L. W. Curtis, horses for fires, 45 00
Board of Fire Engineers, special
duty at alarm boxes on
July 4, 1900, 45 00
Southbridge Press, letter-heads,
envelopes and sundry
blanks, 38 75
H. C. Moynihan, chemicals, 36 38
H. L. Brousseau, extra labor in
changing \vircs,alar:] J-S etc., 31 20
Boston Woven Hose Co., hose
and supplies, 29 40
J. B. Prescott & Sons, castings. 21 00
E. C. Ellis, coal, 15 55
Southbridge Roofing Co., labor
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and supplies, 11 27
Win. H. Clarke, labor and sup-
plies, 7 87
J. J. Delehanty, iron cuspidors, 7 50
Combination Ladder Co., Oregon pine, 7 50
John Harrington, labor and supplies, 6 05
P. Caplette, repairing ladder. 5 50
Garlock Packing Co., packing, 5 30
W. D. Morse, supplies. 3 '2 s
Razee steam laundry, dusting carpets, 2 10
O. H. Hartwell, supplies, 2 05
Michael Breen, chain pins. 2 00
Lareau, Lamoureux Bros., supplies, 1 25
. $1,961 28
Balance to credit of account March
1. 1901, $38 72
FOURTH OF JULY CELEBRATION
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of acccount
Maich 1, 1900, $3 15
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, 00
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1901, £3 15
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GRAMMAR SCHOOL BUILDING
RECEIPTS.
Transfer from unappropriated funds, $12 71
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1, 1900. £12 71
00 00
HEADSTONES REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March 1, 1900, $2 50
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, 00 00
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1901, $2 50
HIGHWAYS
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
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March 1, 1900, *303 33
Appropriation, 7,000 00
Stone sold, 24 00
$7,327 33
EXPENDITURES.
John J. Bowlen and
men, $3,444 94
John J. Bowlen and
teams, 2,042 45
5,487 39
J. J. Bowlen, broken stone,
Hamilton street, G87 63
Snow and ice account
—
J. J. Bowlen, men and
teams, $217 70
C. M. Vinton, shoveling
snow, 5 84
S. Chamberlain, shoveling
snow, 5 03
H. F. Haskell and Son,
shoveling snow, 3 60
Selectmen pay roll, men, 88 00
Selectmen pay roll, teams, 48 00
232 17
136 00
Jos. Ouimette, sharpening
tools, etc., 85 80
J. M. Olney, Est., gravel and
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sand..
. 80 00
G. C. Winter, labor and supplies, 54 09
E.JC. Ellis, coal for steam roller, 41 40
W. H. Clarke, labor and supplies, 35 64
Mrs. Ellen J. Bartholomew, gravel, 23 50
(t. S. Stone, labor and sup-
plies, slT 25
Blade for scraper 6 00
23 25
Sewer contingent, gravel used on
highways, 20 00
J. J. Bowlen, sprinkling macadam, 16 00
Frank Sayles, gravel, 15 80
John Bowlen, steam roller, 12 U0
T. Hughes, self and team four days, 12 00
Litchfield Shuttle Co., gravel, 10 10
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 10 00
Willard P. Morse, labor on Hatchet
Hill road, 9 60
W. A. Chandler, labor, 4 80
George W. Wells, gravel, 4 70
P. H. Carpenter Co., power and fuse, 4 55
J. J. Bowlen, supplies, 4 00
I. R. Apte, repairing damage to piazza
by blasting on Eastford road, 4 00
Joseph Langevin, gravel, 2 00
W. D. Morse, supplies, 2 00
James Mason, gravel, 2 00
George H. Hart well, supplies, 1 30
Joseph Beloquin, gravel, 1 10
$7,022 82
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1901, 1304 51
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INSURANCE
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, £800 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1, 1900, 63 15
E. M. Phillips—
20,000, MarcySt, School, £168 00
$10,709, Library books, 129 34
$5,993, New Engine House, 82 50
£7.000, Main Street School, 66 92
£3,0JJ, School Street School, -45 88
£6,000, Globe ;Village Engine
House. 40 80
£2,300, Fire Apparatus, 39 15
£1,600, Elm Street School, 34 20
£1,100, Storage Barn, 33 48
£3,700, Pleasant and School Sts.
Schools, 32 00
£1,500, Police Station, 27 15
£1,000, Steamer No. 1, 15 00
£600, Bacon District School, 7 50
£721 92
W. P. Plimpton—
$7,500, Armory Building, 3
years £165 00
£5,000, Town Hall and con-
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tents, 56 90
$2,500, Contents New Engine
House, 25 00
*246 90
Jos. E. Prue—
$3,000, New Engine House, $45 00
Wm. McCleery
—
Extension of Mechanics permit, $35 50
$1,112 47
Account overdrawn March 1, 1901, $312 47
INTEREST
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $6,300 00
Account sewer notes, 40 00
£6,340 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1, 1900, £362 17
Interest on sewer notes, Jan. 1,
1901, 1,200 00
Interest on Marcy street school
house, Oct. 1, 1900, 960 00
Interest engine house notes, Nov.
1, 1900, 874 00
Interest on money horrowed in
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anticipation of taxes, 837 90
Interest on sewer notes, Oct. 1,
1900, and Dec. 2, 1900, 545 01
(interest on sewer notes, Nov. 1,
1900, 100 00
Interest on Marcy street school
house note, Jan. 2, 1901, MQ 00
Interest on armory note, Oct. 24,
1900, 280 00
Interest on sewer land note, Dec.
1, 1900, 180 00
Interest on high school addition
note, 176 00
Interest on armory note, April
21, 1900, 20 00
$6,175 08
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1901.. $164 92
MAIN AND MARCY STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March 1, 1900, $30 00
EXPENDITURES.
Transferred to unappropriated funds, $30 00
00 00
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MEMORIAL DAY
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $100 00
EXPENDITURES..
Malcolm Ammidown Post, No. 168, Gr. A. K., $100 00
00
MILITIA
RECEIPTS.
Balance to creJit of account March
1, 1900, $247 40
State treasurer, 525 00
EXPENDITURES.
Southbridge Gas and Electric Co.,
for lighting armory, $176 84
E. C. Ellis, coal for armory, 151 56
Monroe Keynolds, care of armory, 139 29
Ellen Bartholomew, for rent of
rifle range, 60 00
G. C. Winter, labor and supplies
on tower, 36 02
Southbridge Roofing Co., labor and
$772 40
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supplies, 35 67
Lareau, Lamoureux Bros., tables, 32 50
National Band for services at Sa-
very's funeral, 25 00
Southbridge Water Supply Co. for
water, 25 00
J. M. & L. D. CJemence, lumber, 19 68
Alexis Boyer, labor, 19 26
A. Farland, labor, 16 50
A. Daniels, wood, 13 75
Selectmen, for flag, 12 00
M. Egan & Son, labor and sup-
plies, 10 70
D wight Chamberlain, labor, 8 25
W. D. Morse, supplies, 4 00
J. Ouiniette & Son, supplies, 2 20
J. Stone, labor, 75
$788 97
Account overdrawn March 1, 1901, $16 57
MILITARY AID
RECEIPTS.
alance to credit of account,
March 1, 1900, 8231 00
From State Treasurer, 60 00
$291 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Chas. L. Horton, aid, $120 00
Balance to credit of account,
March 1, 1901, $171 00
MORRIS STREET WALK
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1900, $145 88
EXPENDITURES.
Transferred to unappropriated
funds, 145 88
000 00
POLICE DUTY.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1900, $85 15
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EXPENDITURES.
Joseph Lariviere, $20 00
J. E. Hefner, 17 00
Fabien Cabana, 15 00
Luke Reilly, (Fourth of July duty,) 5 00
Patrick Fitzpatrick, 1 50
$58 50
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1901. $26 65
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation,
By uniforms,
$3600 00
242 86
$3842 86
EXPENDITURES.
Peter Cormier, police duty, $570 00
Charles Curtin, police duty, 570 00
William J. Douty, police duty, 570 00
Andrew M. Higgins, police duty, 570 00
Z. N. Leclair, police duty, 570 CO
William F. Lee, police duty, 560 00
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Johnson, Colburn, Co., 242 86
$3652
Balance to credit of account
March 1' 1901, $190
POLICE STATION.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1900,
<B» F t$ol 92
Appropriation, 200 00
EXPENDITURES.
J. E. Proulx, care of station, $154 18
Southbridge Gas & Electric Co.,
lighting jail, 75 21
E. C. Ellis, coal, 29 60
A. Daniels, coal, 28 00
Selectmen paid for repairs on jail, 14 85
Southbridge Water Co., for water
supply, 13 00
W. H. Clarke, for sundries, 10 27
Lareau, Lamoureux Bros., for
chairs and curtains, 9 70
Southhridge Roofing Co., repairing
roof of jail, 5 46
$251
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Alexis Boyer, labor repairing sta-
tion, 4 95
S. Willliams, table, 4 50
Initial Clean Towel Co., for towel
supply, 4 00
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, kindling
wood, 3 25
Gr. C. Winter, supplies, 2 97
Razee Laundry, dusting carpets, 1 75
Bay State Market, soap, 20
$361 89
Ac ;.yju1 07erdrawn, March 1, 1901, $109 97
PRINTING
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $1,500 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1, 1900, $199 67
Southbridge Press, printing town
reports, school and library
reports, town wai rants, reg-
istrars notices, blanks for
board of health, posters,
labels, specimen and regu-
lar ballots, town clerk's cer-
tificates, license notices,
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police rules, tax receipts, $832 88
Southbridge Journal, printing as-
sessors report, town war-
rants and registrars notices, 258 73
Robinson & Dougherty, printing-
assessors and registrars no-
tices, license and assessors
blanks, town warrants, pos-
ters, tally sheets, tax books,
posters, cards for tax col-
lector and poll tax list, 213 04
Southbridge post office, envelopes
and cards for tax collector, 35 19
$1,539 51
Account overdrawn March 1,
1901, $39 51
RAILINGS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $300 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March ]
,
1900, $22 09
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 94 '60
Alexis Boyer, labor and material, 43 23
W. H. Clarke, supplies, 34 51
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M. Egan, labor and material, 27 54
J. Ojimette & Son, labor and ma-
terial, 15 20
J. J. Bovvlen, labor of men, 4 41
G. C. Winter, supplies, 40
$241 98
Balance to credit of account,
March 1, 1901, $58 02
SALARIES
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1900, $97 40
Appropriation, 3,000 00
$3,097 40
EXPENDITURES.
Board of Selectmen
—
J. Ouimette, Jr.,
J. M. Olney, $300 00
Herman S. Cheney,
Overseers of the Poor
—
Felix Gatineau,
L. Wesley Curtis, $450 00
Antoine Farland.
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Board of Registrars-
E. M. Phillips, $91 00
G. W Corey 26 40
Moses Gagnon, 23 20
James K. Egan, 16 00
0. A Tetrault, 9 60
Board of Assessors
—
W. Lamoureux, Jan.
1, 1900 to April 1,
1900, $92 50
April 1, 1900 to Aug.
1, 1900, 168 75
Aug. 1, 1900 to Oct.
1, 1900, 127 50
Oct. 1, 1900 to Feb.
1, 1901, 82 50
Team, 19 00
Assistance, 9 00
Franklin Jacobs, Oct. 1,
1899 to Mar. 31,
1900, $77 50
May 1, 1900 to Oct. 1,
1900. 190 00
$166 20
$499 25
$267 50
S. K. Edwards, Sept. 15,
1899, to Aug. 1,
1900, s255 00
$1021 75
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Board of Auditors
—
Wilfrid J. Lamoureux,
C. F. Hill, for March, 1900, $133 50
Alex. P. Taylor,
Board of Auditors
Alexis Boyer, Jr.
Alex. P. Taylor, April 1, 1900 to
November 14, 1900, $117 00
C. F. Hill,
Sewer Commissioners
—
J. Ouimette, Jr.,
Wm. C. Callahan, 300 00
H. C. Cady,
Town Treasurer
—
J. A. Hall, 500 00
Board of Health 1899—
Dr. J. A. Genereux,
H. C. Moynihan, 150 00
Dr. C. C. Bradford,
Board of Health 1900—
Dr. J. A. Genereux,
H. C. Moynihan, 150 00
Dr. C. C. Bradford.
Tax Collector
—
J. M. Olney, Tax Collector for 1898, 350 00
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Care of Town Clock
—
H. M. Caffrey, 25 00
Sealer of Weights and Measures
—
A. J. Morris, 10 00
$3,673 45
Account overdrawn March 1, 1901, £576 05
SEWERS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $20,000 00
Sewer assessments, 167 37
J. J. Prindiville, rebate for con-
necting new engine house
with Main street sewer, 161 20
A. E. Weld, pipe, 75 82
Southbridge Printing Co., gravel, 38 90
Gravel used in highways, 20 00
$20,463 29
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1,
1900, $16 00
On all contracts 13,282 62
Judson & Baker, extras on Crane,
Hamilton and River streets, 3,111 25
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J. A. Whittaker, services
self and assistants, $942 74
Assessment plans, rec-
ords and estimates, 194 78
1,137 52
N. Y., N. H. & H. E. E.Co.,
freight on pipe, $S02 13
Land damage and de-
murrage, 242 00
1,044 13
Bernard Silk & Co., damage to
building by blasting, 150 00
Robert F. Gough, land dam-
age, $30 00
Joe. Joliceour, land dam-
age, 20 00
Henry Lepain, land dam-
age, 17 50
Louis Peloquin, land dam-
age, 12 60
Z. Dupuis, land damage, 10 50
Jos. LeClair, land damage, 10 00
Felix Lavallee, land dam-
age, 5 00
105 60
C. F. Mignault, balance of con-
tract on filter beds, 100 00
Joseph Ouimette, supplies, 83 15
A. C. Moore, inspection of filter beds, 60 00
G-. C. Winter, supplies, 38 11
John M. Cochran, legal advice, 25 00
Keefe Bros., lumber, 13 45
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Jos. Reno, damage to garden truck, 10 00
Waldo Bros., pipe, 9 72
Antoine Farland, labor and supplies, 3 40
J. M. & L. D. Olenience, lumber, 1 00
$21,244 40
Account overdrawn March 1, 1900, $781 11
SEWER CONTINGENT
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, #500 00
EXPENDITURES.
A. Dupuis, men and teams on fil-
ter beds, $229 84
Frank C. Callahan, men and teams, 88 00
S. K. Edwards, teams, 30 00
Patrick O'Connell, labor. 16 63
Martin Keveny, labor, 16 63
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 14 39
W. H. Clarke, plough, 11 00
Alexis Boyer, railing, 9 70
Remi Surprenant, labor, 8 50
F. Clutier, labor, 5 25
Henry Fairbanks, watchman, 5 00
Win. C. Callahan, men, $1 51
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teams, 2 00
3 51
SIDEWALK REPAIRS
RECEIPTS.
Balance March 1, 1900, $212 59
Appropriation, 1,500 00
Labor, 166 70
Pine Street Walk, tar, 120 00
Crane Street walk, pitch, tar, etc., 117 25
Edwards Street Walk, tar, etc,, 95 75
Central Street Walk, pitch, 76 85
Tar barrels sold, 75 70
Overpaid order, 10 00
8438 45
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1900, $61 55
SEWER COMMITTEE PLANS
RECEIPTS.
Balance bo credit of account March
1, 1000, $103 86
»2,374 84
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EXPENDITURES.
Selectmen, pay roll of men and
teams, $1,088 17
Worcester Gas Light Co., tar and
concrete 441 50
M. N. Oartier, asphalt and concrete, 115 45
N. Y. N. H. & H. R. E, freight, 83 90
A. Deslauriers, tar, pitch, etc
3
68 80
J. M. Olney, gravel, 62 70
Chas H. Pellett, repairing sidewalk, 50 67
J. Ouimette, labor and supplies, 51 68
J. A. Whittaker, estimates
and plans for Pine
and Edwards -Sts, $11 75
Estimates and plans
for Crane, Central,
Main and Charlton
Streets, 21 50
Estimates on Me-
chanic street walk, 6 00
39 25
J. J. Bowlen, pay roll,
men and teams, $26 07
Crushed stone, 11 08
37 15
Julius Dresser, sand, 26 25
G. C. Winter, labor and supplies, 17 10
J. B. Reno, wood, 9 38
Gilbert Theriault, wood, 7 50
T. Hughes, wood, 6 75
Augustus Daniels, wood, 6 50
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Maxime Ducharme, labor, 4 50
J. M. & L. D. Olemence, lumber, 4 00
Felix Gatineau, supplies, 1 76
P. Langevin, oil, 36
$2,128 65
Balance to credit of account,
March 1, 1901, $246 19
STATE AID.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of
March 1, 1900,
From State Treasurer,
Appropriation,
account,
$835 31
901 00
100 00
— $1,836 31
EXPENDITURES.
Samuel Young, $96 00
Wm. E. Horton, 72 00
Fred Kind, 72 00
Albert Sanders, 66 00
Darius Moon, 63 00
Fred Holmes, 60 00
J. R Boniface, 60 00
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Edward Armes, 52 00
Lucian Bates, 52 00
H. N. Newell, 48 00
Lewis Kivers, 48 00
Annie Kind, 48 00
C. A. Wesson, 48 00
John Stone, 48 00
0. L. Newhall, 48 00
Harriet Armes, 48 00
Edward Egan, 48 00
Thomas Welch, 32 00
Martin Welch, 16 00
Abbie Stone, 4 00
$1,029 00
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1901, $807 31
STREET LIGHTS
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1901, $46 51
Appropriation, 6,500 00
Arc light, Central street, 80 00
Arc light, Coombs street, 78 00
Arc light, Worcester street, 78 00
Arc light, Charlton street, 78 00
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Arc light, Goddard court. 76 00
$6,936 51
EXPENDITURES.
Southb ridge Gas and Electric C 1o.,
for electric lights, ' $6,708 10
William J. Douty, care of foun-
tain light, 8 00
$6,716 10
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1901, > 220 41
SOUTH STREET CULVERT-
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $150 00
EXPENDITURES.
J. J. Bovvlen, self, men and teams, $122 92
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1901, $27 08
STATE AID, SPANISH WAR.
RECEIPTS.
Account overdrawn, March 1, 1900, $44 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, 00 00
Account overdrawn March 1, 1901, $44 00
TOWN HALL COMTINGENT
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1900, $92 48
Appropriation, 700 00
High school account, janitor and
heating, 575 00
Rentals, 105 50
$1,472 48
EXPENDITURES.
Peter Caplette, janitor, extra labor
and supplies, $704 25
A. Daniels, coal, 369 50
Southbridge Gas and Electric Co.,
lighting hall, 214 70
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water for town hall and high
school, 80 00
G. C. Winter, supplies, 23 88
Harry Albee, painting flag pole, 12 00
M. Egan & Sons, labor and supplies, 8 28
T. Jerome Harrington, flowers r 8 00
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Southbridge Roofing Co., labor, 5 81
(i. W. Green, brushes, 5 00
Calvin Claflin, labor, 3 G3
C. Martel, roping flag pole, 2 50
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 1 60
Wm. H. Clarke, supplies, 1 59
Edward Theriault, supplies, 1 '20
TOWN POUND
RECEIPTS.
EXPEXDHTREr
WAR RELIEF
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
*1,441 94
Balance to credit of account,
March 1, 1901, $31 01
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1900, $50 00
Expenditures, 00 00
Balance tz credit of account,
March 1, 1901, $50 00
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March 1, 1900, $949 88
Appropriation, 300 00
Town of Warren care of O. B.
Rumrill, 150 00
$1,399 88
EXPENDITURES.
Aid to 0. B. Rumrill, *180 00
David Fairfield, 120 00
Abbie Barrett, 144 00
Fabien Lescarbeau, 96 00
Marcus L. Dillaber, Sr., 72 00
Ellen Gallaway, 60 00
Mary J. Sayles, 48 00
George H. Smith aid to Fred L.
Holmes, 50 00
Johnson, Colburn Co., goods to
Ed. Armes, $25 00
John Stone 10 50
Fred L. Holmes, 9 50
Albert Saunders, 7 23
$52 23
Dr. Gauthier, attendance Fred L.
Holmes, 43 86
J. D. Blanchard goods to
John Stone, $27 76
Mrs. Lamontagne, 6 00
33 76
Lafortune & Savaria, burial of
Peter Savery, 25 00
F. H. Olin, attendance Harvey
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Newell, 19 50
Wm. D. Morse, goods to
John Stone, $6 50
Charles Horton, G 00
Ed. Armes, 5 00
17 50
J. B. Plante, goods to
Albert Saunders, $9 00
Ed. Armes, 6 75
15 75
Peter Grant goods to
Lucian Bates, $10 00
Mrs. Lamontagne, 5 00
15 00
H. T. Hyde, goods to Fred L.
Holmes, 13 25
Edwin Wallace, wood to Ed. Armes, 9 50
H. A. Morse, wood to John Stone, 9 50
P. H. Carpenter Co., goods to Mrs.
Lamontage, 8 00
N. T. Hnrlbut, goods to Charles
Horton, 7 75
Selectmen, aid to Frank Seymour, 6 00
F. Gatineau, aid to Charles Horton, 5 00
Bay State, aid to Charles Horton, 3 00
A. Daniels, aid to Ed. Armes, 3 25
H. L. Bedard, shoes to Mrs. Lamon-
tagne, 1 50
$1,038 35
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1900, $341 53
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WATER SUPPLY
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1900, $20 62
Appropriation, $2,000 00
$2,030 02
EXPENDITURES.
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
rental of 73 hydrants from
Oct. 1, 1900, to April 1, 1901, $1,095 00
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1901, $169 38
WORCESTER STREET WALK
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1900, $234 67
EXPENDITURES.
Transferred to unappropriated funds, $234 67
000 00
WIDENING MAIN STREET-
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, . $1000 00
Correction, For Page 110.
WATER SUPPLY
RECEIPTS.
alance to credit of account March
1900
> $20 62
opropriation, 2,000 00
$2,020 62
EXPENDITURES.
lUfchbridge Water Supply Co.,
rental of 73 hydrants from
April 1, 1900 to October 1
1900
' $1,095 00
uthbridge Water Supply Co.,
rental of 73 hydrants from
October 1, 1900, to April 1,
1901j 1,095 00
$2,190 00
Account overdrawn March 1
1901,
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EXPENDITURES.
J. J. Bowlen pay roll of men and
teams, *877 13
Hecla Powder Co., electric battery
and powder, 84 86
J. Ouimette & Son, sharpening
tools, 57 75
J. J. Bowlen, use of steam drill, 39 00
A. Daniels, soft coal, 10 50
F. O. Letcher, dynamite, 1 11
11078 98
Account overdrawn March 1, 1901, 178 98
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE.
The undersigned, Auditors of the town of South-
bridge, hereby certify that we have examined the
books, accounts and vouchers of the Treasurer, and of
each of the several boards of the town officers author-
ised to draw orders upon the Town treasury, as re-
quired by the By-Laws of the Town, and find that the
several items contained in each of the accounts pre-
sented in each of the foregoing reports of receipts and
expenditures are correct and properly vouched for.
ALEXIS BOYER, JR., Chairman,
ALEX. P. TAYLOR, Secretary,
C. F. HILL.
ACCOUNTS.
Abatement of taxes, -
Bridges.
.
Cemetery fund, -
Cemetery improvements, -
Central street walk, -
Cohasse street,
Common schools,
Contingent account, -
Contingent schools, -
Crane street, walk,
District court fees,
East-ford road bridge,
Eastford road ledge, -
Edwards street walk,
Electrician, -
Enforcement of liquor law,
Engine house,
Engine men, -
Evening schools, -
Everett street culvert,
Fire department, -
Fourth of July celebration,
Grammar school building,
Headstones of Rev. soldiers,
High school, -
Highways, -
Insurance, -
Interest,- ....
Military aid, -
Memorial Day,
Militia, - - - -
Main and Marcy St. sewer,
Morris street walk,
Mynottfund,-
Outside poor,
Tine street walk, -
Police department,
Police duty,
Police station,
Printing, ....
Public library, -
Railing highways,
Repairs of farm buildings,
Special repairs on farm b'd'g
Salaries, -
School appaiatus,
Sewers, -
Sewer committee plans, -
Sewer contingent,
sidewalk repairs,
South street culvert, -
State aid. ....
Street lights, -
Support poor,
Town hall contibgent,
Town pound.
War relief,
Water supply,
Worcester street walk,
Widening Main street.
Unappropriated funds,
Outstanding obligations re
ported by town treasurer
as in 1901, -
Appropri
ationsand
receipts
$500 00
982 15
11,439 25
2,48* 36
750 fO
150 00
17,241
2,500 00
4,396 56
1,000 00
568 73
300 00
300 00
650 00
150 00
655 84
7.037 70
1,910 00
681 30
200 00
2,000 00
3 15
12 71
2 50
5,173 13
7,327 33
800 00
6,340 00
291 00
100 00
772 40
30 00
145 88
1,046 55
6,907 82
950 00
3,842 86
85 15
251 02
1,500 00
2,732 47
300 00
44 45
8 55
3,097 40
250 76
20,463 L'9
103 88
500 00
2,374 84
150 00
1,836 31
6,936 51
3,671 55
1,472
50 00
1.399 88
2,020 62
234 6'
1,000 00
Expendi-
tures.
§1365 10
1,550 82
2,483 33
567 55
149
16,221 55
3,317 66
4,391 72
998 59
536 85
292 48
524 28
605 34
150 00
7,008 10
1,982 89
652 55
75 98
1,961 2«
12 71
4.421 25
7,022 82
1,112 47
6,175 08
120 00
100 00
788 97
30 00
145 88
5 00
8,286 95
905 16
3,652 86
58 50
361 89
1,539 51
2,817 85
241 98
45 30
8 55
3,673 45
171 66
21,244 40
' 438 45
2,128 65
122 92
1.029 00
8.715 70
2,079 08
1,441 94
1,058 35
2.190 00
234 (.
1,078 98
Unex-
pended.
$134 90
11,439
5
182
1,020 21
Over-
drawn
$568 67
817 66
52
44 66
655
29
28
124
38
2 50
751 88
304 51
164 92
171 00
,041 55
44 84
190 00
26 65
58 02
79 10
103
61
246
220
1,592
31
50
S41
224 28
Appropria-
tions recom-
mended.
$500 00
850 00
1,800 00
16,350 00
3.000 00
3,500 00
100 00
150 00
72 89
312 4^
16 57
2,000 00
650 00
2,000 00
1,379 03
109 97
39 51
85 38
85
576 05
*78i 11
1,573 47
4,575 00
7,000 00
1,312 47
6,000 00
300 00
100 00
200 00
6,000 00
4,720 <M»
'500 00
1,500 00
D.F. 2,000 00
200 00
500 00
4,000 00
250 00
500 00
1,500 00
i,750 00
700 00
750 00
2,883 25
10,495 00
Totals, $140,132 30 $125,295 73 $21,642 84 $5,232 80 $93,635
ANNUAL REPORT
.... OF THE
.
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Office of School Committee,
southbridge, march 7, 1901.
The Chairman and Superintendent presented the
annual report for the school year endingMarch 2, 1901.
Voted to accept the reports and adopt them, as
the report of the Committee.
J. T. CLARKE, Secretary.
SCHOOL OFFICIALS.
SCHOOL COMMITTEE FOR 1900-1901
SILVAN US HAYWARD, .... Term Expires 1901
GEORGE M. LOVELL, - - - Term Expires 1901
F. X. TETR AU.LT, . . . Term Expires 1902
HENRY WHITTAKEK, - - - Term Expires 19)2
GEORGE GRANT, Term Expires 1903
J. ANATOLE CARON, .... Term Expires 190
)
OFFICERS OF SCHOOL BOARD
UEV. SILVAN US II A V WARD, chairman.
GEORGE M. LOVELL, Vice Secretary.
Regular monthly meeting first Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock.
J. T. CLARKE, Superintendent of Schools and Secretary of lite
Board. Office, Town Hall.
Office Hours: Schooldays, 3.80 to 4.45 p. m.; 7 to 730 Tuesday, and
6.30 to 7.30 Saturday evenings.

REPORT OF SCHOOL
COMMITTEE.
To the Citizens of Southbridge :
Since our last annual report, one century has end-
ed and another begun. Ephemeral literature and the
rippling currents of daily talk have kept the world agog
with expectation. Amid hecatombs of applause and
blazing censers of adulation, we, nevertheless, passed
the wonderful nineteen hundredth milestone of the
Christian era without jolt or confusion. The steeds of
Time took no fright, and the car of progress was not
overturned, nor even jostled out of the smooth path.
But we find the Twentieth Century here, bearing in its
hands the boasted treasures gone, and holding out the
shining hope of greater and better gifts of its own.
The practical application of all which is that the
more numerous and valuable are these gifts,the greater
becomes our obligation, and the heavier our responsi-
bility to use them for the best advantage to ourselves
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and to our children. As has been often said, there
are no responsibilities so great and important as those
you have committed to our trust in the public schools.
To us, citizens, the education of children and youth is
paramount to every other interest. And the coming
of a new century should certainly incite us to greater
zeal and self-sacrifice in their behalf. We might as
well be put back a century as to neglect to use the
real knowledge which that century has acquired.
Life cannot stand still. It grows or it dies. So in
schools there must be progress, increasing activity and
expenditures, or there will be death. That there has
been great advance in education during the last cen-
tury is a bald truism. Xobody questions it. It is also
true that in eager grasping after the new ideas, which
each passing decade brings to hand, we are always
liable to drop by the way, some valuable things, amid
the discarded rubbish of the past. In school manage-
ment there needs therefore constant guard against
two opposing currents of influence. On the one hand
we find a hide-bound, stupid conservatism, that clings
to whatever is old, and resists every change, however
important or beneficial; and on the other hand a noisy,
shallow conceit, that clutches at every fleeting fad, as
a divine revelation to help the present age to abandon
every custom of the fathers, simply because it is
something of the past. It is often difficult to hold the
balance level between these two influences, and to
approve or reject every proposition solely on its own
merits, without even raising the question, "Is it new
or old?" [n the management of the important trust you
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have committed to our hands, it has been our constant
endeavor to avoid extremes, keeping abreast of the
best thought of the present, while not letting go the
valuable treasures of the past. We believe that,
through the faithful work of our Superintendent, we
have to a good degree carried out this purpose, and
that our schools, as a whole, are not noticeably inferior
to those of other towns of corresponding opportunities.
Nothing is perfect. Nor do we think it necessary to
specify the excellencies or defects which characterize
the present condition of our schools. Those who de-
sire to know can easily discern them by making the
effort. This suggests the practical point so often
brought to your attention. Probably no one thing
could do so much for the rapid and permanent im-
provement of the schools, as that the parents should
take an active, an intelligent interest in their manage-
ment. Not by listening to gossip, or peddling "hear-
says" from house to house; not by nagging school
officers, or teachers, or pupils; but by frequent
visits to the school room, kindly consultations
with the teachers, and wise words of advice and
encouragement to the pupils, enforced with a reason-
able degree of pareutal authority. If the parents of
Southbridge will celebrate the dawn of the Twentieth
Century in this way, and follow it up, more good will
be accomplished for the schools than could be done by
all the Professors of Pedagogy in the whole land.
With now more than ten thousand inhabitants
every intelligent person will see at once the necessity
for more schools, more teachers, and therefore more
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school houses. It has been almost impossible to get
along with present accommodations for the last six
months. Some eighty dwellings built the past year,
and the prospect of as many more for the coming
season indicates a rapid increase in school population
for whom room must be provided. We ask your
special attention to the statement of the Superinten-
dent in reference to this matter, from which none can
fail to see there is immediate and imperative necessity
for a new school house. There is no doubt that, with
reasonable, wise and prudent management, a creditable
house sufficient to meet the needs for some time to
come can be located and built within the limits of
Fifteen Thousand Dollars. Prosperity and growth
necessarily bring expense. The present need is so
imperative that the Committee earnestly hope that as
parents and citizens you will be ready to carry out the
plan without any delay. The following Financial
Statement will show how the money has been used
for the past year. It has not been squandered, but
more might have been used to greater advantage.
Surely no investment brings better returns than what
is spent for schools.
Further particulars are contained in the Superin-
tendent's report to which your careful attention is
specially invited.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
HIGH SCHOOL
Balance from last year, $624 70
Appropriation, 4,275 00
Tuition from other towns, 273 43
$5,173 13
COMMON SCHOOLS
Balance from last year, $1,326 76
Appropriation, 15,900 00
Tuition from other towns, 15 00
$17,241 76
CONTINGENT SCHOOLS
Balance from last year, $44 96
Appropriation 4,250 00
Books, supplies, etc., sold, 101 60
Order overdrawn, 10 00
$4,406 56
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APPARATUS
^Balance from last year, $0 76
Appropriation, 250 00
$250 76
EVENING SCHOOLS
Balance from last year, $31 39
Appropriation, 650 00
$681 39
The committee have expended
:
HIGH SCHOOLS
Salaries of teachers, $3,846 25
Janitor and fuel, 575 00
$4,421 25
COMMON SCHOOLS
Salaries of superintendent and
teachers, $13,130 77
Care of buildings, 1,518 50
Fuel, 1,199 16
Tuition, 84 00
Transportation, 233 25
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Educational lectures, 55 87
S16,221 55
CONTINGENT SCHOOLS
For books, $825 15
For supplies, 485 66
For repairs, 2,046 52
For incidentals, 1,044 39
*4.401 72
APPARATUS.
For apparatus, chemicals and
books of reference, $171 66
EVENING SCHOOLS.
Teachers, $403 25
Care of rooms, 54 95
Fuel and lights, 32 33
Rent, 35 00
Books and supplies, 57 59
Incidentals, 69 52
$652 55
Total expenditures,
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Balance in hands of treasurer, $1,884 87
Books and supplies on hand,
not distrihuted, $578 25
APPROPRIATIONS FOR NEXT YEAR
High School
—
Teachers, $4,000 00
Janitor and fuel, 575 00
$4,575 00
Common Schools
—
Teachers and Superintendent, $13,200 00
Janitors, 1,500 00
Fuel, 1,250 00
Tuitions, 100 00
Transportation, 300 00
Contingent Schools
—
Books, $900 00
Supplies, 800 00
Repairs, 700 00
Incidentals, 1,100 00
$16,350 00
$3,500 00
Apparatus, $250 00
Evening schools, $650 00
Respectfully submitted in behalf of the Committee,
SILVANUS HAYWARD, Chairman.
Southbridge, March 7, 1901.
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.
To the School Committee of Southbridge:
Gentlemen: The report for the year 1900-1901 is
hereby respectfully submitted. This is the sixteenth
of the series of annual reports from this office and the
fifteenth of the present Superintendent.
The part of the repoit relating to attendance
covers the school year ending with June 1900; the part
relating to the finances of the Department and all other
matters are for the fiscal year.
To secure uniformity throughout the state—having
reports cover the same period of time—attendance re-
ports are now required, for the regular school year.
The census of school children is required to he
taktn in September instead of in May.
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STATISTICS.
POPULATION AND VALUATION
Population of town, U. S. Census, 1900, 10,043
Assessed Valuation of the town, 1900, $4,000,895 00
Number of polls, 1,840
Rate of taxation, $19 20
Valuation of School houses and lots,
$109,900 00
Valuation of other School prop-
erty, $6,180 00
$116,080 00
Number of children between 5 and 15 years of age,
Sept. 1899, 2,018
Number between 5 and 15, Septi 1900, 2,065
ATTENDANCE.
SCHOOL YEAR ENDING WITH JUNE 1900
Number enrolled in public schools during
the year 1,198
Number under 5 years of age, 32
Number over 15 years of age, 123
Number between 5 and 15, 1043
Number between 7 and 14, G92
Average number belonging, 903.91
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Average daily attendance, 82(3.03
Per cent, of attendance, 91.38
Per cent, of attendance, 91.38
Number of elected teachers employed
March 1, 1901, 33
Number of helpers employed March 1, 1901, 4
Through the courtesy of the instructors we are
able to give the following statistics of the parochial
schools:
Number enrolled at the Notre Dame Par-
ochial school,
Average number belonging, 778
Average attendance, 707
Per cent, of attendance, 90.86
Total enrolmeut at St. Mary's Parochial
school, 183
A verage number belonging 155
Average attendance, 143
Per cent of attendance, 90.22
COST PER PUPIL
Current expenses, including teaching,
fuel and care of buildings, $20,642 80
Cost per pupil, based od total enrolment 17 23
Cost per pupil, based on average enrolment, 22 83
Total expenditures, less permanent repairs,. .24,057 34
Cost per pupil based on whole number, 20 18
Cost per pupil based on average enrolment 26 50
Cost per pupil in High school, ...... ,49 62
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MEMBERSHIP AND ATTENDANCE.
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Higli School, 40 71 89.09 80.43 90.28 7.63 37-4 1-2
Grammar, Marcy street, IX 13 14 21.07 20.39 93.50 1.85 38
VIII 11) 17 27.05 24.57 90 82 2.08 38
VII 25 36 49.46 45 56 S2.U 1.56 38
Vie 22 21 37.38 35.55 95.10 1.49 38
VIn 24 22 35. 31.56 90.10 1.32 38
Ve 35 15 36.22 32.60 90. 1.74 38
Vn 23 23 36.01 33.80 93 88 1.50 38
Ungraded, 14 19 26.92 24.02 88.99 1.82 38
Main street. Ill 28 26 39.25 35.12 89. 2.41 38-1
38 13 48.25 43.59 39.86 4 53 38-1
le 21 14 31.19 27.5.'-! 88.26 2.10 38-1
In 20 28 34.51 30.92 89.61 3.40 38-2
Elm street, IV 26 28 43.99 40.32 91.67 .78 38-1
I 20 31 37.40 33.83 90.45 1.12 38-1
School street, IV 17 15 30.62 28.30 92.29 3.09 384
III 15 26.46 24.50 92.23 3.25 38 1-2
II 15 10 21.07 19.27 91.45 1 SM 38 1-2
I 27 29 33.14 29.18 88.05 1.73 38 1-2
River street. II III 15 15 19.72 18.93 95.99 1.10 38-2
I 34 21 33.67 32.23 95.72 1.53 38-2
Carpenter, ill II 19 21 30.45 2864 94.05 1.75 38-1 1-2
I 46 51 51.51 46 .4$ 91.03 2.28 38-3
Am midown
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Ungr. 25 22 39 63 36 80 92.18 3.14 38-4
Bacon, 9 6 13.04 ll.'O 89.72 5.27 38-2
Hooker, 11 9 11.18 .10.20 91 23 .50 38-3
606 592 903.91 82^.03 91.38 261 38-1
1198.
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CORPS OF TEACHERS, MARCH 1, 1901
NA M Ii
J. T. Clarke,
F. E. Corbin,
.
Ernest M. Gleason,
Klizabeth Perry,
Laura B. Williams,
Ada J. Murdock,
Laura E. Shepardson,
Alice Holmes,
Isabel P. Taylor
.
*Mary E. Meagher,
.
Margaret E. Dougherty
Louisa O. Twombly,
*J. Kva Conner,
Abigail C. Hitchcock,
*A. Kebecca Kowley,
Mary Page,
.
(Mara P. Chase,
*Jane Farquhar,
Martha Cutting,
Mary L. Boardman,
"Nettie V. Stone, .
*Mary A Ellis,
.
*Agn'es M. Meagher,
Susan M. Knight, .
Jennie Simpson,
Mary E. McCabe, .
Margaret G. Butler,
Winnifred M. Kinney,
Ethel E. Fullerton,
Sarah 1'. Haskell, .
*Bertha Harwood,
Mabel C. Teahan, .
*Annie M. Simpson,
Alice Sanders,
Alice B. Aldrich
* Annie F. Eager, .
Mrs. IL N. Carpenter,
SI, 500
1,500
GOO
700
600
250
520
520
Per
month
40
44
40
44
40
40
44
36
40
40
Grade.
1SS0 Supt.
1886 Prin. H. !
1900 Assistant.
1897
1899
1900
Grammar.
1878 vi r.
1897 IX
1890
1887
1897
1892
1898
1?9S
1865 I\
1829
1896 III
1887
40 1885
1891
1898
1883
1886
1858
1897
1890
1893
1896
40 1900
32 1901
550 yr 1896
VIII.
VI.
VI.
v.
V.
V.
LV.
II and III.
II and III.
II.
II and III.
I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
Ungraded.
24 1900 Helper.
24 1900
1900
20 1S99
40 1889 Substitute,
Drawing.
Music.
Educated.
Dartmouth College.
Williams College.
Dartmouth College.
Wellesley College.
Normal & Boston L: .
College of Oratory.
Nichols Academy.
Palmer High School.
Southdridge H. S.
South bridge H. S.
Framingham Norm'l.
Salem Normal Sc.
Worcester Normal.
Bridgewater Normal.
South bridge H. S.
Johnson Normal.
Brim field High Sc.
Quincy Training.
South bridge H. S.
South bridge H. S.
Southbridge II. S.
Southbridge H. S,
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Framingham Norm'l.
Qiincv Training.
Southbridge H. S,
Southbridge H. S.
Wellesley College.
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Westfield Normal.
Worcester Normal.
Southbridge H. S.
Worcester Normal.
Normal Art School.
* P. O. Address, Globe Village, Mass.
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ATTENDANCE ROLL OF HONOR.
List of pupils reported as perfect in attendance,
neither absent nor tardy during the year. Others have
always been in their places except when detained by
sickness.
Katherine Flood,
Gertrude Lamoureux,
Ernest Hall,
Leo Dumas,
Philip Tetrault,
Gertrude Flood,
Kathleen Clarke,
Bretna Morse,
Lydia Tetrault.
William Flood,
Annie Vincillette,
Amy Montville,
Oscar Gatineau,
Everett Simmons,
John Brennan,
Florida Caplette,
Elzoid Senecal,
Perfect in attendance two terms :
Margaret Keenan,
Harry Hay,
Armand Blair,
Howard Bracket,
John Coggans,
Helen Rowley,
Evelyn Gagnon,
Melina Boucher,
Herman Morse,
Marion Simpson,
Eugenia Tetrault,
Joseph Ryan,
85 others were
Edith Newton,
Alguria Robillard,
Helen Comberbach,
Wilfred Dumas,
Elizabeth Hyde,
Ella A. Vial,
Tellesfore Leduc,
Cedlia Murphy,
Thomas L. Olney,
Fred Lombard,
Louis Leduc,
Winnifred Tully.
perfect in attendance one term.
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The school census of 1900, taken in September, en-
rolled 2,065 children between the ages of 5 and 15
years of age—47 more than the enrolment of 1899.
The whole number of pupils registered in the pub-
lic schools is 1,198. The total number in the Parochial
schools is 1,002, making the total enrolment in all the
schools 2,200—135 more than the number given by the
school census. The number under 5 years of age and
over 15 registered in the public schools is 155, showing
that nearly all the children of school age were in school.
The number of pupils registered in the public
schools thus far during the first half of this school year
is 1,082, with an average number belonging of 934.57;
the number reported to be in the Parochial schools is
979; the average number belonging 936.
The following table shows the statistics for the
past nine years.
May En-
rolment.
Total En-
rolment in
the schools
Average
number
belonging.
Per cent,
of attend-
ance.
1892-3, 1701 1144 738.94 92.84
1893-4, 1783 1187 745.35 93.24
1894- r>, 1731 1115 777.48 93.66
1895-6, 1678 1125 752.40 94.21
1896-7, 1651 1242 861.36 93.25
1897-8, 1708 1275 870.62 93.81
1898-9, 1685 1301 995 42 92.22
1899-1900 2018 1338 924.21 91.77
1900-1901 2065 1198 903.91 91.C8
The financial statement shows a balance to the
credit of each account.
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From other towns the sum of $288.43 has been re-
ceived for tuitions of pupils, and $84.00 has been paid
for the tuition of children of the Demiison district. The
total expenditures of the School Department for the
year, not including permanent improvements, and the
Evening Schools amounts to $25,210.16, an increase of
$1,316.15 over the expenditures of the preceding
year. This increase is cheifly due to a small increase
in the salaries of teachers of certain grades.
TRUANT OFFICERS
The Truant Officers have attended to their duties,
responding to the calls of teachers to look after ab-
sentees, visiting the homes of delinquents and return-
ing boys to their places in school. The excuses gener-
ally assigned for absence are illness or lack of cloth-
ing.
They report:
Number of visits to schools, .69
Number of calls upon parents, 186
Boys taken to school, 31
Number taken before the court, 3
Number sent to Truant School, 2
PETER CAPLETTE,
JOSEPH JAGGER,
ALBERT BACK,
Truant Officers.
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EVENING SCHOOLS
The Evening Schools authorized and maintained at
public expense are entitled to a share of public in-
terest. The design of these schools is to afford supple-
mentary schooling to those whom from necessity, or
otherwise, do not continue in school as long as de-
sirable, to furnish to those who desire it the oppor-
tunity of raising themselves to a higher level of intel-
ligence, thereby not only uplifting themselves in
character and intelligence but the community of which
they arp a part.
The schools continued three months, closing
De eiul) 'i 28. The sessions were for one and one-half
hours beginning at seven o'clock. The number in at-
tend ijice was somewhat less than in previous years
and included none of the disturbing element that
heretofore has caused annoyance. Those who availed
themselves of this opportunity for study and improve-
ment deserve credit for excellent deportment and
manifest desire to learn. There were undoubtedly
others who ought to have attended but were not dis-
posed to practice the self denial that such attendance
requires. The practical usefulness of the evening
schools is beyond question, and no effort on the part of
employers should be spared to see that ail illiterate
minors in their employ avail themselves of this oppor-
tunity for improvement.
Heretofore the work has been limited to reading,
writing and language exercises with incidental in-
struction correlative to these subjects; this season les-
sons were given to some extent in arithmetic and his-
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tory.
Thus far the provision for evening schools has
heen entirely optional on the part of the town, a
gratuity, but now, the population having increased to
10,000 and above, such schools are required, as will he
seen by the following extract from the statutes:
Sec. 5. Any town or city may, and every tov n
and city of ten thousand or more inhabitants shall,
maintain annually evening schools for the instruction
of persons over fourteen years of age, in orthography,
reading, writing, the English language and grammar,
geography, arithmetic*, industrial drawing, both free-
hand and mechanical, the history of the United States,
physiology and hygiene and good behavior. Such
other subjects may be taught in such schools as the
school committee deem expedient. Sec. 5, chapter
496, Acts of 1898.
The statutes call for provision for a higher grade
of work than the schools have thus far furnished, and
yet no town can be expected to make such provision
unless there is a reasonable demand for the same.
Judging from the experiences of the past, my impres-
sion is that there will be little demand at present for a
school of higher grade. Still the school committee
should be in position to hold themselves in readiness
to open such a school as soon as a sufficient number
of pupils manifest a desire to avail themselves of ad-
vanced instruction, the school to be continued through
a term, provided the attendance and interest war-
rant it.
Length of term 14 weeks. (Three nights per
week.
)
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Number of schools 4
Number of teachers employed 9
Number of pupils enrolled, boys 107, girls
67, total 174
Average number belonging 142
Average attendance 125.59
Per cent, of attendance 88.44
Total cost of the schools for the season $652.53
Cost per pupil $3.75
Of the whole number of pupils registered five were
present at every session, sice all but one; nine were ab-
sent twice, tWi lw were absent three times and sixteen
four evenings. Sixteen were present less than one-
half of the time, of whom seven were not in town the
whole of the time, and six others were excused on cer-
tificate of a physician.
REPAIRS
Repairs and improvements, more extensive than
usual, were made at several of the school houses dur-
ing the summer vacation. The appropriation for
special improvements proved insufficient, for the
reason that materials at the time the work was done
were much higher than when the cost was estimated.
The walls and ceilings throughout the rooms and halls
of the High School department, the Marcy Street build-
ing and the Bacon school house were tastefully tinted.
A neat and durable fence was built on two sides of the
Marcy street lot. The River street building was re-
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shingled and otherwise repaired. A new and larger
stack heater was placed in the Marcy street building,
and an additional book case for the convenience of the
teachers. Drinking fountains were set in the Main
Street, School Street and Ehn Street buildings, water
was introduced into the School Street building.
Additional radiation was provided at the recita-
tion rooms of the High school and at the office of the
Marcy street building, making it possible to comforta-
bly warm these rooms in the coldest weather. At the
School street building the black-board accommoda-
tions were greatly improved by extending the surface
lower, to serve the convenience of the children of the
lower primary rooms. Nearly all of this work was in
the line of permanent improvements, and amounted
to $1,811.37.
Our school buildings are now in excellent, or fair
condition. Certain general repairs to buildings, heat-
ing apparatus and furniture require attention each
year. As a matter of economy, it is better to keep the
buildings in good condition than to neglect them until
forced to make extensive repairs.
Even new buildings require constant attention to
keep them in excellent condition. One, at least, if not
two of the school houses should be painted on the out-
side this year.
At the Marcy street building one branch
of the heating stack on each side has proved
to be imperfect and must be replaced. It will proba-
bly cost more to remove the imperfect castings and
adjust the new ones than the price of the castings.
The ordinary appropriation for general repairs will
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probably meet the needs of this year.
THE COMMON SCHOOLS
It is obvious to everyone that the school popula-
tion at the center of the town is largely on the in-
crease. A great number of new houses within two or
three years have been built and occupied. This is
especially noticeable on lower Main Street and the
streets leading from it, and also, on the north-easterly
sileof the river on Worcester street and vicinity.
This increase of population has so overcrowded the
Carpenter and Main Street Schools as to demand inl-
ine liate relief. There are now in these buildings, at
least, 10'J more pupils than there should be. To seat
the children in these rooms additional deskt have been
placed, crowding the room to an unreasonable extent.
The contemplated new buildings in this section of
the town promises to increase the school population.
Tcere is an imperative demand for increased school
rooms. A school house so located as to accommodate
the children in the neighborhood of the American
Optical Plant, and also, many from north east of the
river would so relieve the Main Street and Carpenter
class rooms that no further additional room would be
required for a number of years. The children from
Worcester and Charlton Streets now attend at Main
Street, those from the Flat, the Carpenter school. A
substantial, plain brick building of four rooms can be
erected and furnished for $12000, aside from the cost
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of the lot. Were such a building now ready, two
schools would be immediately organized in it, and
probably a third room would be needed before the
end of the next school year.
The ungraded room at the Marcy street building under
the charge of Miss Twombly has proved of great ad-
vantage to the children. Sufficient time has elapsed
to judge of its value. There are many children who,
at times, either from absence, or failure to grasp the
work of the class, need special help in some study, who
require more personal attention than the regular
teacher of a large class can give to individual pupils.
These are sent, for a time, to this special room for the
needed assistance. New pupils from other systems
of schools are also received in this room and retained
until they"can be properly classed in one of the regular
grades. The school is usually small, the number of
pupils ranging from ten to twenty, giving the teacher
time for individual work.
Few persons not immediately engaged in educa-
tional work realize the great change that has taken
place in the schools during the past few years. The
college and technical school requirements are con-
stantly being raised, requiring more and more of the
high school, and the high school, in turn, requiring a
higher preparation of the grammar schools. This
forcing down the work upon the secondary schools
makes a constantly increasing demand, calling for a
broader educational equipment on the part of teachers.
No more important duty devolves upon those
who have charge of school matters than the selection
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and retention of good teachers, yet the best teacher
may be hampered by unfavorable conditions. "Given
a good teacher with the sympathy and hearty co-op-
eration of parents who exercise a wise and sufficient
control of their children at home, and who send them
to school with a clear understanding of what is there
expected of them in application and deportment
—
given
these elements and any school will be successful. Let
one of these be wanting and the best results cannot be
achieved."
It has been the policy of the committee to give
preference to local candidates for positions in our
schools, especially to those who have recognized the
obligation of a thorough equipment by a course of
training at the normal school. With the increased
number of professional schools, easy of access from
any part of the state, our high school graduates should
be encouraged to take this course before expecting a
position. Neither a collegiate nor normal
course of training vvill always insure success, but pro-
fessional training added to native aptitude for the
work gives high promise.
Since the first of January the work of the schools
has been greatly interrupted by prevailing illness of
teachers and pupils. Several of the regular teachers
have been incapacitated at the same time, so that it
has been no trivial task to keep all the schools in op-
eration.
TEACHERS IjV&TITUTE
Under the direction of the State Board of Educa-
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tion and in the immediate charge of Agent Mac-
Donald, the Teachers' Institute held on October 12th at
the rooms of the high school department was highly
interesting and instructive. A varied and very helpful
program was presented. Large delegations of teach-
ers, superintendents, and school committees were
present from several of the adjoining towns. It was
the general verdict of the teachers that it was the be^t
and most helpful Institute ever held in this section.
LECTURES
The course of lectures under the auspices of the
School Committee and the secretary of the Young Men's
Christian Association, given daring the fall and win-
ter at the hall of the Y. M. C. A. was of a high order.
The lectures were on educational topics, the speakers
prominent educators, representing different depart-
ments of educational interests.
There are several features of our American sys-
tem of public school education, which hold an import-
ant place in many of the cities and in some of the
larger towns which have not yet been made a part of
our schools. These matters have been presented in
previous reports, but no action has been taken, nor
movement made towards introducing them as an ele-
ment of our schools.
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Reference is made to : — Kindergarten Schools;
A commercial or business course in the high school;
Manual training, including sewing for the girls; Cook-
ing schools.
Of these the kindergarten seems most to be desired
and should receive the first consideration. Frequent
requests are made that children under five years be ad-
mitted to the primary classes. The question of estab-
lishing these schools has not been urged for lack of
suitable rooms in localities where they would be most
useful.
In a town of this character, with its varied and
extjnsivj business interests, a well conducted business
co irs j i i the high school would be of great practical
value. To introduce any one of these improvements
would cost for the preliminary outfit and the salary of
the special teachers.
Should the following bill now before the general
cou.'t become a law, manual training would become
obligatory, but, as in case of the higher grades
of evening schools, the obligation would depend
upon the dexand.
Relative to Manual Training in the Public Schools.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Cou-t assembled, and by the authority of the
same as follows:
Secpiox 1. Section four of chapter four hun-
dred and ninety-six of the acts of the year eight-
teen hundred and ninety-eight is hereby amended
by striking out the word "twenty," in the first line, and
inserting in place thereof the word:—ten—so as to
read as follows:
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Section 4. Every town and city of ten thousand or
more inhabitants shall maintain as part of both its ele-
mentary and its high school system the teaching of
manual training.
REPORT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL
Attention is called to the following reports:
Mr. J. T. Clarke, Superintendent of Schools.
De^r Sir:
I have the honor of presenting to you a report of
the High School for the year 1900-1901.
There have been 118 pupils enrolled during the
past year, 51 boys, 07 girls.
Of this number 22 have attended from out of
town.
In June, 1900, Mr. Jesse B. Movvry resigned, owing
to ill health, and his. position was filled by Mr. E. M.
Clleason, a graduate of Dartmouth and an experienced
teacher.
The position of Miss Blanche Wheeler, teacher of
reading, who also resigned, was filled* by Miss Ada J.
Murdock, a graduate of Lake Erie University. Both
of these teachers have filled their positions acceptably.
The last graduating class numbered 23, being one
of the largest classes ever graduated from the school.
The class following the usual custom, presented the
school with a statue of Venus of Milo. This is now
the second year since the high school has changed back
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to two sessions and I have failed to hear any complaints,
ov of any desire to return to the old system. The one
session was a fad that seems to be dying out.
During the summer vacation the walls of the
main room and three of the recitation rooms were
tinted, thus removing the glare of the white walls and
affording a pleasing rest to the eye.
The main room with its tinted walls and numer-
ous pictures and statues is, I believe, one of the pleas-
antest school rooms in the state. As the present quar-
ters will doubtless serve the high school for many
years to come, I would suggest that Miss William's
room and the corridor leading thereto be tinted in a
co rre spon ding m anne r
.
Iu accordance with the suggestions of my last re-
port, additional radiators were placed in two of the
recitation rooms, and no trouble has been experienced
in heating the same this winter.
The members of our athletic team were successful
in winning the trophy at the interscholastic meet at
Sturbridge last spring, and having now won it for five
successive years the trophy becomes their personal
property and has been added as an ornament to the
school room.
The school has also had a basket ball team this
year. As the participants in these sports are general-
ly members of the Y. M. 0. A. gymnasium it is prob-
able that some of the boys are devoting too much time
to athletics.
The point is that with too many of our pupils school
seems to be of secondary importance and this applies
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no less to the girls than to the boys. No entertainment,
church or otherwise, can be held without bringing in
more or less of our pupils whose lessons suffer corres-
pondingly. If this happened but once a year it would
not be a matter of much consequence but it would
seem as if not a month passes without some extran-
eous influence to interrupt school work.
Some writer has stated that the education of the
child should begin with the grandparents but I find
that many parants are prone to relax very much from
the discipline under which they were trained.
One of the common excuses for being late in the
morning is "failed to get up in time." When such an
excuse is offered by a healthy boy or girl 15 to 20
years of age it would seem that a little of the Spartan
training of grandfather's day would be an excellent
tonic. I do not remember that such an excuse was
ever offerpd in my boyhood days and it would not be
surprising if the future historian should date the deca-
dence of the American people from the time that ex-
cuse was first offered in the public school.
The majority of pupils who fall below grade in
their studies consists of those who fail to do any home
study. If the parents could realize that most of the
school period is dovoted to recitations and that study
out of school is essential very few reports would be
sent out marked "very low."
Respectfully submitted,
F. E. CORBIN.
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DRAWING.
In looking over the work of the past year we find
a steady gain in tht children's power to draw, and
especially in their ability to draw fLom objects.
Leaves and flowers seem always to possess a fas-
cination for the children, and when'asked what they
prefer to draw they almost invariably answer flowers
and twigs.
We spent the parly fall months in drawing from
the twigs, leaves and flowers, and later the fruits, nuts
and vegetables. Then we applied these decoratively
on vase forms, screens, book covers, and designs for sur-
face patterns. M my expressed regret when the leaves
and twigs had yielded to the frost and we were obliged
to seek models indoors. But we made many interest-
ing groups by using first the school models and then
bringing objects from home. In order to give variety
and interest to the work we use many mediums. The
first leaves are drawn in pencil, then in ink wash, then
in water color. The groups of fruit we thought looked
more natural finished in brown pencil with a little
shading. The upper grades and the high school were
successful in painting flowers and leaves in color, the
wild asters being particularly pretty. Our chestnut
burs in the ninth grade were especially effective. In
this class we have pupils that seem to have natural
ability in drawing, so that the work in this grade has
been very encouraging. Among our groups have been
boxes, books, baskets of fruit, teapots, cups and saucers,
plants, spools and needle work, Japanese lanterns,
tennis racquet and balls, and a golf bag with golf
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sticks. After our still life studies we have taken up
work from living models, and this is more difficult as
well as more interesting. The children willingly pose
for their own class or for other classes, ard if a model
is asked for there are always plenty ready to stand or
sit in any desired attitude. Pose drawing is begun in
the fifth grade with the simple back view in standing
position. In the upper grades we draw the figure in
action or represeting some story. We called one post 4
"The Trials of Tim" by tying a handkerchief about a
boy's head as though he had the tooth ache. Another
we called "College Yarns," drawing a boy leading
with his hat on. Then we had an effect of a snow-
storm by drawing a small girl in her school dress, just
as she came in one stormy day. The background was
painted black and the snow flakes left white. One
lady going through the woods to church in old-fash-
ioned Pilgrim dress was especially good.
In the High School we have had some pen work.
We studied objects first in charcoal shading, then,
taking other objects wre shaded them by means of the
pen. Different effects were introduced as hooked lines,
cross-hatching and stippling. A few figures applied
were also drawn introducing these effects with a pen.
After this work we have our working-drawing,
making working drawings for many objects and mak-
ing designs for the shapes of vases, bowls and lamps
and iron-work designs for lamp-posts, etc. In the High
School we study details of building-construction and
plans of houses, copied and original. Historic ornament
is studied in all grades, with simple forms in the lower
grades to more elaborate ones in the upper.
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Witli the appearance of spring the flowers are
again drawn and applied deceratively in panels, bor-
ders and surface patterns.
I wish to thank the superintendent and teachers
for their helpfulness, as they have done much in aid-
ing me in my work.
Respectfully submitted,
ANNA F. EAGER.
SCHOOL SIGNALS.
The school signal lias been given five times during
the year, once for no school in the primary grades,
twice for no school in any grade, and twice for one
session. The signals are as follows:
—
SIGNALS.
Alarm at 8 a. m., one blow, no school for Primary
grade.
Same signal repeated immediately, no school in
any grade.
Alarm at 11.30 a. m., one blow, one session.
Alarm at 12.30, one blow, afternoon session for all
schools.
In closing, I wish to record my appreciation of the
faithful work of the teachers, their loyalty and earnest
efforts for the advancement of the Schools in every
phase of their best interests, to the School Committee
for uniformrly courteous consideration and to parents
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and citizens for kindly expressions of encouragement
and support.
Respectfully submitted,
J. T. CLARKE,
March 7, 1901. Superintendent of Schools.
CLASS OF 1900,
T
Thimrsday Evening, June 28.
Live up to the Truth.
March—"United Nations." Orchestra
Prayer. Rev. G. W. Penniman
Chorus—"1m the Harbor We've been Sheltered,** Veazie. School
Salutatory and Oration—No One without Influence.
Edith Lilla Newton
Essay—The Value of Time. Edna Bertha Keeler
Essay— Practical Talent. Florence Gertrude Butterworth
Oration—Education. Henry John Tetrault
Essay—Influence of Music. Florence mabelle Holmes
Essay—Classification of the Fine Arts. Rosia Chapdelaine
Selection for Eight Voices— "Good-night, Good-night,
Beloved," Pinsuti
Essay—The Night brings out the stars. Carrie Emma Petttbone
Oration—Duty. Albert Jared Butterworth
Essay—Courage. Harriet Ella Robinson
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Essay—Possession of Wealth. Alice Emily Guest
Essay -Work and Win. Anna LAURA Pettibone
Orchestra—"Royal Overture"
Oration—The South African War. Clarence Fitts Morse
Essay—Worth of an Idea. Marion Lucie Cozzeks
Essay—Spectacles. Grace Mildre*d Hlanchard
Essay—Choosing One's Friends. Anna Ross Sfagrave
Oration—Grit Wardwell Marcy Edwards
Soi o— I ^ "Come to me, Sweetheart." Harlhtl
{ (b) "Dreams." lluvcley
Harriet Ethel Dougherty.
Essay- Heroism. Mabel Alice Chamberlain
Essay—Reputation and the Influence of Character.
Alice Elizabeth Hyde
Essay—Luck
.
HARRIET GRA< B COMBERBACH
Oration—The Power of the Ten. Nelson Daniel Dandridge
Essay—Lost Opportunities. Margaret Winifred Keenan
Essay—"Yesterday, To-lay and To-morrow.)
( Ilass PropHecy.1 \
Hannah MARION CHA< E
Essay—The Neceessity of Education.; I
Valedictory.
|
Harriet Ethel Dougherty
CHorus—"Now the Day is Over." Barnby. School
ci.as> Song.
Presentation of Diplomas,
I5y Chiarman of the hool Committee
Benediction.
ORCHESTRA -"Dawn of the Century."
* Excused.
tTo-day our parting hour has come,
How swift the moments pass!
And we must break, mid falling tears,
The ties that bind us fast.
As we recall the happy days
by youth's sweet charms caressed,
We feel, with tender, thrilling hearts,
These days have been our best.
EL
And shall we, in the time to iome
Forget these days of yore .;
As dimly future joys appear,
Recall the past no more ?
Ah, no ! Wherever we may roam,
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Through life's uncertain maze,
Let us in mem'y pictures, view
The scences of by-gone days.
HI.
Farewell! Alas, is this the word
Our trembling lips must say,
As we, when school life soon has ceased,
Sail in life's ship to-day ?
O Heavenly Father, lead us,
O'er life's tempestuous way.
And through its billows pilot us
Safe in the tideless bay.
WORDS BY MISS SEAG HAVE. MUSIC BY MISS HYDE.
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CALENDAR FOR 1901-1902
40 WEEKS.
Spring term, 15 weeks, begins on Wednesday,
March (>; ends on Wednesday, June 26. Recess of one
week, ending* April 6.
High school graduation ; Thursday, June 27.
Fall term, 16 weeks, begins on Tuesday, September
3; ends Friday, December 20.
Winter term, 9 weeks, begins on Monday, Decem-
ber 30, 1901, ends on Friday, February 28, 1902.
Spring term, 15 weeks, begins on Monday, March
3; ends on Friday, June 20. Recess of one week, end-
ing, April 12.
HOLIDAYS.
Every Saturday; Washington's Birthday; Patriots' Day;
Memorial Day; Labor Day; Thanksgiving and th
day following.
APPENDIX.
SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL LAWS
No child can be employed in a factory, workshop,
or mercantile establishment under fourteen years of
age.
Such child cannot be employed at any kind of ser-
vice while school is in session, or before six in the
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morning and after seven in the evening.
No child under sixteen can be employed in a fac-
tory, workshop or mercantile establishment unless the
employer (1) secures an age and schooling certificate
for each child, ( k2i posts prominently at the entrance of
his building a list of all such children employed, and
(3) sends to the school superintendent a list of all minors
in his employ (not simply those under sixteen) who
cannot read at sight and write simple sentences in the
English language.
The required certificate of age and schooling can
be approved only by the superintendent of schools, or,
in towns where there is no superintendent, by the
school committee. It is also enacted that a child's
certificate "shall not be approved unless satisfactory
evidence is furnished by the last school census, the
certificates of birth or baptism of such child, the regis-
ter of birth, with a town or city clerk, or in some other
manner, that such child is of age stated in the certifi-
cate."
Before a child under sixteen can be granted an
age and schooling certificate, he must present to the
person authorized to issue the same, an employment
ticket, duly filled out and signed, The certificate is to
be surrendered to the child when he leaves the em-
ployer's service; but if not claimed within thirty days
from the ending of his service, it is to be returned by
the employer to the superintendent of schools.
"No minor who cannot read at sight and write
simple sentences in the English language shall be em-
ployed while a public evening school is maintained in
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the town or city in which he resides, unless he attends
a day school or unless his teacher certifies each week
that he is in regular attendance at such evening
school."
Any person who employs an illiterate minor in vio-
lation of this law "shall forfeit for each offence not
more than $100 for the use of the evening schools; the
minors parents or guardian shall forfeit not more than
$20."
Truant officers, as well as inspectors of factories,
are entitled to visit the factories, workshops, and mer-
cantile establishments in their seveial towns, and as-
certain whether any minor or any children under six-
teen are there unlawfully employed.
"A failure to produce to a truant officer or an in-
spector of factories any age and schooling certificate
or list required by this act shall be piima facje evi-
dence of the illega employment of any person whose
age and schooling certificate is not produced, or whose
name is not so listed."
A fine of not more than $50 for each offense is en-
tailed upon both the child's employer and his parents
when a child under sixteen is employed unlawfully.
Any employer who continues a child's illegal employ-
ment after notification is to be fined from $5 to 120 for
each day's offense.
Every town of 10,000 or more inhabitants must
have an evenin * school, in which they teach industrial
drawing both freehand and mechanical.
trom seven to fourteen children must attend school the
entire school year.
The September school census must furnish the
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names of all persons between five and fifteen, and of
all from fourteen to twenty who cannot read at sight
and write legible sentences in English.
A truant school is required in each county, "either
separately or conjointly with seme other counties.
Children who are unmanageable in school or hab-
itually absent, or who never attend school at all, but
grow up neglected in idleness and ignorance, may be
committed for a period of not exceeding two years.
Any person having under his control a child be-
tween seven and fourteen years of age who fails for
five day sessions or ten half day sessions within any
period of six months while under such control, to cause
such child to attend school as required by section
twelve of this act, the physical or mental condition of
such child not being such as to render his attendance
at school harmful or impracticable, upon complaint by
a truant officer, and conviction thereof, shall forfeit,
and pay a fine of not more th.au twenty dollars. Any
person who induces or attempts to induce any child to
absent himself unlawfully from school, or employs or
harbors wT hile school is in session any child absent un-
lawfully from school, shall forfeit and pay a fine of net
more than fifty dollars.
No child who has not been duly vaccinated shall
be admitted to a public school except upon pi esenta-
tion of a certificate signed by a regular practising phy-
sician that such child is an unfit subject for vaccination.
No child, who is a member of a household in which a
person is sick with smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet fever or
measles, or of a household exposed to contagion from
a household as aforesaid, shall attend any public school
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during such sickness or until the teacher of the school
has been furnished with a certificate from the board of
health of the town, or from the attending physician of
such sick person, stating in a case of smallpox, diphth-
eria or scarlet fever, that a period of at least two
weeks, and in a case of measles a period of at lea.st
three days, has elapsed since the recovery, remov-
al or death of such person, and that danger of the con-
veying of such disease by such child has passed.

ANNUAL REPORT
.... OF THE ....
SELECTMEN.

SELECTMEN'S RErORT.
Iii reviewing the work that the Selectmen have
had undei their charge during the past year, we can
only give a report in hrief but we trust that our duties
have been faithfully fulfilled and our efforts apprecia-
ted by every voter in the town. The board have been
very unfortunate in losing one of their members by
death. In the death of Mr. Olney the town has lost
one who was always enthusiastic in town affairs and
always working to bring Southbridge up to the stan-
dard set by other New England towns. We greatly
regret the death of Joseph M. Olney.
Some of the accounts have been overdrawn but
in all other cases the expenditures have been limited
to the appropriations and we are glad to report a
balance to some accounts which for years have been
overdrawn.
Our bridges and railings are in a good condition
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with the exception of the Chestnut St. hridge.
The appropropriation of $250.00 for the Charlton
St. bridge was far too small for the work intended as
the lumber alone cost over $500.00.
The following bridges have been replanked: Main
St., Mill St., Sandersdale and Central St. Some of the
abutments of several bridges which were damaged by
the heavy freshets of last winter have been repaired.
We are again obliged to report the contingent
account largely overdrawn and again repeat that
contingencies constantly arise that draw heavily upon
this account which cannot possibly be estimated at the
beginning of the year. Some items that have caused
the accounts to be overdrawn aie the vaccination of
school children, the salaries of cattle inspector and the
sealer of weights, etc.
We have furnished a new room at the police
station for the policemen and also made necessary re-
pairs to roof of the station house.
On another page of this report will be noticed
what our uniformed police department have done in
the past year. Our sidewalks were never in better
repair than they are today and still there is a credit
to that account of nearly £250.00.
To our highway department we are pleased to re-
port a balance to the credit of the account with no
outstanding bills on March 1st. The heavy rains of
Feb. 1900 left nearly all our outside roads and many
of our streets badly gullied and washed out, necessi-
tating comparatively a large expenditure for this pur-
pose as outlined in our report of last year. The cul-
verts and drains were also all filled with the wa^h
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detritus and required quite an outlay when compared
with previous years' expenses for this kind of work,
in addition to the regular grading, graveling, etc.
A now and heavier layer of broken stone was laid
on Hamilton street between Main and Crane streets.
The thin coat or relay surfacing of this street
which Wcis done three years ago had become settled
by the large amount of traffic confined to such a nar-
row way, yet it had answered its purpose and stood
the travel better than was expected when first done, so
much so that we felt justified in doing the work again
out of the regular appropriation in the same manner
by using a thicker layer of stone this time. We would
call your attention again to our recommendations of
last year with regard to the use of broken stone < n
our highways rather than gravel.
A small appropriation for this purpose each year
would soon have our streets and highways in a first-
class condition, and the cost of repairs would be
reduced to a minimum.
REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT FROM MAY
1, 1900, TO MARCH I, 1901.
Lights found out
Lights found burning
Doors found open and secured
Horses found loose in barns. . .
Stray teams
Dangerous places in highways
28
34
23
13
3
22
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Keys found in doors 1
Wires down 1
Water found running in buildings 1
Bicycles found on street (.)
Stray horses on street. . 22
Articles found in doorways 8
Stray cows 13
Horses cast 4
Runaway horses 4
Water pipes burst 3
Lost child 1
Lap robe found 1
Hydrant burst ' 1
Arrests.
Commou drunkards 2
Desturbing the peace 6
Drunk—taking team 1
Drunk—assault on officers 1
Throwing stones 3
Vagrancy 1
Drunk and vagrancy 1
Drunk and disturbing the peace 1
Contempt of court 1
Larceny , 2
Drunk and profanity 1
Assault and battery 1
Drunks 80
J. OUIMETTE, JR.,
H. S. CHENEY,
Selectmen.
ANNUAL REPORT
.... OF THE
Board of Health.

BOARD OF HEALTH REPORT.
The Board of Health respectfully submit their re-
port for the year ending Dec. 31, 1900.
During the year a recommendation was made to
local Boards of Health by the State Board urging the
importance of vaccination for the people because of the
beginning of an epidemic of small-pox in Fall River,
New Bedford and other mill towns. Your board be-
lieving it to be a wise measure provided the people with
vaccination accordingly at considerable expense to the
town, over 1200 people availed themselves of the op-
portunity thus offered.
The town's sanitary condition is very good but few
cases of contagious diseases occurred and these were
of a very mild type, no fatal cases having occurred.
We most heartily recommend a continuation of
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the sewer system on Pine street also Morton court and
that part of Hamilton street between Hook and Main
streets.
The vital statistics of the town for the past year
are as follows :
—
Total number of deaths exclusive of still-
births, 219
DEATHS BY SEXES.
Number of deaths of males, 98
Number of deaths of females, 121
DEATHS BY MONTHS.
January, 22 July, 11
February, 25 August, 21
March, 21 September, 19
April, 28 October, 12
May, 13 November, 17
June, 12 December, 18
DEATHS BY AGES.
Deaths of persons under one year, 53
1 to 2 years, 14
2 to 3 years, 8
3 to 4 years, 4
4 to 5 years, 4
5 to 10 years, 10
10 to 15 years, 2
15 to 20 years, 7
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20 to 30 years, 16
30 to 40 years, 9
40 to 50 years, 14
50 to 60 years, 16
60 to 70 years, 18
70 to 80 years, 23
over 80 years, 15
CAUSES OF DEATHS.
Consumption, 12
Diphtheria and croup, 4
Whooping cough, 2
Cholera Infantum, 21
Pneumonia, 34
Bronchitis, 8
Heart Disease, 10
Disease of brain and spinal cord, 14
Disease of kidney, 20
Cancer, 3
Accidental, 3
Burns, 1
Gastritis, 5
Apoplexy, 6
Eutentis, 6
Measles, 5
Unknown and ill-defined, 46
All other causes, 19
H. C. MOYNIHAN, Chairman,
OARY C. BRADFORD, M. D,
J. A. GENEREUX, M. D. Sec'y,
Board of Health,

ANNUAL REPORT
.... OF THE
Sinking Fund Commissioners

REPORT OF THE SINKING FUND
COMMISSIONERS.
The Sinking Fund Commissioners respectfully
submit herewith their first annual report.
During the past year the balance of the four per
cent, bonds of this town issued to the amount of Fifty
Thousand Dollars for the construction of sewers, have
been sold. The entire bond issue was bought by Messrs
Jose, Parker & Co., brokers, of Boston, at various
times, as same was offered, and the premiums paid
amounted to $7,895.04. The Sinking Fund Commis-
sioners have voted to invest this amount, and other
amounts as received, in the various Savings Banks of
this Commonwealth, since the security is the best and
any amounts received can speedily be placed at inter-
est. The interest lates of the Savings Banks are tend-
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ing downward and it seems probable that the rate will
soon be 3£ per cent, for the majority of the Banks.
While this rate is small, we are not able to buy ap-
proved securities for investment that will net more, as
is shown by the price of our own bonds, which are
occasionally offered at 11 7 A , which only nets the pur-
chaser about .'5 1-10 per cent, on his money. The large
premium for which our bonds were sold is due in large
measure to the skill and ability displayed by the Town
Treasurer, John A. Hall, Esq., in disposing of them and
saves the Town from making any appropriation for the
Sinking Fund this year. The detailed statement fol-
lows :
—
RECEIPTS.
Premium received from sale of Bonds, s7,895 04
Interest earned since investment, 264 54
Total, • 18,159 58
INVESTMENTS.
Southbridge Savings Bank, Book 15528, 11,046 69
Ware Savings Bank, Book, 24587, 1,040 40
Webster Five Cents Savings Bank, Book
11618, 1,050 50
Amherst Savings Bank, Book 9135, - 1,040 40
Springfield Five Cents Saving Bank,
Book, 57220, 1017 50
Springfield Inst, for Savings, Book 149971, 1017 50
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Worcester Five Cents Savings Bank,
Book 66410, 926 59
Worcester Co. Inst, for Savings, Book
125466, 510 00
Worcester Mechanics Savings Bank,
Book 46117, 510 00
Total, $8,159 58
These amounts represent the interest earned and
added to January 1901. Of these Banks all but three
are still paying 4 per cent, and investment was made
in these three Banks before the interest rate was re-
duced.
Respectfully submitted,
HENRY B. MONTAGUE, Chairman,
PITT H. HEBERT, Clerk,
JOHN J. DELEHANTY.
Sinking Fund Commissioners.
The Auditors have examined the several bank
books in which the Sinking Fund is invested, and find
the above report correct.
ALEXIS BOYER, Jr.
ALEX. P. TAYLOR.
C. F. HILL.

ANNUAL REPORT
.... OF THE
LIBRARY COMMITTEE.
LIBRARY OFFICERS.
LIBRARY (U.MM1TTKE.
CARY C. BRADFORD,
HENRY B. MONTAGUE,
J. A. CARON. -
GEORGE GRANT,
GEORGE If. LOVELL,
FRED E. CORIIIN,
JOSEPH JAGGER,
WILFRID J. LAMOUREUX,
LIBRARIAN",
ELLA E. MfEKSCH.
ASSISTANT.
MABEL W. PLIMPTON.
JANITOR,
JOHN COGGINS.
Term Expires 19CI
Term Expin s 1901
Te in Expin s 1902
Term Expires 1<JU2
Term Ex pins 1902
Term Expires 1903
Term Expires 1903
Term Expires 1903
LIBRARY HOURS,
Week <Uys except legal holidays. 10-12, a. in., 2 5; 6 30-9 p. m
LIBRARY COMMITTEE,
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
Balance 1, 1900, |4 48
Mynott fund for 2 magazine sub-
scription, 5 00
Appropriations at the annual town
meeting, 8,000 00
Received from librarian, lines.
cards, etc., 89 73
Dog fund, «33 20
$2,732 47
CURRENT AND OTHER EXPENSES.
Ella E. Miersch, librarian, salary
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for 12 months, $800 00
Mabel W. Plimpton, salary as
assistant, 227 47
John Coggans, for services as
janitor, 90 00
Sundry expenses, 54 41
Southb.xidge (las and Electric Co., 224 30
Southbridge Journal, for printing, 75
Wm. H. Clarke, agent, for rent
of extra rooms, 75 00
Geo. Grant, for printing, 469 80
Geo. Grant, manila slips, 14 40
Library bureau, for supplies, 22 47
Stone and Forsyth, paper, 10 00
Library art club, subscription, 5 00
E. C. Ellis, for coal, 39 60
Eobinson & Dougherty, for print-
ing, 1 00
C. S. Ayres, for mat, 2 00
Augustus Daniels, wood, 1 00
Lareau, Lamoureux Bros. Co.,
repairs and dusters, 2 50
Wm. H. Clarke, repairing stove, 15 60
BOOK ACCOUNT.
C. E. Lauriat, for books, $4 13
Forbes & Wallace, for books, 273 00
R. R. Bowker, for books, 7 00
A. S. Barnes, for books, 1 00
$2,055 30
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Helman-Taylor Co., books, 5 00
F. J. Barnard, for binding, 135 •22
A. D. Worthington & Co., for
books, 6 75
Samuel Healey, for book, 3 00
D. Appleton & Co., for book. 6 00
H. D. Ufcley, book, 7 50
Mass. historical society, book. oO 00
F. Eeles & Co., for binding, 30 30
Webster Times, for subscription, 1 50
Southbridge Journal, subscription, 1 00
American catholic quarterly re-
vio v, 1 1 number) 1 00
E. 7. D 'Y:*- for papers and maga-
zines, 183 90
$669 30
MYNOTT FUND
RECEIPTS.
Balance March 1, 1900, $1,006 35
Interest, 40 20
$1,046 55
EX PEN!) IT I'RES.
Christian Advocate, supscription, $2 50
Methodist Review, 2 50
5 00
Balance to credit of account,
March 1, 1901, $1,041 55
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Total amount received for library, s-2,73'2 47
Amount expended, expense ac-
count, $2,055 30
Amount expended, book ac-
count, (minus $5 from My-
nott fund,) 669 30
Total, $2,724 60
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1901, ^7 87
The library committee ask an appropriation
$2,000 and the dog fund for the year L901-1902.
J. A. CARON, Secretary.
LIBRARIAN S REPORT.
The library has been open 306 days during the
past year. 21408 volumes have been given out during
this time, making an average circulation of 70 books
per day. The circulation of fiction has decreased 2
per cent, that of juvenile books has increased 2 1-4
per cent. The other sections have varied but a trifle.
Three hundred and ninety-three volumes have
been added, 146 volumes have been rebound. The an-
nual inventory of the library was taken in Feb., seven
books were missing but some of these will probably be
183
found later. The library has subscribed for the
"Nouveau Larousse Illustre" an encyclopedia in French
to be published in 7 volumes. Four volumes have
been published and these will shortly be in the library.
It is a general encyclopedia including articles on the
sciences, the arts, history, biography, geography, etc.
The articles have been prepared by well known
Bp3cialists and the whole work has been carefully and
thoroughly done. It is to be hoped that those who
read French will avail themselves of the opportunity
for using the encyclopedia.
A new volume of "Murray's English dictionary"
has been added to the library. This includes "F" and
"G."
Finding lists of "Science, useful and fine arts"
also of "Language and literature" have been printed
and can be obtained at the library free of charge. The
books in these sections have been arranged according
to subject on the shelves. One hundred sets of all the
finding lists printed to date have been bound and copies
are to be placed in each room of the schools, the Y. M.
C. A., etc.
Through the Library art club of which the library
remains a member, and the Woman's education asso-
ciation pictures have been exhibited of Green Mt. and
Lake Champlaiu valley scenery, of China and South-
ern Louisiana; original drawings of Scribnei\s maga-
zine illustrations; Florence, Italy. Nuremberg, Germany .
York, England; trips across the continent; Birds and
animals; Spanish war.
Ten books at a time have been loaned to the Y,
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M. C. A. where they are circulated for home use as
well as for reading in the reading rooms. Three hun-
dred and nineteen new readers have been registered
since March 1, 1900.
Twenty-four hook covers were purchased to place
on the current periodicals for circulation.
A number of interesting old pamplets and papers
were presented to the libraiy by the Leonard estate,
among them a copy of the "Keformer and moralist*'
printed in Southbridge March 6, 1828.
The shelf room has been so nearly filled up that
by the end of another year it will be necessary to use
some method of adding to it.
It does not seem to be understood by the public in
general that two books may be drawn on a card at
the same time but that only one of these may be a
work of fiction.
ELLA E. MIERSCH, Librarian.
There has been a great deal of disturbance in the
reading room and newspaper room during the past
year. The newspapers and magazines have been torn
and sometimes pictures and articles have been cut out
of them. The library committee has decided to sus-
pend from the library anyone who in any way des-
troys the library property or disturbs the quiet of the
reading rooms.
J. A. CARON, Secretary.
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ACCESSIONS
Bound volumes in library March 1, 1900. 17655
added by purchase, 228
by gift, 73
by binding periodicals, 57
358
18,013
worn out, 14
Bound volumes in library March 1,
1901, 17999
Pamphlets in library March 1, 1900, 1167
added, 51
Pamphlets in library Ma rem 1, 1901. 1218
CIRCULATION
Days library was opened, 306
Volumes circulated for home use, 21408
Average daily use, 70
Smallest daily use, Jan. 1, 13
Largest daily use Feb. 22, 219
REGISTRATION OF READERS-
Names registered from beginning, 7051
Xames registered during 1900-1901, 319
Xames cancelled during 1900-1901, 9
Accounts now open, 4427
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CLASSIFICATION OF ACCESSIONS AND CIKCU
LATION
V <>1 nines
ad led
Now in
library
Volumes
circulated
Per Cenl
.
circulated
i»i 1999-1900
Per ( < n<
eircuhit-
in iwn-ioo:
Fiction, 67 2087 9S98 48 2G 40 25
Juvenile, 21 1218 4666 19 55 21 79
History. &i 1391 888 4 12 4 15
Biography, 23 1288 400 2 35 1.87
Travel, 17 934 509 3.65 2.37
Science, art and soeiolog:M2 1192 1024 3 11 4 78
Literatn re, 16 2106 996 2.95 4 65
Religion and philosophy
,
3 553 68 .60 32
Miscellaneous, H 431 36 .47 17
Bound periodicals, r>7 2083 733 3.64 3.42
Law reports of Mas-. 3 214 .03
Mass. pub'ic documents,, m 608 3 .02 .02
U. S. public documents, 42 1CG0 .06 .01
French books, 4 68 1215 4 90 5 67
Current periodicals, 865 3.28 4 03
Reference books, 9 865 912 .73 m
A-inmidown collection, 912
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GIFTS TO THE LIBRARY
NAMES OF DONERS.
Volumes. Pamphlets.
Finley Acker, 1
Edward Atkinson, 3
Ellen S. Bulfinch, 1
Brown University, 1
W. E. Barton, 1 3
F. A. Brooks, 1
Bradbury, Agnew & Co., 1
G. D. Boardman, 1
Boston Public Library, 1
D. H. Chamberlain, 1
Chauncey M. Depew, 3
W. C. Daniels, 1
Katherine L. Edwards, 1
General Theological Library, 2
James Green, 1
Harvard University, 1 1
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1
George Hoar, 1 1
G. M. Lovell, 1
Lowell Textile School, 1
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 20>
Lake Mohawk Arbitration Conference, 1
Mass. Institute of Technology, 1
Mass. soldiers' home, 1
Metropolitan water board, 1
Mass. Sons of the American Revolution, 1
Indian rights association, 1
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University of Illinois, 1
IT. S. state college of forestry, 1
0. L. Newhall, 1
University of the state of N. Y. 6
Oxford, Mass., 1
University of Pennsylvania, 1
Pennsylvania prison society, 1
Punch office, 1
Providence Public Library, 1
Gh F. Seward, 1
H. B. Sprague, 2
Sturlmclgc, Mass., 1
H. H. Stanley, 3
Smithsonian Institute, 6
Tabor academy, 1
U.
c
- jvernment, V* 11
H. S. Underwood, 1
Vandergrift improvement co., 1
H. W. Vail, 1
oman's auxiliary to the civil service
reform association, 3
Wisconsin free library commission, 1
Henry Wood. 2
ANNUAL REPORTS OF LIBRARIES-
Brookine public library.
Boston public library.
Baillie's institution free library, Glasgow,
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Cleveland public library,
Cambridge public library.
Concord. Mass. public library,
Thomas Crane public library, Qumey, Mass.
Chicago public library,
Fletcher free library, Burlington, Yt,
Forbes library, Northampton. Mass.,
Hartford public library,
Hopedale, Mass. public library,
Hyde Park public library,
Leicester public library,
Manchester public library,
Mass. free public library commission,
Newton Mass. public library.
Providence public library.
Salem public library,
E. C. Scranton memorial library,
Syracuse public library,
Worcester public library.
PERIODICALS AND NEWSPAPERS
G—GIVEN".
DAILY.
Boston Globe.
Boston Herald.
Boston Transcript.
Boston Journal.
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Congressional Record, g Hon. J. R. Thayer.
New York Herald.
Springfield Republican.
Worcester Spy.
WEEKLY.
American Architect.
American Citizen, g, C. L. XeuiialL
Boston Journal of Commerce.
Builder s weekly.
Christian Advocate. Mynott fmndL
Harper's Bazar.
Harper s Weekly.
Journal of Education.
Littelis Living Age.
Massachusetts Ploughman, g. Linus E>arling, ed.
*
National New England Farmer, g. G. M. Whittaker. ed.
Official Gazette, XJ. S.—Patent office, g. Hon. J. R.
Thayer.
Outlook.
Science.
Scientific American.
Scientific American Supplement.
Southbridge Herald, g, W. T. Robinson and P. S.
Dougherty.
Southbridge Journal, g. J. W. Eilam.
Southbridge Press, g, George Grant.
Webster Times.
Woman's Journal, g, publishers.
Youth's Companion.
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MONTHLY.
Arena. g, C. L. Newhall.
Art Interchange.
Atlantic Monthly.
Birds and all Nature.
Book reviews, g. publishers.
Bookman.
Bulletin, U. S.—Dep't of Labor, g.
Catalogue of LT . S. pub. documents, g, U. S. Sup't of
documents.
Century.
Collector, g, C. L. Newhall.
Consular reports, g, IT. S. Bureau of statistics.
Cook's Excursionist, g, publishers.
Donahoe's Magazine, g, Rev. J. B. Drennan.
Forum.
Harper's Monthly.
Hatch experiment station, g, Mass. Agricultural col-
lege.
Land of Sunshine, g, publishers.
Library Bulletin, g, Boston public library.
" " Brookline public library.
" " " Concord public library.
" Hartford, Ct,, public library.
" " " Manchester, X. H., public library.
" " " New Haven, Ct., public library.
" " Springfield City library.
Library Journal.
Literary Xews.
McClure's Magazine.
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Magazine of Art.
Monde Moderne.
New England Magazine.
New illustrated Magazine.
North American Review.
Our Dumb Animals, g, publishers.
Popular Educator.
Popular Science Monthly.
Review of Reviews.
St. Nicholas.
Scientific American, builder's edition.
Scribner's Magazine.
Spirit of 76, g, C. L. Newhall.
Westminster Review.
BI-MONTHLY
Methodist Review, Mynott fund.
QUARTERLY
Edinburgh Review.
New England Historical and Genealogical Register.
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LIST OF BOOKS ADDED 19001901
FICTION.
Allen, J. L. Reign of law A427.5
Allston. Her Boston experiences A44.1
Atherton. Senator North A868.1
Bacheller, E. Eben Holden (2 cop.) B121.1
Barr, A. E. Bow of orange ribbon B268.13
Maid of Maiden Lane, B268.14
Burnett, F. H. In connection with the De
Willoughby claim B964 12
Caskoden, Edwin. When knighthood was
in flower, C339.1
Catherwood, M. H. Mackinac and lake
stories C363.2
Chesnutt, C. W. Wife of his youth C525.1
Cholmondeley, Mary. Bed pottage C547.2
Clemens, S. L. Man that corrupted Hadley-
burg C625.5
Conrad, Joseph. Lord Jim C754.1
Crawford. In the palace of the King C899.20
Crockett, S. R. Kit Kennedy C938.10
Daskam, J. D. Smith college stories D229.1
Devereux. From kingdom to colony D491.1
Dickson, Harris. Black wolfs breed D554.1
Fowler, E. T. Farringdons F785.2
Gordon, C. W. Black Rock G662.2
Sky pilot , . . G662.1
Goss, C. F. Redemption of David Corson G677.1
Grahame, Kenneth. Golden age . ...G742.1
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Harte, Bret. Jack Hamlin's meditation H327.31
Hewlett, Maurice. Richard yea and nay H612.3
Hobbs, J. O. Robert Orange H682.2
Holbrook, Richard. Boys and Men H724.1
James, H. jr. Daisy Miller J28.4
Lidney, Margaret. Judges' cave L355.1
Lloyd, J. U. Stringtown on th* Pike L793.1
Loomis, 0. B. Four masted cat-boat L863.1
McLennan, William. In old France and new. .M164.1
Lang, Andrew and Mason, A. E. W. Par-
son Kelly M398.1
Merriman. Isle of unrest M571.8
Mitchell, S. W. Autobiography of a quack M682.9
Page, I. N. Old gentleman of the black stock. .P133.5
Parker. Lane that had no turning P239.4
Philpotts. Sons of the morning P564.3
Pidgin, 0. F. Quincy Adams Sawyer P612.1
Pollock, Sir Frederick and Maitland, Mrs.
Fuller. Etchingham letters P776.1
Reed. Later love letters of a musician R325.2
Reed, Myrtle. Love letters of a musician R325.1
Remington, Frederic. Stories of peace and
war R388.1
Roberts, (J. D. Heart of the ancient wood R643.1
Robertson, Morgan. Where angels fear to
tread R651.1
Robinson, R. E. Dann's pioneer R663.4
Sage, W. Robert Tourney S129.1
Schwartz, J. A. Vassar studies S39.1
Sienkiewicz, Henryk. Knights of the cross. 2v.S572.G
Silbeirad, U. S. Eehanter S582.1
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Steel, F. A. Hosts of the Lord S813.3
Tarkington, Booth. Gentleman from Indiana.. .T186.1
Taylor, M. I. Cardinal's musketeer T244.1
Thompson, M. Alice of old Vincennes. (2 cop.).T474.1
Tolstoi, L. N. Resurrection T654.ll
Ward, Mrs Humphrey. Eleanor (2 cop.) W261.8
Wells, D. D. His lordship's Jeopard W453.1
Whitney, Mrs A. D. T. Square pegs W617.15
Wilkins, M. E. Love of Parson Lord W635.8
Williams, J. L. Adventures of a Freshman. . . W724.1
Wood, Henry, Victor serenus W876.1
Zangwill, Israel. Mantle of Elijah Z29.3
BOOKS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
April baby's book of tunes 2-1239
Baker, R. S. Boy's book of inventions 2-1224
Bread, D. C. New ideas for American boys .... 2-1236
Boden & D'Almeid. Wonder stories from
Herodotus 2-1244
Brooks, E. S. True story of Lafayette 2-1216
Canovan, M. J. Ben Comee 2-1219
Da Chaillu, Paul. Land of the long night 2-1221
World of the great forest 2-1237
Grundtveg Svend and others. Danish fairy tale?.2-1223
Henty, (jr. A. In the hands of the cave-
dwellers 2-1243
Hunter, M. V. B. Stories of famous child-
ren 2-1233
Hurd, Gr. M. Bennett twins 2-1235
Jewett, S. O. Betty Leicester's Xmas 2-1220
Munroe, Kirk. Midshipman Stuart 2-1218
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Phillpotts, Eden. Human boy 2-1222
Pyle, K. Christmas angel 2-1240
Rand, E. A. Fifer boy of the Boston siege 2-1238
Ray. Phebe: her profession 2-1242
Teddy: her book 2-1241
Tomliuson, E. T. House-boat on the St.
Lawrence 2-1234
Jersey boy in the Revolution 2-1225
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ANNUAL REPORT
.... OF THE

SEWER COMMISSIONERS' RE-
PORT.
The sewer commissioners, during the last year,
have continued the work outlined in their last report
and have completed the trunk line along Crane street
and Eiver street to Mill street, have laid pipe in Ham-
ilton street from Union to Pine, on Crane from depot,
easterly to Hamilton, also the cemetery trunk line,
from corner of Main and Mechanics street along Main
street, private land, Oak Eidge cemetery and Cohasse
street to Everett street.
By the completion of these two trunk lines we
have made the sewers accessible to the greatest num-
bers for future use, and have built nearly all the lines
which go through private lands, so that in future,
work can be carried on and the lines extended to re-
lieve any district which may call for it. At the same
time the town may feel assured that it will receive in
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assessments the full two-thirds of the cost of each ex-
tension, which will be paid by abutters, as per your
vote of May 15, 1899.
Having completed these trunk lines, we believe
that all extensions should be by vote passed at the an-
nual April town meeting, and that appropriations be
made for each extension.
At a town meeting held Nov. 13, 1900, the sewei?
commissioners made a report and the following ex-
tract is taken from the town clerk's record of said
meeting.
REPORT OF NOV. 13, 1900.
"The board of sewer commissioners who were
elected May 15, 1899, having completed what they
consider the preliminary work of constructing and es-
tablishing the sewer system adopted by the town, de-
sire at this time to make and submit a report of their
work and expenditures to date.
In accordance with the plans and system of sew-
ers adopted by the town, your commissioners pro-
ceeded first to construct the filter beds, which, with
the approaches thereto, cost $11,476.00. They then
proceeded to construct the main sewers or drains, lead-
ing from the principal streets to the filter beds, which
included the extending of the main sewer from its orig-
inal outlet into Lensdale pond down through the Main
street, to the present entrance to the filter beds. In
constructing these main sewers or drains into which
the lateral or smaller sewers will eventually empty,
we followed the plans adopted, and were obliged to
construct the same largely through private lands and
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lands now owned by the town, as through Oak Ridge
Cemetery. We have constructed a total of 13,089
feet of drain or sewer, of which about 9,761 feet we
consider main drain or sewer, and is built largely
through private or town lands, which lands are there-
fore not assessable, and the balance of about 4,329
feet, is built in streets, and in such a manner as to
benefit abutters, and render them liable to assessment.
The work which your commissioners have done is
largely that preliminary \\ ork which places the system
adopted in such a position that from this time forward
sewers can be constructed in our streets and the con-
tents thereof be carried and delivered upon the filter
beds.
The cost of constructing the drains or sewers as
paid out to date has been $35,650.00.
The board can not believe that the citizens of this
town would think it fair or equitable exercise of the
powers confided to the board to assess the whole
expense of the main drains or sewers upon the few
who pre reached by the sewers which are assessable
under the work done at the present time. It would
be, in the opinion of the board, unjust, unfair and
oppressive to assess upon those few the expense of a
system of main drains or sewers, which has been con-
structed for the benefit of the whole town, those who
have been benefited and those who may and those
who will be benefited in the future. It is preliminary
work, necessary to establish the complete system, and
in the opinion of the board should be paid by the whole
town.
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The board therefore recommend that the town
pay the sum of $28,000 to cover the costs of the main
drains or sewers so constructed, including the town's
proportion of all the sewers constructed to date, and
that the balance of the costs of constructing the seweis
built to date be assessed upon the abutters, who are
assessable in accordance with the vote passed by the
town May 15, 1899."
J. OUIMETTE, JR.
W. C. CALLAHAN.
H. C. CADY.
Southbridge, Mass., November, 1900.
Voted: That the town accept the report of the
Board of Sewer Commissioners, and approve of the
recommendations contained therein.
Voted : That the Board of Sewer Commissioners
be authorized to pay from the funds voted by the
town, the sum of $28,000, toward the costs of the main
drains or sewers, including the town's porportion of
the costs of constructing of all drains or sewers to
date, and that the commissioners be instructed to as-
sess the balance of the costs of the construction of the
sewers built to date, upon the abbutters who are as-
sessable in accordance with the vote passed May 15,
1899.
The assessment plans for all work done the past
two years were prepared and your board having passed
on the frontage of abutters assessable, according to
the special Legislative act. The assessments were
made up in the following manner :
Total expense of sewer work
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during 1899 and 1900, less
credits, 151,101 71
Baker & Jndson, reserve of 500 00
Total expense, $51,001 71
To be deducted
—
Towns expense assumed
Nov. 13, 1900, $28,000 00
Cost of filter beds, bridges,
etc, 14,500 00
Total to be taken out, $42,500 00
Amount to be paid by
abbutteis $9,101 71
Total assessable frontage, 8,466.9 feet.
Rate per front foot, $1 07^
In accordance with these figures the following
certificate was given to the Town Treasurer, Feb. 1,
1901.
To the Treasurer of the town of Southbridge;—
This certifies that sewers have been completed and
are now ready for public use under the Rules of the
Board of Sewer Commissioners as follows :—
On lower Main street from near "Fort Sumpter,"
so called, westerly to Mechanics street: on Main street
from Mechanics street to the Avesterly end of land of
the Hyde Manufacturing Co.,on Mechanics street north-
erly from Main to Lens street; on Elm street from Main
southerly to house of the late George 8. Stone; on Co-
ll asse street easterly from Everett street to land of
Estate of Robert H. Cole; on Marcy street from a point
in front of the new Grammar School building norther-
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ly to Edwards street; on Edwards street from
Marcy westerly to house of Z. Laliberte;
on Crane street from the house of Joseph
Lapierre westerly to River and Hamilton streets; on
River street from Crane westerly to Mill street; on
Hamilton street from Crane and Union easterly to Pine
street; all said streets in said Town of Southbridge.
And we have assessed the owners of the adjoining
estates, as shown by the schedules accompanying this
certificate, which are expressly referred as part of this
certificate as fully as if expressly incorporated at
length therein, in accordance with the votes of said
town, said schedule showing the estates abutting and
benefitted by said sewers, and the sums set against the
names of the respective owers as their proportionate
share of the cost of constructing said sewers. The
plans showing said estates and the frontages and
assessments being on file in the office of the engineer,
J. A. Whittaker.
(Signed) J. OUIMETTE, JR.
W. C. CALLAHAN.
H. C. CADY.
Southbridge, Mass., Jan., 28, 1901.
The schedules, leaving out the description of the
property, is as follows :
LOWER MAIN STREET.
Feet. Amount.
C. M., J. C. and A. B. Wells, south
s^e, 1001.8 $1,076 93
American Optical Co., south side, 150 161 25
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Mrs. Rosalie Duquette, south side, 50.2 53 96
Louis Duquette, south side side, 38.5 41 oJ
American Optical Co., north side. i 5 oU
MECHANICS STREET.
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, east side, 275.35 296 CO
American Optica] Co., east side, 369.6 397 21
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, west side, 120 129 00
ELM STREET.
Y M C \ Pfiof cirl aJ.
.
JLVJ.. tJclbl blClC, 27 29 02
XTXib. vv ill. JCAl vV clL Ub trbttllfc?, cuM olLH . 113 95
Edward F. Dak in, east side, 10-2.5 110 19
C. A. Paige estate, east side. 89 95 07
C. A. DrcSoor estate, west side, 97.7 105 03
Town of Southbridge, west side, 130 139 75
(J. S. Stone estate, west side, 97.5 104 81
MARCV STREET.
J. Marcy estate, east side, 141.6 152 22
Samuel Williams, east side, 147 158 02
Town of Southhridge, west side, 142.1 152 75
R. S. Keith, west side, 144.65 155 50
EDWARDS STREET.
R. S. Keith, south side, 110 118 25
Z. Laliberte, south side, 34 30 55
W. H. Clarke, north side, 159 170 92
Rev. Gr. E. Brochu, north side, 84 90 30
MAIN STREET.
A. M. Cheney estate, north side, 180.8 194 30
Mrs. T. Dnclos, north side, 102 109 65
Hyde M'fg Co., south side, 280 301 00
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COHASSE STREET.
V. W. Lamoureux. north side, 685 73 61
A. Borer, Jr.. north side. 65 69 87
S. Dresser estate, north side, 34 - Kdo
J. B. Lapierre, north side. 135 1 Q
U. L*. DesauJnier. south sideT i u i O Z.O
Lreo. J. Lamoureux. south side. • «J —O
S. Dresser estate, south side, OAov ox_ -J
M. E^ran. south side. loo 1-T'J oo
CRAXE STREET.
Joseph Lapierre.' north side, 30 10
D. Jalbert, north side, 31 33 2
Mrs. M. C- Edvrards. north side, 93.5 100 51
Bernard Sflk. north side. 119.5 128 46
If. Y., S. H. & H. R. R. Co , north side, 750 806 •25
John J. Delehanty, south side, 119 127 2
Mary T. Silk, south side. 75.5 >1 16
Joseph Simpson, south side, 122 131 15
Joseph Hetu, south side, 54 58 05
ML P. & J. J. O'Shaughnessy, south side, 60 04 50
Pierre Gaucher, south side, 113 121 47
Win. C. Callahan, sonth side, 60 64 50
St Mary s T. A. S., sonth side. 55 59 12
John Flood, south side. 63 67 72
Patrick Daltom. south side, 54 58 Co
HAMILTON STREET.
Joseph St. Onge, north side, 58.5 08 89
Thomas C ronin, north side. 50 53 75
M. W. Kelley, north side. 50 53 75
P. H. Caron. north side, 50 53 75
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J. P. Perrault, north side, -50 S3 75
A. Boyer. north side. 50 53 15
Rosalie Goddu, south side. 75 80 62
P. & J. Bachand, south side. 75 So
Alfied Allard. south side. 75 SO 02
Pierre Allard. south side, 75 SO <>2
RIVEK STREET.
C. W. Weld, north side. 60 ft* 50
J. & T. Ryan, north side. 17.2 18 4^
Eliza M. Bartlett. north side. 85 91 37
ML C. Edwards, north side. 134 1±4 05
Emilie Surprenant. north side, 94.5 101
J. & T. Ryan, north side, 110 156 95
A. Richard, north side. 20 27 M
A. E. Fesseden. south side. 867 8ft? 08
A. Chapdelaine. south side, 110.5 11S 7^
L. Nadeau, south side. SO So 00
Hamilton Woolen Co.. south side, 75 S 02
Hamilton Woolen Co.. south side. 100 HW 5,0
S100.9 S9.1U1 71
HOUSE CONNECTIONS.
After considerable discussion, the Board has de-
cided that in future all house connections must be done
under the supervision of the Commissioners, and that
no abutter w ill be given authority to open the street or
make connections. To provide for house connections
and to keep an accurate tile of all premises connected
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with the main sewer, blanks have been provided, and
in all cases where abutters desire to connect with the
sewer, these blanks must be used.
The work of making connections will be done by
employees of the Commissioners and the abutters
must pay the expense before they can use the private
drain. In past years no record lias been kept of houses
connected and it will be necessary for us to have a can-
vas made of each house along the lines of all sewers,
which we hope to do this coming y ear. The rules gov-
erning the use of sewers will be published, so that all
who wish, may obtain a copy.
Respectfully submitted,
J. OUIMETTE, JR.,
W. C. CALLAHAN,
H. C. CADY.
SEWER ENGINEERS REPORT
Board of Sewer Commissioners of Southbridgi ,
gentlemen:—
The sewer work of the year 1900 was a continua-
tion of the 1899 contract v\ith Baker & Judson. The
North to Crane street trunk line not being complete,
work was continued through land occupied by A.
Daniels; thence along Crane street to Hamilton and
on Hamilton easterly to Pine.
New contracts were made with the same contrac-
tors for the easterly part of Crane street from Hamil-
ton to near Bernard Silk's, also on River street from
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Crane near the freight depot westerly to Mill street.
Oil this line, just westerly of the Quinebaug River, the
pipe would be so near the surface of the ground, it
was decided to use iron pipe as far as land of Mrs.
Emily Surprenant. Some delay was experienced in
getting the iron specials for house connections which
necessitated a slight delay in clearing up the street.
The pipe across the River was hung on iron hangers,
attached to the stringers of the wooden bridge.
While this work was in progress your board de-
cided that the Trunk line through Oak Ridge Ceme-
tery from Main street near Hyde Mfg. Co. factory to
Everett street should be done. Accordingly specifica-
tions were made which required all pipe laid in Port-
la ml cement. This on account of the wet character of
the land through which the sewer was to be laid.
Considerable rock was encountered on Main street
which required the closing of that part of the street to
travel for a short time. And on Cohasse street there
was so much water that under-drains were laid with an
outlet at the brook on the land of the John B. Edwards
Estate. For this under-diain a double line of four-inch
Akron pipe was laid with open joints, in broken stone
beneath the 12 inch sewer main; and these led and
connected into an outlet of 6 inch Akron pipe, laid with
cement joints. The totals of construction and supplies
are given in the Auditor's report of the Board's ex-
penses.
The leak in the Mechanics street pipe was repaired
in August.
This leak was caused by the settling of the iron
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pipe in one of the Clemence box-shop culverts, whicn
broke the bell on the Akron pipe in which it fitted.
This work was completed on a Sunday, thus not sub-
jecting to inconvenience the Clemence factory. This
line has given no trouble since the repairs were made.
During December measurements were taken on
the sewer beds to determine the flow of sewTage; and
the results are tabulated opposite. The sewage was
changed regularly each day, so as to use all beds in as
nearly the same proportion as the flow varied. There
is quite a difference in the absorption and consequent-
ly filtering of different beds; which but emphasizes the
results of other filtration areas; viz: That to get the
best results the beds must have constant and intelli-
gent care.
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TABLE OF FLOW OF SEWAGE.
Temperature. Number of gallons per
Date. Hoar. Air. Sewage. day, 24 hours.
Dec.
11 10.25 a. m. 24 4 IT47 244500
12 8.35 " 16 48 261300
13 8.35 " O 434 4b 215000
15 9.45 " 13 4 A4b 234000
16 9.20 " Id 45 234000
17 9.15 " 14 4 f4d 234000
18 9.15 " 20 44 230000
19 8.20 " 36 46 193300
20 8.20 " 24 4 f4d 203700
21 8.23 " 24 46 177500
22 8.25 " f» 424 45 175400
23 8.25 " 32 4 /»46 189600
24 8.25 « 52 45 193300
25 9.00 " 38 45
26 8.22 " 30 45 180100
27 9.10 « 26 44 165400
28 1.30 p. m. 34 44 175400
29 10.05 " 30 44 184000
31 3.30 «- 42 46 211600
Jan.
1 3.35 " 28 44 183000
2 Beds changed.
3 7.00 « No measurements.
4 10.00 a. m. 15 45 1S3400
5 2.50 p. m. 26 44 193000
6 9.30 a. m. 28 44 189600
7 9.30 « 32 44 189600
Average temperature of sewage 45 degrees.
Average flow of sewage, 201783 per 24 hours.
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Thirty permits for entrances were granted to
abutters during the past year. This includes the two
factories of the American Optical Co. on Mechanics
street and a number of three and six tenement houses.
A census of the sewer connections with number of
closets, sinks, etc., has not yet been made, but should
be kept and recorded in the same entrance book which
has been provided partly for this purpose.
The pipe left orer from this year's work is stored
under the Town barn on Goddard street.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN A. WHITTAKER.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE.
.
FIRE ENGINEERS.

FIRE ENGINEERS.
In accordance with custom and as provided by
statute I submit my second annual report for tbe year
ending Feb. 28, 1901, giving a list of expenditures and
the condition of the department for the fiscal year.
MANUAL FORCE.
The manual force, board of engineers : Chief and
four assistants, two steamer companies of 15 men
each, two hook and ladder companies of 10 men each,
superintendent of the fire alarm, 13 horses subject to
the call of the department.
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ROLL CALL OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
P. N. LeClair, Chief,
M. P. O'Shaughnessy, District Chief of Boxes 21, 23, 24.
Michael Egan, District Chief of Boxes 34, 35, 30, 37, 38,
39.
Louis Duquett, District Chief of Boxes 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 46 and private boxes 31, 71, 7 2.
H. C. Moynihan, Clerk and District Chief of Boxes 23,
26, 28, 32.
ELECTRICIAN.
Newton E. Putney.
STEAMER NO. 1.
Captain . . .
Lieutenant
Clerk
Alfred M. Plimpton
George E. Egan
Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Stoker
. .
Edward G-agnon
Newton E. Putney
George H. Chafnn
Joseph Bebo
HOSEMEN.
William Helie,
William Welch,
Leandre Coutu,
Joseph Oiseau,
George E. Lamoureux
Louis Lamothe.
Martin Acton,
Alfred Allard,
SUBSTITUTES.
Basil Proulx,
JohnF. Barnett,
Daniel T. Morrill,
Alfred Langevin.
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HOOK AND LADDER NO. L
Captain N. Gamache
Lieutenant Louis Peloquin
Clerk James Kingsley Egan
Peter Caplette, Thomas McGratb,
Joseph Lucia, Charles Mart el,
John Coggins, Frank Favreau,
Edmond Hetu.
SUBSTITUTES.
Oliver Paul, Alexis Lariviere.
steward.
Henry L. Brousseau.
STEAMER NO. 2.
Captain John Hefner
Lieutenant Luke Reilly
Clerk ) o-
Engineer ^ George Simpson
Assist. Engineer John Splaine
Stoker William Walters
HOSEMAN.
William Crawford. Stermius Herber,
Fred A. Wald, Monroe Walters,
Edward Splaine, George Thayer,
Joseph Rivers, Tho6. O'Shaughnessy,
Edward Grant, Alexis Bouley.
Paul Potvin,
SUBSTITUTES.
Fred Loranger.
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HOOK AND LADDER NO. 2.
Captain John Brennan
Lieutenant John J. Hogan
Clerk John W. Smythe,
Patrick Ma)
,
Thomas Brennan,
Joseph Power, Peter May,
William T Kennedy, Patrick F. Delehanty,
Walter Keating.
SUBSTITUTES.
Hosea E. Weld, William McGilpin
STEWARD.
John Sp aine.
FIRES AND ALARMS
There were ten alarms, one general and fourteen
still alarms,
May 25, 1900, 2.25 p. m., Box 35, No. 1 companies re-
sponded, fire in grain elevator, Hook St., occu-
pied by E. D. Ammidown and owned by M. L.
Dresser, damage to building $60, loss on con-
tents $100, cause sparks from chimney. Eecall
2.35 p. m.
Sept. 8, 1900, 9.53 a. m., Box 36, No, 1 companies re-
sponded, fire in dwelling owned by Morton es-
.tate, cor. Central St. and Morton Ct., damage to
building $60, cause defective chimney. Recall
10.09 a. m.
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Nov. "7, 1900, 9.50 p. m., General alarm, Box 25, fire in
tenement house owned by Hamilton Woolen
Co., Cross St., damage to building 1250, on con-
tents $158.20, cause defective chimney. Recall
10.30 p. m.
Nov. 13, 1900, Box 46, 5.30 p. m., No. 1 companies re-
sponded. False alarm. Recall 5.45.
Nov. 17, 1900, Box 46, 6.03 p. m., No. 1 companies re-
sponded, fire in dwelling owned by Joseph
Benoit, Lens St., damage to building £100, cause
accidental. Reoall 6.15 a. m.
Dec. 5, 1900, Box 28, No. 1 and 2 Companies respon-
ded, fire in blacksmith shop, rear of Main St.,
owned by L. W. Curtis and occupied by P.
Giroux, damage to building $20, on contents $5,
cause accidental. Recall 2.38 a. m.
Dec. 26, 1900, 4.04 p. m., No 1 companies responded,
fire in tenement house owned by Morton Est.,
Benefit St., damage none, cause defective chim-
ney. Recall 4.15 p. m.
Jan. 10, 1901, Box 43, 8.44 p. m. No. 1 companies re-
sponded to fire in Southbridge Printing Co.'s works,
Main street, Sandersdale. Damage to building
$32. Contents damaged $222. Cause overheated
journal. Recall 9.04 p. m.
Jan. 17, 1901, Box 24, 10.45 a. m. No. 2 companies
responded, fire in dwelling owned by Draper es-
tate, Lovely street, occupied by Lavallee, damage
to building $2.00. Cause defective chimney.
Recall 11 a. m.
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Feb. 6, 1901, Box 24, 8 a. ni. No. 2 companies re-
sponded, fire in four-tenement house owned by
Marcy estate, Main street, damage to building $20,
loss on contents $50. Cause accidental. Recall
8.30.
APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Appropriation at annual meeting, $2000 00
Account overdrawn March 1, 1900, 160 00
$1840 00
EXPENDITURES.
Southbridge Press, supplies, $38 75
A. R. Webster, horses, 181 05
John W. Harrington, labor, 6 05
Southbridge Roofing Co., labor and
supplies, 14 27
Southbridge Cas & Electric Co., 161 22
Thomas Hughes, coal, 209 40
Southbridge Water Supply Co., 48 50
J. B. Prescott & Son, zincs, 21 00
Alexis Boyer, labor, 56 33
W. E. Decrow, supplies, 91 37
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber,
.
58 79
N. S. Viall, horses, 110 00
M. Egan & Son, labor and supplies, 151 15
Care of Fire Alarm Boxes, 45 00
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W. D. Morse, supplies, 3 28
G. L. Winter, supplies, 67 36
Garlock Packing Co., packing, 5 30
H. C. Moynihan, supplies, 36 38
Boston Woven Hose Co., supplies, 29 40
W. H. Clarke, supplies, 7 87
P. Caplette, labor, 5 50
Lareau, Lamoureux Bros., sundries, 1 25
Hamilton Woolen Co., vitriol, 49 00
J. J. Delehanty & Co., supplies, 7 50
H. L. Brouseau, labor, 31 20
Combination Ladder Co., supplies, 7 50
Razee Steam Laundry, cleaning car-
pet, 2 10
J. J. Bowlen, horses, 89 25
N. E. Putney, supplies and labor, 47 77
E. C. Ellis, coal, 15 55
G. H. Hartwell, supplies, 2 05
M. Breen, labor, 2 00
L. W. Curtis, horses, 45 00
P. N. LeUlair, horses and supplies, 153 14
$1,961 28
Balance to credit of account,
March 1, 1901, $38 72
SALARIED ACCOUNT
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $1,910 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Board of Engineers Chief ($100)
"four 'A ^Qi^tantc; >25 00 each s'200 00
Two engineers for steamers, 100 00 " 200 00
Two assist, engineer steamers, 50 00 " 100 00
Two stokers, 50 00 " 100 00
Two stewards, 75 00 " 150 00
Four captains, 35 00 « 140 00
Four lieutenants, 30 00 " 120 00
Thirty-six hose and ladder men 25 00 " 900 00
$1,910 00
SCHEDULE OF APPARATUS
The apparatus in service consists of two steam fire
engines 2 two horse hose carriages, two hand hose
carriages, two hook and ladder trucks, one supply
wagon, one portable fire escape, one life net canvas,
one Deluge set complete, including one two way alu-
mium automatic valve Siamese, one perfection Deluge
holder, Hopkins patent nozzels, 3,200 feet rubber lined
hose, 400 feet leather hose.
REMARKS.
We have had but a small amount of fires during
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t'le past year and what few there was were incipient.
New hydrants have been placed on Worcester and
Charlton streets and Hillside Park. Engine House No.
2 lias been thoroughly renovated during the past year,
having not been repaired since built. As there was no
appropriation made at the annual meeting for defray-
ing the expense of removing the Fire Alarm System
incident to the occupancy of the New Engine House on
Elm street we had to do so at considerable expense.
Should recommend the appropriation for the running
expenses of the department the same as last year.
My thanks are due the members of the department for
their hearty co-operation also the Electrician for the
faithful performance of his duties in regard to the fire
alarm system.
Respectfully submitted,
P. N. LeCLAIR, Chief.
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OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
FARM AND ALMSHOUSE.
Amount of orders drawn in this department,
$2,132.93. Whole number of inmates during the yea:*,
35, with an average of 21 all the year. The net cost
of $1.11 per week includes services of superintendent
and matron, hired help and telephone service. The
management of the property by Mr. and Mrs. William
L. McDonald as superintendent and matron has been
to the satisfaction and approval of the overseers, who
have engaged their services for another year.
The expenditures have been kept within the ap-
propriation, with a credit balance of $1,592.47. Will
not have to appropriate any money for this depart-
ment, except for repairs on the barn, we recommend
five hundred dollars.
F. CxATIXEAU.
A. FARLAND.
L. WESLEY CURTIS.
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INVENTORY OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
AT THE ALMHOUSE AND FARM FEBRUARY 22, 1901.
Class 1, Stock, $981 25
O T-To\r Qii/l err*q in
z, nay anu. gLdiij, 550 20
3, Carts, wagons and farming tools, 1,040 90
4, Household furniture, 331 75
5, Beds and bedding, 421 00
6, Family supplies, 542 75
$3,873 85
Inventory of 1900, $3,653 72
Gain over last year, $220 13
HENRY A. MORSE,
S. K. EDWARDS,
DR. L. W. CURTIS,
Appraisers.
OUTSIDE POOR
During the past year the calls for aid have been
quite heavy. It has been our purpose to relieve suf-
fering and destitution wherever and whenever we have
known of it, and to look after each case with that care
and economy that we feel that the tax payers have C,
right to demand. As the population increases the ex
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pense in this department will increase.
The amount of orders drawn in
this department, *7,938 05
For insane and the sick at hospitals, 2,035 05
Paid other towns for persons
having settlement in this
town, 63 09
Paid for persons having settle-
ment in orher towns, 324 55
Paid for unsettled persons, 429 84
Paid for one thousand three hun-
dred eighty-one tramps. 141 45
Due from state and towns, 1,204 CO
Total expense to town for outside poor, 7,183 66
For the ensuing year we recommend an appropri-
tioa of $8,000.
ACCOUNT OF CASH
Town of Dudley, for aid to John Laroche, s186 00
Town of West Brookfield, for aid to Mrs.
Mary Ford, 127 15
Town of Charlton, for aid to Mrs. Louis Berry, 74 00
Town of Greenfield, for aid to Peter Raymond, 98 90
Town of Grafton, for aid to Mrs. Paul Bonner, 5 00
City of Fitchburg, for aid to Henry Poulin, 6 00
City of Worcester, for aid to Mrs. John F. Col-
man, 2 00
From state, for unsettled persons, 210 27
Ellen Grill, 5 00
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Mrs. John Lament. 1*2 00
Joseph Giugras. 15 00
Adolph Lavallee, for board at hospital, 166 50
Mrs. Hodgson: for board at almshouse, 186 50
William L. McDonald, for produce sold, 227 36
William L. McDonald, for wood sold. 236 68
Louis Homer. - 30
11,560 66
F. GATLNEAU.
A. FARLAND.
L. WESLEY CURTIS.
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REPORT OF THE CEMETERY
COMMITTEE.
We have no report to make of any special service
done our town in this branch of its work simply to
speak of our approval of existing methods and the effi-
cient management of carrying on the work. The
amount of money expended by the town in this direc-
tion, as we understand it, is used to advantage in a
trustworthy manner.
We recommend the appropriation of eighteen hun-
dred dollars to carry on the cemetery work. May our
Superintendent feel this is the surest proof of com-
mendation for his sei vices.
Respectfully submitted,
T. JEROME HARRINGTON,
MICHAEL D. MORRILL,
L. WESLEY CURTIS,
F. E. CORBIN,
HENRY C. CADY,
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SUPERINTENDENT S REPORT
to the cemetery committee.
Gentlemen:—
The work of removing the sand bank and grading
up the low land has been continued and nearly com-
pleted, I expected to finish it this year but found there
was much more material to move than was expected,
which has enabled us to grade more land than we an-
ticipated. I think there is enough material left to fill
up the remaining low places. After the grading is
finished we have several hundred loads of loam to
spread over the new made land which will complete all
that kind of work that will ever need to be done.
We have set out the past year nearly two hun-
dred trees, shrubs and evergreens, mostly of dwarf
varieties, nearly all of them lived and made good
growth.
The low land south of the tomb ,has been raised
about three feet and many of the monuments had to be
raised which made considerable work. A new road
was built across the land and a paved gutter was put
in that extended down to the pond, which will carry
off all the water from that part of the yard. The lots
are perfectly dry and very desirable.
The usual routine work of keeping the cemetery
-has been carefully attended too.
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Much interest is felt by the public in the improve-
ments now being carried on and there seems to be a
strong desire to have it completed; after this is done
there will not be any need for much more money being
appropriated by the town. The cemetery fund is in-
creasing each year and in a short time the interest will
be sufficient to keep it in order.
I would recommend that we ask the town to com-
plete the work that is nearly finished.
Have sold the past year nine perpetual care and
eleven lots.
IX)TS sold.
A. H. Wheeler.
R. A. Beckwith,
Mrs. Z. A. Marcy.
George A. Bartlett.
James A. Larnerd.
Edmund Connelly,
Channing M. Wells.
A. B. Wells.
J. Cheney Wells.
Mrs. J. M. OIupv.
Mrs. Calvin Clarlin.
175 00
75 00
2.) bo
25 00
25 00
25 00
50 00
50 00
50 00
50 00
50 00
s500 00
PERPETUAL CARE.
Mrs. B. W. Bugbee.
Edgar D. Morse,
Jacob Edwards, three,
$50 00
50 00
150 00
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Mrs. Liberty Keynolds, 50 00
Charming M. Wells, 50 00
Albert B. Wells, 50 00
J. Cheney Wells, 50 00
'
$450 00
The cemetery fund is now invested as follows
—
Southbridge Savings Bank, $1,600 00
Peoples Savings Bank, Worcester, 1,000 00
Five Cents Savings B*nk, Worcester, 1,000 00
Savings Bank, Amherst, 1,000 00
Savings Bank, Ware, 1,000 00
Institution of Savings, Dedham, 1,000 00
Five Cents Savings Bank, Salem, 1,000 00
Worcester County Institution, Worcester, 1,000 00
Mechanic Savings Bank, Worcester, 1,000 00
Five Cents Savings Bank, Webster, 989 25
Springfield Institution for Savings, 850 00
$11,439 25
RECEIPTS.
Balance March 1, 1901, $0 32
Appropriation, 2,000 00
A. H. Wheeler, grading lot, 18 00
R. A. Beck with, grading lot, 18 00
G. W. Corey, grading lot, 18 00
George Mansfield, 15 00
Peter P. Clarke, 15 00
Interest, 404 04
$2,4S8 36
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EXPENDITURES.
Paid S. Williams, superintendent, for men,
teams,tools, supplies, etc., bills exam-
ined each week by the committee
and approved by the auditors, $2,483 33
Unexpended, $5 03
Respectfully submitted.
SAMUEL WILLIAMS, Supt.

ANNUAL REPORT
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.
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SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.
The Sealer of Weights and Measures herewith
presents his report for the year ending March 1st,
1901.
I have not had so much to contend with as last
year as the number of street peddlers and hawkers
have diminished about fifty per cent, since Ave have
prevented the use of short scales and measures, until
the cut price peddler is met with only at rare intervals
and the merchant is thereby protected from the ruin-
ous competition of the short measure man. I would
also say that we have had two cases before the court
for using short scales and measures and in each case
they were fined and both parties belonged out of town.
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St. 1900, Chapter 339.
an act to regulate the size of berry baskets.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 1. All baskets oi other receptacles used or
intended to be used in the sale of strawberries, rasp-
berries, blackberries, cherries, currants and gooseber-
ries shall be of the capacity of one quart, one pint, or
one half pint, Massachusetts standard dry measure.
Sec 2. Whoever sells or offers for sale a basket or
other receptacle not conforming to said standard, to be
used in the sale of any of the aforesaid fruit, and who-
ever cells or offers for sale any of the aforesaid fruit in
any basket or other receptacle not conforming to the
said standard, shall be punished by a fine of not less
than five dollars nor more than ten dollars for each
offence.
Sec. 3. The said baskets or other receptacles shall
not be required to be tested and sealed as provided by
chapter sixty-five of the Public Statutes, but the sealer
or deputy sealer of weights and n,easures of any city
or town, or the deputy sealer of the commonwealth,
may, when he so desires, and shall upon complaint,
test the capacity of any basket or other receptacle in
which any of the aforesaid fruit is sold or intended to
be sold ; and when the same is found to contain less
thau the standard measure it shall be his duty to seize
the same, and to make complaint against the vender
for the violation of the law.
Sec 4. This act shall take effect on the first day of
January in the year nineteen hundrd and one.
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proved May M, 1900.
St. 1900, Chapter 369.
an act relative to the sealing of bottles and cans
used by milkmen.
Be, it enacted^ etc., as follows;
Section 1. Cans, bottles or other receptacles used
for the distribution of "milk or cream to the consumer
shall be sealed as measures, under the provision of
section twelve of chapter sixty-five of the Public
Statutes ; and no fee shall be charged or received for
sealing the same.
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect in cities on the
thirty-first day of December of the current year, and in
towns on the first day of March in the year nineteen
•hundred and one. [Approved Jane 6, 1900.
Operations of the department from March 1, 1900 to
March 1, 1901.
Number of scales over 5000 lbs. tested and
found correct,
Number of platform,counter platform,spring
and counter balances under 5000 lbs.
tested and found correct, 186
Number of scales tagged for repairs, 2
Number of scales condemned, 4
Total number of scales tested, 198
Number of weights tested and found correct 204
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Number of weights tested and found light
and heavy and adjusted, 48
Total number of weights tested, 252
Number of dry measures tested and found
correct, 170
Number of dry measures condemned,
Total number dry measure tested, 17G
Number of wet measures including glass
milk jars tested and found correct, 2G84
Number of wet measures including glass
milk jars condemned, . 62
Total number of wet measures tested, 2746
Inventory of property in the Sealer's office belonging
to the Town of Southbridge, March 1, 1901.
STANDARD AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHTS.
One set steel weights 5-10-20-25 and 50 lbs., 5
weights.
One set brass weights from 1 drachm to 4 lbs., 11
weights.
STANDARD MEASURES OF LENGTHS.
One brass U. S. standard yard measure.
STANDARD DRY MEASURES.
One set of iron measures from 1 qt. to i bushel, 5
measures.
STANDARD LIQUID MEASURES.
One set of iron measures from one gill to 1 gallon,
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6 measures.
Duplicates of measures marking sets, 1 set of
wood measures from 1 qt. to £ bushel, 5 measures.
1 set of copper liquid measures from 1 gill to 1
gallon, 6 measures.
10-50 lb. iron weights.
One set brass weights from 1 drachm to 4 lbs., 11
weights.
One brass counter balance.
One bench drill with drills.
Two set steel.
Six steel letters.
Respectfully submitted.
A. J. MORRIS.
Sealer of Weights and Measures.

List of Jurors.
Allard, Joseph A.
Angell, Isaac 0.
Ammidown, Lucius E.
Beecher, Herbert R.
Boyer, Jr., Alexis
Broadman, Romain
Chamberlain, Elmer D.
Chamberlain, D wight
Chace, Emerson E.
Clemence John E.
Caron, J. Anatole
Chappie, John
Chandler, William A.
Chipman, Oliver B. E.
Chamberlain, Sylvanus
Clemence, Luther D.
Cronin, Thomas
Coderre, Joseph L.
Cheney, Wm. H. B.
Clemence, Herbert A,
Carney, William M.
Darling, Eugene L.
Davis, Salem W.
Dennis, Paul
Dresser, George K.
Dresser, George A.
Dresser, George L.
Duquette, Louis N.
Davis, Linus F.
Dalton, Patrick M.
Durfee, Henry D.
Dinan, Henry
Eccleston, William H.
Egan, James K.
Egan, Michael
Earle, John J.
Freeman, Herbeit J.
Flood, Mathew
Flynn. Lawrence
Geer, Horace L.
Gagnon, Joseph
Goodell, Ulysses A.
Gatineau, Felix
Gay, Ernest L.
Galipeau, Alfred
Harwood, Elmer F.
Hall, Charles W.
Hogan, John J.
Hardenber, William E.
Hughes, Thomas
Hancock, George
Harrington, John
Hancock, Daniel
HeberF Pitt H.
Herber, Sturmius
Hyde, Charles
Hefner, John E.
Hill, Henry A.
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Herron, R. F.
Hyde, Alva L.
Johnson, A. Jerome
Jackson, Nathan N.
Kennedy, William T.
Keveny, James
Lamoureux, George E. F
Lusignan, Adolph
Lamoureux, Wilfred J.
LeClair, Joseph
Lawson, Roger C.
Lavallee, F. 1st.
Lyon, Otis S.
Litchfield, Herbert L.
Morse, Hiram P.
Mansfield, Robert E.
Morrissey, James
Merritt, Thaddeus C.
Mason, James H.
Morrill, Daniel T.
Morris, Andrew J.
Morse, Silas B.
Mansfield, George E.
McKinstry, John A.
Mason, Henry
Nichols, William E.
Nichols, Frank B.
Newell, Norvell
Norman, Alfred
Olds, Alonzo W.
Oldham, Harry P.
Pratt, Isaac S.
Prue, Joseph E.
Pelton, Albert L.
Plimpton, Manning
Paige, J. E.
Ryan, John
Ryan, Ferd F.
Ryan, Thomas H.
Shumway, Clarence P.
Smith, John M.
Simpson, George
Sutcliffe, Arthur
Sanders, J. O.
Torrey, Edwin T.
Tully, Michael J.
Troy, Thomas
Tetrault, Francis X.
Vinton, Charles M.
Tetrault, Charles H.
Williams, Charles W.-
Whitney, George C.
Wilcox, Jeremiah
Olney, W. R.
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ASSESSSORS' REPORT.
TABLE OF AGGREGATES,
FOR THE TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE, OF POLL, PROPRERTY,
TAXES, ETC., ASSESSED MAY 1, 1900.
Number of residents assessed on property :
Individuals , 998
All others 48
Total 1,046
Number of non-residents assessed on property:
Individuals 71
All others 9
Total 80
Number of persons assessed :
On property 1,120
For poll taxes only 1,152
Total 2,278
Number of male polls assessed 1,4^>0
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Tax on each poll $2 00
Value of assessed personal estate, excluding
resident bank stock $876,843 00
Resident bank stock 84.645 00
Total $961,488 00
Value of assessed real estate :
Buildin^;0^fdm^ranft/ rr. v.:; ;;.7'p;$2;160,594 00
Land, excluding buildings. .... . '
. .... 878,813 00
Total : :. . .. \ .V:
. ^"r.
A
£3,039,407 oo
i90tf: ; .T. > ; 7.^4,000,895 oo
: ^dieqoTq no bw&jzzf: ataebiaei jo TeJmuff
ggQ Tax for state, countv and town purposes,.including
8 N . .OYerlayinjgs.: atwtta IfA
-Orrpersonal $18,460 56
•'WnW.*//.V.V.V.V. v.- : -^"'58,356 63
On polls ,
;
3,680 00
: y T'foqo'rq ffO bSHSOHP.B iiob1891-HOH JO •?')( .! fiTTf /[
•Total ,.-:,«.••, , .- .- , -. .w .. , ^%8b;MfriIV
fntulio* 11
A
-Rate of taxation per $1000 $19 20
' Number of horses assessed* -. : ::•.;::>.::: -. Wo ' 683
Number of cows assessed
,
. .
562
dumber of sheep asii^i^. 9^^ .98
timber of neat.cattle, other 'tKaiij cows,/
.
assessed. ...... . ... - ' • 231
'N3jlnb.er.of S.wine assessed
.
.
.. ,
.. .
.. , , .
.
..
. . [jj.toT 87
Number of dwelling bouses assessed 1,097
N:uml>er of acres of la^'d :ti$mgse$V': 'A '<<> ''"< (1Q$46
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Number of fowls assessed 2,108
Value of fowls assessed $527 00
EXEMPTED PROPERTY
Public library, !
K < a 1 estate; Personal. Total.
110,000 $1,000 $10,000 $21,000
Methodist church, 13,000 1,000 14,000
Union church, 17,000 1,000 18,000
Universalist church, 11,000 1,000 12,000
Congregational church, 25,000 1,000 26,000
Baptist church, on nnn 1,000 21,000
Canadian Catholic
church, 14,000 2,000 16,000
Canadian free Catholic
school, 6,500 7 000
Canadian free Catholic
school, unfinished, 15,000 2,000 17,000
Irish Catholic church, 18,500 1,500 20,000
Irish free Catholic
school, 8,000 2,000 10,000
Residence of teachers
and superintendent
of free schools, in-
corporated, 7,000 1,400 8,400
Y. M. C. A., 40,000 2,964 42,964
Total, $205,000 $18,364 $10,000 $233,364
Eespectfally submitted.
FRANKLIN JACOBS,
V. W. LAMOUREUX,
S. K. EDWARDS,
Assessors.

ANNUAL REPORT
.... OF THE
TOWN CLERK.
Taosaa JAUHUA
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT,
INSURANCE ON TOWN PROPERTY.
Towu hall building and contents, $63,500 00
Boilers, 6,000 00
Armory and contents. 5,500 00
Engine house and contents. Town, 16,300 00
Engine house and contents, Globe Village, 8,500 00
Almshouse, barn and contents, 13,000 00
School house, Marcy street and contents, 32,500 00
School house, Main street and contents, 7,000 00
School house, School street and contents, 5,000 00
School house, Pleasant street, 1,700 00
School house, corner Morris street, 1,500 00
School house, Sandersdale, 2,000 00
School house. Elm street, 1,600 00
School house, Hooker district, 600 00
School house, Bacon district, 600 00
Storage barn and consents, "Goddard Court,"' 1,100 00
Library building, 2,500 00
Printed books, paintings, furniture, etc., in
Library, 10,200 00
$179,100 00
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VITAL STATISTICS.
For year ending January I, 1901.
Number of marriages, - 106
Number of births, 328
Number of deaths, 243
Number of dogs licensed year 1900
—
Males, 338
Females, 22
Total, 360
Respectfully submitted,
E. M. PHILLIPS,
Town Clerk.
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Plumbing Inspectors.
REPORT OF PLUMBING IN-
SPECTORS.
We respectfully submit the following report for
the year ending March 1, 1901.
We have examined and approved the following-
work as complying with Chap. 455 of the year 1894
and of the rules of the Southbridge Board of Health.
Number of sinks put in trapped and vented, 108
Number of water closets put in trapped and
vented, 56
Number of bath tubs put in trapped and
vented, 22
Number of wash trays put in trapped and
vented, 1
Number of lavatories put in trapped and
vented, 18
Number of urinals pat in trapped and
vented, 3
Number of shower bath put in trapped and
vented, 1
Number of bottle washtr put in trapped and
vented, 1
Total number of plumbing jobs exam-
ined and approved, 210
Total number of examinations for plumbers, 1
We feel it our duty to call attention to Sections 1,
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2, 3 and 4 of the rules of the Southbridge Board of
Health which shall be strictly enforced.
REGULATIONS FOR PLUMBING.
Section 1. The Board of Health will license per-
sons to engage in, or work at the business of plumb-
ing, provided they have passed satisfactorily the ex-
amination required by law, and no person shall woik
at or engage in the business of plumbing unless he
shall have first obtained a license and shall have regis-
tered his name and place of business in the office of
the Board of Health.
Sec -1. No person shall proceed to costruct, alter,
ad 1 t >, (>;• change any portion of tbe plumbing or
drainage system of a building (except to repair leaks)
until he has filed at the office of the Board of Health,
a plan showing the work to be performed.
. Sec. 3. The Inspectors of Plumbing mutt be noti-
fied when any work is ready for inspection, and all
pipes and other fixtures must not be covered or con-
cealed from view until inspected and approved.
Sec 4. No person shall connect with the sewer or
any drain on a public street without a permit from the
Board of Health, and the sewage from each and every
building on streets through whick the public seirer
runs, shall be connected with said sewer and if such
sewer is not provided the sewage shall be disposed of
in a manner approved by the Board of Health.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHX S. RANAHAN,
JOHN J. MULVEY,
Inspectors of Plumbing.
UNPAID TAXES.
* Fireman who has claim against the town.
Allard, Pierre, 3d
Allard, Victor
Anderson, Frank T.
Andrews, Nathaniel H.
Balcomb, Vivian
Barrie, Albert
Barrie, Francis X.
Barrie, Henry
Barrie, Joseph S.
Beaudoin, John B.
Beaudry, Engene
Bennette, John W.
Benoit, Joseph
Benoit, Joseph, Jr.
Berthiaunie, Edmond
Black, Peter
Blaney, Herbert
Boisvert, Dona
Boiteau, Napoleon
Bouchard, Louis
Bom her, Calixte
Bourrassa, George
Breen, Michael
Brennan, James J.
Bridget, George T.
Brodeur, John B.
Brodeur, Joseph
Brodeur, Josep, 2d
Brouillet, Joseph
Brousseau, Adon
Brousseau, Flavian
Brunei, Francois
Buchan, Adelbert
Buchette, Pierre
Buchette, Dona
Burrill, Moses
Cadarette, Felix
Campbell, Charles
Caplette, Olivier
Carey, Andrew
Caron, Frank
Caron, Pierre
Chase, Walter S.
Champagne, Henry
Champlain, Charles
Cloutier, David
Codey Thomas
Collet, Ulric
Collet, Ernest
Collins, Bernard
Com stock, Hiram P.
Condon, Wm.
Condon, Patrick
Cooper, George
Creedon, Daniel
Creedon, John E.
Creedon, Michael J.
Coughlin, John
Cunningham, Peter
Daignault, Napoleon
Daignault, Urbain
Degrenier, Octave
Degrenier, Napoleon A.
Delage, Isidore
Demers, Arthur
Demers, Elie
Denatte, Napoleon
Dennis, Peter
Derosier, John L.
Dinneen, James J.
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Dominie, Francois
Donavan, Daniel
Dorval, Honore
Dnchesneau, Arthur
Duchesneau, George
Duffy, Frank
Dumas, Joseph E.
Dumas, Philorum
Duiand, George
Etliier, Pierre
Ethier, Noe, 2d
Fairbric, Josepli
Ferron, Hormid-
s
Fogel, Charles
Fontaine, Alpha T.
Fontaine, Lucien
Gagnon, Leon
Gagnon, Uldege
Gallaway, Frank
Gamache, David
Garceau, Theodore
Garceau, Alphonse
Gaudin, Arthur
Gaulin, Alexis
Gaulin, Verne
Gaumond, Victor
Ganthier, Napoleon
Gendson, Elzear
Giard, Alexis
Giard, Alfred
Giroux, Joseph
Giroux, George
Gravel, Alfred
Gravel, Joseph
Green, Arthur
Gregory, James
Hamel, Albert
Hamdelin, Hermenegilde
Hetu, Edmond L.
Hetu, Louis
Hickey, Henry
Hickey, Patrick
Hitchen, John
Hitchen, Charles
Hogan, John E.
Holden, Thomas
Holden, James T.
Holland, Nicholas
Holmes, Carroll W.
Hopkins, George
Horrigan, Patrick
Horrigan, Michael F.
Hurpman, Harper M.
Keating, Walter
Keating, Stephen
Kennedy, William T.
Keough, James
Keough, Thomas
Kerwin, Dennis
Kerwin, William
Kibbitt, Anthony
Lachapelle, Jos. E.
Lachapelle, Edward
Lafortune, Edward
Laliberte, Placid G.
Lamontagne, Pierre
Lamothe, Arthur
Lamothe, Felix. Jr.
Lamothe, Dennis
Lamothe, Henry
Lamoureux, Louis
Langevin, Napoleon
Langevin, Paul
Langevin, Josepli P.
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Langlois, Edward
Langlois, Simon
Lapierre, George
Laporte, Pierre
Laporte, Bazile
Lariviere, Edward A.
Lariviere, John B.
Laroch, Alfred
Larochelle, Noe
Larochelle, Ludger
Lataille, Paul
Lataille, Joseph
Lavalle, Louis, 2d
Lavallee, Narcisse, 2d
Lavallee, Pierre
Lavigne, Wilfred
Lavoie, Ambrose
Lawton, John
Leblanc, Narcisse
Lepain, Wilfred
Lepain, Adelard
Lescault, Xiste
Lippe, Gilbert
Lippe, John B.
Lizotte, Victor
Lizotte, Eward
Lockhart, William
Loranger, Alexis
Loranger, Frank Jr.
Loranger, Frank
Lucier, Henry
Lucier, Alfred
Lurchin, Verria E.
Mallinson, Herbert
Mallinson, John
Mandeville, Joseph
Mandeville, Norbet
Martel, Edgar
Martin, John
Martin, Arthur
Mathewson, Joseph
May, Peter
McGrail, Michael J.
McGrail, Wm. T.
McGuirk, Edward
Metivier, Alfred
Miller, Isaac
Montminy, Alex.
Moriarty, Timothy P.
Morin, Francois
Morris, Thomas
Morrissey, Thos. F.
Morrissey, John F.
Mulvey, John L.
Murphy, Dennis
Murphy, Dennis J.
Newman, Edward J.
Norman, John
Nolin, Wilfrid
Nolan, Thos.
Oakes, Edward J.
O'Keefe, James
Page, William
Paul, Olivier
Peloquin, Evariste
Peloquin, Edmond
Peloquin, Joseph, 3d
Peregard, Dona
Petit, Stanislas
Pinsonnault, John
Plau, Onezime
Pontbiiant, Dolphies
Potvin, Paul
Potvin, Clement
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Powerfc, Joseph P.
Proulx 3 Adolph
Proulx, Oaliste
Proulx, John, 2d
Reed, George E.
Renaud, Frank E.
Richard, Joseph A.
Richard, Stephen E. Jr.
Robidoux, Joseph
Ryan, James T.
Sansoucie, Levi
Savage, Chas.
Savaria, Arthur
Spuecal. Ei-nest
Sheridan, Edward
Silbey, John F.
Simpson, Adelard
Slattery, David
Splain. Edward
Slebhins, Charles
Sfc( ele, Albert L.
St, George, Felix
St. Martin, Honor
e
St. Martin, Louis
St. Onge, Emile
St. Pierre, Pierre
Tessier, Charles N.
Th eriaul t
,
Cleophace
' Thihault, Raoul
Thibault, George
Traynor, Joseph
Trembly, Joseph
Trembly, Philias
Tulley. Andrew J.
Ward, James S.
Wells, John
Wells, Chas.
Whalen, Paul
WhaleD, James S.
White, William
Willis, John
Wilson, Humphrey
Wright, Charles
TOWN WARRANT.
Worcester, s>. To either of the constables of the town
of Southbridge, in the eountv of Worcester,
GREETING :
In the name of the commonwealth of Massachu-
setts, you are hereby requested to notify the inhabi-
tants' of the town of Southbridge, aforesaid, qualified
to vote in elections in town affairs to meet in the town
hall, in said Southbridge, on Monday, the 1st day of
April, at i> o'clock in the forenoon, to act on the fol-
lowing articles
:
Article 1. To choose a moderator to preside at
said meeting.
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Art. 2. To choose by ballot all necessary town
officers for the ensuing year, viz: Clerk, treasurer,
selectmen, overseers of the poor, board of health,
assessors, school committee, auditors of accounts,
cemetery committee, library committee, a sinking
fund commissioner, a sewer •commissioner and con-
stables.
Art. 3. To vote by ballot "Yes" or "No" in answer
to the question "Shall license be granted for the sale
of intoxicating liquors in this town ?"
Art. 4. To hear the reports of the auditors of
accounts, treasurer, clerk, selectmen, library commit-
tee, and act thereon.
Art. 5. To raise and appropriate such sums of
money as may be necessary to pay town debts and
charges the ensuing year, or act thereon.
Art. 6. To see if the town will allow a discount
on taxes paid within a certain period, or act thereon.
Art. 7. To see if the town will authorize the
treasurer to borrow such sums of money in anticipa-
tion of taxes, as will be found necessary to meet the
current expenses of the year, or act thereon.
Art. 8. To see if the town will accept the list of
jurors as posted and presented by the selectmen or act
thereon.
Art. 9. To see if the town will vote to pay the
engine men for the ensuing year, or act thereon.
Art. 10. To see if the town will raise and appro-
priate money for the observance of Memorial day, or
act thereon.
Art. 11. To see if -the town will vote to pay an
electrician for the ensuing year, or act thereon.
Art. 12. To see if the town will fix the compen-
sation of town officers, laborers and teams for the en-
suing year, or act thereon.
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Art. 13. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $500.00 for sewer contingent,
or anything regarding the same.
Art. 14. To see if the town will authorize the
treasurer to transfer from unappropriated funds, to
Eastford road $224.28, to widening Main street $78.98,
or act thereon.
Art. 15. To see if the town will authorize the
treasurer to transfer to unappropriated funds from en-
forcement liquor law $655.84, from Central street side-
walk $182.45, from Everett street culvert $124.02, from
sewer plans $103.86, from Pine street sidewalk $44.84,
from Edwards street sidewalk $44.66, from South street
culvert $27.08, from Engine House No. 1 $29.60, from
Eastford road bridge $7.52, from Fourth of July ap-
propriation $3.15, from headstones for revolutionary
soldiers $2.50, from Crane street sidewalk $1.41, from
Cohasse street .22, or act thereon.
Art. 16. To see if the town will vote to estahlish
an Electric Arc light on Williams St. near the resi-
dence of John Williams, raise and appropriate money
therefor or act thereon.
Art. 17. To see if the town will appropriate the
sum of One Thousand Dollars to make special repairs
upon that part of the highway leading to West Wood-
stock, Conn., extending for about one fourth of a mile
easterly from the residence of Gilbert Laprade, raise
and appropriate money or act thereon.
Art. 18. To see if the town will vote to establish
an electric arc light on Marcy street in front of Rev. G
.
Elz Bruchu's residence, raise and appropriate money
therefor or act thereon.
Art. 19. To see if the town will vote to establish
two incandescent electric lights on Pleasant street,
between the residence of Mrs. Colquhoun and
Mrs Moriarty, raise and appropriate money therefor,
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or act thereon.
Art. 20. To see if the town will raise aiul appro-
priate the sum of $1500.00 to repair the roads and side-
walks at Hillside Park, or act thereon.
Art. 21. To see if the town will vote to build a
concrete sidewalk, stone curbing, on the East side of
Ohapin street, from residence of C. W. Johnson to
Williams street, raise and appropriate money therefor,
or act thereon.
Art. 22. To see if the town will vote to build a
sewer, starting on Main street, at the corner of Marcy
street, along said Main street to South street to land of
Mary C. Plimpton, raise and appropriate money there-
for or act thereon.
Art. 23. To see if the town will settle the price
per foot for assessment to be paid for all sewers laid
or to be laid in the future according to the plans ac-
cepted by the town at its special meeting held in May,
1899, and to act anything in regard to the same.
Art. 24. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $650.00 to pay land damages as
ordered by the County Commissioners in relocating and
widening Main street between Oak Ridge cemetery
and Chestnut street, or act thereon.
Art. 25. To see if the town will vote to itccept
the decree of the County Comissioner relocating Charl-
ton Street, raise and appropriate money for the repairs
ordered therein or act thereon.
Art. 26. To see if the town will vote to build a
concrete sidewalk, stone curbing on the east side of
Foster street, starting at the termination of the present
walk along the land of the Central Mills Co. to North
street, raise and appropriate money therefor or act
thereon.
Art. 27, To see if the town will vote to remove
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the ledge on the east side of Pine St. extension and to
widen the street to its full limit, raise and appropriate
money therefor or act thereon.
Art. 28. To see if the town will vote to hnild a
concrete sidewalk, stone curbing, on the west side of
Pine street, from land of Edwm Phillips to Main
street, raise and appropriate money therefor or act
thereon.
Art. 29. To see if the town will vote to build a
sewer starting on River street, extending through Mill
street and Brick Kow to Canal street, raise and ap-
propiate money therefor or act thereon.
Art. '] \ To see if the town will vote to build a
eoaere to sidewalk, stone curbing, on the east side of
Me ;h mi s street, from North street to Charlton
street, r.uoj and appropriate money therefor or act
thereon.
Art. 31. To see if the town will vote to build a
concrete sidewalk, stone curbing, extending from High
street, down the northerly side of School street to
Collier street, to pass the School street school house,
raise and appropriate money therefor or act thereon.
Akt. 32. To see what action the town will take
in regard to providing additional school accommoda-
tions for the Mechanics street and Worcester street
sections, or act anything thereon.
Art. 33. To hear and act on the report of the
Selectmen locating a street running easterly from
parallel to Everett street, near Cohasse street, raise
and appropriate money therefor or act thereon.
Art. 34. to hear and act on the report of the
Selectmen locating two streets on the "Highlands/' so-
called, and known respectively as Litchfield ave. and
Beech street.
Art. 35. To see if the town will vote to lay O'ifc
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and build a new way, viz.—beginning at the easterly
end of the westerly section of Dresser street, thence
easterly over land of Mrs Ellen J. Bartholomew, to
westerly end of easterly section of said Dresser
street, raise and appropriate money therefor or act
thereon.
Akt. 36. To see if the town will vote to build a
gravel walk, stone curbing, on the south side cf ^oulh
street, from corner of A. H. Wheeler's lot to foot of
Highland street, raise and appropriate money there-
for or act thereon.
Art. 37. To see if the town will vote $400.00 to
repair Water street and culverts on said street or act
thereon.
Art. 38. To see if the town will vote to finish the
cutting and widening that part of Main street, relo-
cated by the County Commissioners last season, raise
and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars
therefor or act thereon.
Art. 39. To see if the town will vote $300.00 to
repair Sayles street extension and culverts on said
street or act thereon.
Art. 40. To see if the town will vote to establish
an electric arc light on River street, between Oliver
street and bridge, raise and approve money therefor
or act thereon.
Art. 41. To see if the town will vote to establish
two incandescent lights on Marcv street, at each end
of school house lot. raise and appropriate money
therefor or act thereon.
Art. -42. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money sufficient to defray the
expenses of collecting, arranging and preserving in
permanent shape, the town papers, books, etc
,
which are in the town vault and other depositories
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which relate to beginnings of this town and its his-
tory for the past one hundred years, or act anything
regarding the same.
Art. 43. To see if the town will vote to establish
an incandescent light at the corner of Glover and
Sayles streets, raise and appropriate money therefor
or act thereon.
Art. 41. To see if the town will instruct the
Board of Auditors to require all bills against the town
to be itemized before the same are approved, and to
make their annual report in like detail; or take any ac-
tion relative to town accounts.
Art. 45. To transact any other business that
may legally come before the meeting.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by
publishing an attested copy thereof twice in the South-
bridge Press, Herald and Journal, the first publication
being not less than nine days next preceding the* day
of the meeting— or by posting up such attested copies
in four conspicuous public places within the tow n, at
least nine days, including Sundays—before the day of
holding said meeting.
The polls will be open at 9 o'clock A. M., and close
at 4 o'clock, P. M.
Hereof fail not, and make due return of ibis ar-
rant with your doings thereon to the Town Clerk at
the time and place hereinbefore named.
Given under our hands this 18th dav of March, A.
D., 1901,
\ SelectmenJOSEPH OUIMETTE. JR.,
( t
H. S. CHENEY.
j Southbndge.
A true copy. Attest:
ANDREW M. HIGGrlNS, Constable of S, uthbridge.
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